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Sherwood 

Introduction: 
Frontier Fiction and the Absent Author 

"France was a land, England was a people, bul America, having about it still that quality 
of the idea, was harder to utter . . . " 

"The Swirruners," F. Scott Fitzgerald 

In his 2008 acceptance speech for the Democratic presidential nomination, Barack 

Obama stated that it was not America's military or its financial clout that made the country 

"strong" and the "envy of the world," but it was something else, something coded into the 

American DNA: "Instead, it is that American spirit, that American promise, that pushes us 

forward even when the path is uncertain; that binds us together in spite of our differences; that 

makes us fix our eye not on what is seen, but what is unseen, that better place around the bend." 

This campaign rhetoric, if we look past the political expediency of its call to unity, is rooted in 

one of America's founding and enduring myths : the myth of the frontier. If Obama or his 

speechwriters were careful to keep the language ofthe speech wrapped in patrio tism and the 

greatness of"Americanism," the frontier root is still there. Obama' s ''American spirit" is, 

essentially, what has historically been called the " frontier spi1it"; the spi1it that "led immigrants 

to cross oceans and pioneers to travel west." 

On that stage in Denver three years ago, Obama was placing himself in a unique 

American tradition that presidents from either end of the ideological spectrum have continually 

referenced and used for political power. From John F. Kennedy to Ronald Reagan, politicians 

have tapped into the frontier myth to spur the electorate to their own vision for the nation. 

Whether this be sending a man to the moo11 or defeating communism, the emotions and ideas 

that are mined from the populace are the same: "the spiri t [ .. . ) of pioneer America-the 

unceasing search for new frontiers" (Obama's 20 ll State of the Union address). 
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Definitions and Departures 

ft is not only in politics that this frontier myth has found a home. In America's literature 

the frontier, (to 1iffoffofObama's words) whether "seen" or "unseen'· has been a constant 

element. Particularly, this usage of the frontier myth seems to have been most fleshed out in 

America's novels. From the earliest writers such as James Fermimore Cooper, to contemporary 

ones such as Cotmac McCarthy, and-as I argue here, Thomas Pynchon-the frontier has been 

central and unique in American literature. Though poets, such as Walt Whitman and, to a certain 

extent, Robert Frost, have also mined the frontier myth in their works and many famous 

American essayists (Thoreau) have also followed suite, it seems that it is in the genre of the 

novel that the American myth finds its fully laid-out seat. This may be because, simp ly, the genre 

of the novel itself was formed during the infancy ofthe nation. 1 Or another possible reason is 

that the novel, through its very narrative structure, opens itselfup to the frontier myth that is, in 

its essence, a narrative.2 For the purposes of this study then (which revolves around a novelist), it 

must be noted that the following analysis of the frontier will primarily be seen through the lens 

of the American novel, and/or fiction. 

But there still remains a problem when analyzing the myth. For all its usages in our 

national discourse and in the texts that support and define it, the frontier remains, especially now 

in the 2ls1 century, an ambiguous and multifarious term. As Patricia Nelson Limerick notes, the 

term fronti er and the associat ions it engenders are subject to continual "shifting definitions" and 

"the whole package of frontier and pioneer imagery has ended up as widely dispersed intelleclual 

property" ("Adventures ofthe Frontier" 490, 498). From television ads to the aggrandizement of 

war, the term "frontier" has become laden with innumerable meanings. But if one looks at the 

1 As Pynchon himself shows in hi s "American'· novel , Mason & Dixon. 
2 f must also note that the power of the American novel to reflect the frontier myth can also be attributed to the 
elasticity of the gerue . It is the novel whicb can contain poetry and essay within its narrative. 
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history of the term and its usage-especially in the study of American literature, particularly the 

novel-a general definition begins to come into focus. 

The most widely used definition of the frontier, whether directly referenced or not, stems 

from Fredrick Jackson Turner's essay "The Significance of the Frontier in American History" 

which he first delivered as an address to the World's Fair in Chicago in 1893 (also the venue 

which opens Pynchon's sixth novel). For Turner the frontier was the meeting point between 

savagery and civilization; the place of contact between the wilderness and human society and the 

area where primitive economy butted up against an ever-expanding industrial and capitalist 

social order. For Turner it was this frontier aspect that was essential to American history, as well 

as the American character: 

Thus American development has exhibited not merely advance along a single line, but a 

return to primitive conditions on a continually advancing frontier line, and a new 

development for that area. American social development has been continually beginning 

over again on the frontier. This perennial rebirth, this fluidity of American life, this 

expansion westward with its new opportunities, its continuous touch with the simplicity 

of primitive society, furnish the forces dominating American character. The true point of 

view in the history of this nation is not the Atlantic coast, it is the Great West. ( 485) 

This definition-commonly called the Turner Thesis-is essential when one looks at the 

scholarship on the ,American frontier. Indeed, early American literary studies from the 1950s (the 

time of Pynchon 's O'Wn collegiate studies at Cornell), such as Peny Miller's Errand ;nro the 

Wilderness ( 1956), R. B. W. Lewis's The American Adam ( 1955), and 1-Iem-y Nash Smith's 

Virgin Land: The American West as Symbol and 1vfyth (1950), use Turner's Thesis and the 

fro11tier for the grounding of their investigations. It seems, when one looks at a swath of 
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American literature (novels in this case) that these scholars were right to follow in Tumer' s 

wake. 

Most of the canonical works of American fiction are products o f the same ideological and 

mythical foundations from which T urner mined his thesis. As Leslie A. Fiedler states in hi s 

seminal work, Love and Dearh in the American Novel (1966): 

The American 'Writer [ .. . ] is forever beginning [ . .. ] he inhabits a country at once the 

dream of Europe and a fact of history; he lives on the last horizon of an endlessly 

retreating vision of innocence-on the "frontier," which is to say, the margin where tbe 

theory of original goodness and the fact of original sin come face to face. (27) 

In Melville's Moby Dick, Islunael ' s monologue on the whiteness of the whale (and by 

implication the entirety of Ahab's doomed quest) is firm ly grounded in a realization of the 

T umerian frontier: 

Most famous in our Westem annals and Indian traditions is that of the White Steed of the 

Prairies[ .. . ] A most imperial and archangelical apparition of that unfallen, western 

world, which to the eyes of old trappers and hunters revived the glories of those primeval 

times when Adam walked majestic as a god, bluff-browed and fearless as this mighty 

steed. (201-2) 

Likewise Mark Twain's Adventures of Huckleberry Finn presents the west, tbe frontier and 

nature in a Tumerian mode. As Huck and Jim continue on the Mississippi River they continually 

reenact the crux ofTumer's thesis. They reach out to nature/wilderness and the p1imi tive for 

regeneration in between their visits to the "fallen'' and corrupt shores where "sivilization" lies i.n 

wait. T his frontier "practice'' leads Huck, at the end of the novel, to hunger for the actual west: 

" But I reckon I got to light out for the Territory ahead of the rest'· (263) . Even novels that seem 
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to have li ttle or no connection to the frontier are still heavily informed by the myth. Fitzgerald ' s 

The Great Gatsby, which on the surface is a story that is far from any idea offrontiers3
, is also 

infonned by the same frontier concerns as Twain and Melvi lle: 

And as the moon rose higher the inessential houses began to meJt away until gradually I 

became aware of the old island here that flowered once for Dutch sailors' eyes-a fresh , 

green breast of the new world . Its vanished trees, the trees that had made way for 

Gats by's house, had once pandered in whispers to the last and greatest of all human 

dreams; for a transitory enchanted moment man must have held his breath in the presence 

of this continent, compelled into an aesthetic contemplation he neither understood nor 

desired, face to face for the last time in history with something commensurate to his 

capacity for wonder. ( 180) 

1 n fact, one could argue that the entire American literary canon reflects the influence of the 

frontier and specifically Turner's concept of it. 

Yet, this fact stated, whai exactly are the attributes and themes that provide the make up 

of the frontier in American literature? What tropes have become staples of the American 

conception of the frontier in fiction? Theoretically, one could write an entire thesis, book or 

encyclopedia answering these questions (and many have). Yet it seems that when we look 

towards Turner's Thesis and some of the canonical works cited above we do see certain points 

that constitute "frontier attributes" within American literature. 

I . The communion of (hu)man 1-vith the wilderness/nature 

As Henry Nash Smith states of Turner's Thesis, " the wilderness beyond the limits of 

civilization was not only an area of free land; it was also nature'' (5). Indeed in Melville's and 

3 Indeed, Jay Gatsby's movement [Tom the west to the east seems counterintuitive to Turner' s thesis and the ideas of 
the American frontier. Yet, as Nick admits at the close of the novel: " T see now that this has been a story of the 
West" (176). 
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Twain's works, as well as numerous others such as Thoreau's Walden (to mention an essayist) or 

McCarthy's All the Pretty Horses, the wilderness (whether represented by the Mississippi River 

or the ocean) and a character's or characters interaction with it is a fundamental aspect of the 

frontier. As Richard Slatkin states in his book, Gunfighter Nation, the frontier myth and 

American literature define Americans as "a people of 'the wilderness'" ( 11 ), a people defined by 

the nature they perceive as surrounding them. It is through this communion that a second major 

aspect of the frontier is realized: 

2. Regeneration 

This concept is directly referred to by Turner when describing the effects of the frontier 

on American society; the frontier provides the opportunity for "beginning again" and "perennial 

rebirth" (485). As Michael Ragin notes, American history itself''has progressed under the sway 

of[ ... ] regeneration'' ("Nature as Politics" 5). In many works of American literature, man's (not 

very often woman's)" communion with nature-the entering of the frontier-results in a 

regeneration that can be spiritual, material, psychological or economic. Huck and Jim continually 

experience this in the restorative powers of the Mississippi ; in search of a rebirth, Melville's 

Ishmael turns towards the sea: 

It is a way I have of driving off the spleen and regulating circulation. Whenever I find 

myself growing grim about the mouth; whenever it is a damp drizzly November in my 

soul [ ... ]then, I account it high time to get to sea as soon as I can. (3) 

This is not to mention Emerson's classic work, "Nature," in which the poet speaks of precisely 

the rejuvenating powers of man's communion with the natural world: "In the woods, we return to 

~ The exception to this general rule is found in Willa Cather's works. For instance, in 0 Pioneers (a title pulled from 
a Whitman poem), Cather has the character of Alexandra, who, in many ways follows in the tradition of frontier 
regenera!ion. We see this at the close of the novel: "Fortunate country, that is one day to receive hearts like 
Alexandra's into 1ts bosom, to give them out aga in in the yellow wheat, in the rustling com, in the shin ing eyes of 
youth!'' ( 180). 
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reason and faith. There I feel that nothing can befall me in life, -no disgrace, no caJamity 

(leaving me my eyes), which nature cannot repair" (6) . Yet, as is evidenced primarily through 

Walden, this regeneration is often an exercise of solitude. 

3. Individualism 

As Turner noted, "the frontier is productive of individualism" (487). In many works of 

literature, such as Kerouac's On The Road, it is the individual who communes with the 

wilderness and is regenerated tlrrough it. Sal Paradise starts out his journey west alone on the 

highway. James Gatz begins his transformation into Jay Gatsby alone and Huck "lights out to the 

Territory," preswnably, by himself To return to Fiedler: "the typical male protagonist of our 

fiction has been a man on the run, harried into the forest and out to sea, down the river or into 

combat-anywhere to avoid 'civilization"' (26). Here Fiedler notes the individuality inherent in 

the frontier in American fiction, and he also hints at another central aspect at the same time: 

4. Jvfovement 

This aspect of the frontier was also another which Turner pinpointed in his essay: 

"Movement has been its [the American frontier] dominant fact" (488) . Indeed, all of the works 

noted above are defined by movement; from 1-luck and Jim's continual movement on the river, 

the Pequod's movement on the ocean to Sal Paradise's footfall s on the road and John Grady 

Cole's travels in All the Pretty Horses, movement is key to the frontier. As John Grady Cole says 

at the close ofMcCartby's novel when told he could stay in Mexico: "I think I 'm goin to move 

on" (299) . The last we see of him is the classical frontier image of the singular man on a horse, 

"the shadow of a single being. Passed and paled into the darkening land, the world to come'' 

(302). 

5. Possibility 
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The frontier is often the place of possibility. A place where characters can mold their 

worlds and their lives in a \.mique way that is not possible elsewhere. For Huck and Jim the 

frontier of the Mississippi and the raft provide the possibility for an (perceived) equality between 

black and white. For John Grady Cole in McCarthy's novel, the frontier of Mexico provides the 

possibility to become a "man," a lover, and a rancher-something he never tnlly had in his 

"civilized" home town. 

These tive attributes that I have singled out are not the only aspects that could be cited as 

the pillars of the frontier in fiction. For instance, a Fiedler notes, there is of1en contact, 

friendship, and outright sexual love between the individual rnan and a person of color who is, in 

a way, the direct manifestation ofthe frontier (or wilderness/nature) in human form. Indeed, in 

the two works that I have primarily used here-Huck Finn and Moby Dick-both main 

protagonists are mated to dark-skinned men who embody a certain "v...ildness" and the 

"p1imitive." Also conspicuously missing from the four frontier aspects elucidated above is 

Slatkin's (correct) notion of violence. However, I see both Fiedler and Slatkin's as elements that 

are, in a way, effects of the five attributes I've placed in my framework. The white man's 

befriending of the dark wild man is often a consequence of the entrance into a frontier-Ishmael 

is already heading to sea when he and Queequeg bond, Huck is already on the run from 

civilization when he and Jim meet. Violence also seems to be a result of the initial frontier 

experience in literature. The cowboys can't fight (exterminate) the Indians or cultivate 

(dominate) the land without first entering it. 

Yet the primary reason I have not placed these two aspects (and numerous others) into 

the framework is because many of these elements are the products of analysis. When Melville sat 

down to write Moby Dick we can not be certain that he had dark/white love in mind and the 
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concept of regeneration through violence either-however, it is not a stretch to assume he did 

have an idea ofthe individual's communion with nature on the frontier or the idea of the ever

moving frontiersman. The four attributes above are, essentially, the loose basis of the frontier 

my1h without deep analysis or a claim to truth (as Fiedler continually claims) or a judgment of 

moral value (as in Slatkin's sometimes overt condemnations). In a way, nature, regeneration, 

individualism, movement, and possibility are the five aspects that are explicitly at the center of 

the frontier my1h. It is these general attributes that come to most American's minds when they 

hear or see the frontier referenced. Indeed, it is primarily these associations that were sparked in 

the consciousnesses of Americans when Obama gave his nomination speech. 

The Absent Author 

There is one author (sporadically mentioned above) whose novels have, at times, invoked 

frontier rhetoric, though not in the traditionally critical way. When Louis Menand mentioned 

"shapeless" and " long, rambling'' in a review of the author' s 2006 novel, it is almost as ifhe is 

describing the unfonned American prairie mentioned by Melville, or the "embryonic" American 

coast as revealed to Nick Caraway in The Great Gatsby (Menand "Do the Math"). Yet Menand, 

following in the path of many reviewers before him, is using these frontier descriptions to refer 

to Against the Day by Thomas Pynchon. Yet just because reviewers, critics, and scholars often 

adopt frontier rhetoric to describe Pynchon' s "unfathomable" novels, very few have actually 

gone further than that. Indeed, there seems to be a peculiar absence. 

Pynchon, in a 2004 New York Times article, was called "one of [New York] city's most 

reclusive residents." Certainly, Pynchon has been known (or more rightly, unknown) throughout 

his career as the reclusive author par excellence. Since his first novel V. was published in 1963 

Pynchon has never given an interview and never had his photo (willingly) published. AU we 
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have of the author is his ftction, a handful of essays, two comedic stints on The Simpsons (with a 

bag over his head), and a couple goofy photos from his youth. 

Yet despite the vast and voluminous amount of criticism surrounding the Pynchon' s work 

(as alluded to above), the reclusive author is absent in another completely different way. Though 

he is arguably one of the most influential American authors of the 201
h century (if not one of the 

most influential in America's entire history), there has been litlle to no analysis of the frontier in 

his fiction, though frontier rhetoric has been continually used to refer to them. This absence 

could be because of the incredible complexity of the author's novels (Menand's "shapeless"), the 

"global" nature of his characters, or Pynchon's postrnodem tendencies. This last cause is perhaps 

the most relevant. After all, an author that plays with and demystifies "Western" myths and 

narratives on such grand scales as he does in V. and Gravity's Rainbow could hardly be 

influenced or depicting any fonn of frontier myth. If he does, it has to be merely to deconstruct 

them, parody them, or use them in a larger pastiche. 

This asswnption has left a gaping hole in the center ofPynchon criticism. Even in such 

recent novels as j\,;fason & Dixon and Against the Day, which both blatantly take on the frontier 

myth, scholars have shied away from a frontier analysis. In a way, this reliance on the 

postmodemism of the author' s works has d ivorced Pynchon from America and its foundational 

frontier myth. Even when scholars do look into the frontier myth in his novels it is only to find 

the same postmodern demystification and parody. For example, Robert R. Hill in analyzing 

Mason & Dixon found it simply to be a novel that "satirizes Eden, the West's most cherished 

symbol of the New World, to re-present its most ironic one: institutional America, colonial and 

contemporary" ( t 59). 
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However, Pynchon ' s novels are in the postmodem mode and they do deilate the myths 

and narratives of our "Western" society. But this does not mean that Pynchon holds some kind of 

lofty position above and beyond all culturaJ influence or that he is immune to the allure of the 

American frontier myth. In reality it would be quite impossible for that to be said about any 

American author, especial ly one who has the family background that Pynchon has. As has been 

duly noted by critics and referred to indirectly by the author himself in Gravity's Rainbow, the 

Pynchon family traces its lineage back to the first English settlers ofNew England. ln fact, 

Pynchon's ancestor in all probability knew John Winthrop, the patriarch of the pilgrims that once 

lauded the benefits of a Christian community jn opposition to the frontier of America: "wee must 

be knit together in this worke as one man, we must entertaine each other in brotherly Affeccion 

[ ... ]wee shall be as a Citty upon a Hill'' ("A Model of Christian Charity" 5-6).5 

With such a long American family history it seems almost absurd to overlook the frontier 

myth in the author's fiction. Just as no one is unaJJected by the influences of their childhood 

(famously analyzed by Freud), so too it would seem completely reasonable for Pynchon and his 

works to be informed and influenced (whether consciously or unconscious ly) by the American 

frontier myth. We can see this unambiguously in Pynchon' s early short story "Morality and 

Mercy in Vienna." Within that story Pynchon has the character oflrving Loon, an Ojibwa from 

Ontario, act as an instrument of entropy (the one term that Pynchon criticism has revolved 

around for over 40 years). Yet Loon is not only an agent of chaos, he is also reminiscent of the 

characters in other American novels that directly represent the frontier myth. As one character 

describes Loon: 

"l-Ie ' s been standing in the same corner all evening," she said. "He hasn't spoken a word 

for two days. I feel" - and her eyes gazed over Siegel ' s shoulder, out into God knows 

5 This idea of community on the frontier seems to have an emergence in the later !iction of Pynchon. 
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where-"that it's not only nostalgia for the wilderness, but almost as if somehow out 

there, in the hinterlands, with nothing but snow and forests and a few beaver and moose, 

he has come close to something which city dwellers never find all their lives, may never 

even be aware exists, and it 's this that he misses, that the city kills or hides from him." 

Like Cooper's Natty Bumppo, Melville's Queequeg, and Twain's Jim, Loon falls into an 

American literary tradition as an embodiment of the frontier. Though Pynchon's use of Loon 

within tbe story is limited (and possibly a little exploitive), through his inclusion of such a 

character in his early fiction we can discern that somewhere in the author's mind the frontier 

myth still holds. 

Yet, as mentioned above, Pynchon., as a postmodem author that was heavily influenced 

by the 1960s culture (as is evidenced by his "California novels") does not embrace the frontier 

myth fully, nor does he fit neatly into the five categories of frontier fiction discussed earlier. 

Instead Pynchon's "frontiers" are defined by a strange, evolving, and often contradictive mass of 

characteristics. Indeed, many ofthe features which make up Pynchon's frontiers are in direct 

opposition with the common tropes of the frontier. However, behind even those charactetistics 

we can see a unique 201
h -century version of a frontier myth emerge, one that can only be rightly 

called Pynchonian. 

The Pynchonian Frontjer 

Pynchon 's frontiers often seem to be quite different than the frontiers espoused by the 

frontier myth and the four attributes 1 catalogued earlier. (This is because, in many ways, they 

are very different) On the one hand, Pynchon does use some of the tropes of the classical fmntier 

myth as revealed in fiction, on the otl1er hand he also incorporates other aspects that were only 

theorized and investigated recently. In a way Pynchon, whose years at Cornell coincided witb the 
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first surge of literary frontier studies as 1 have already mentioned, was ahead of the curve in his 

conceptualizations of what a frontier consists of and enables. The Pyncbonian frontier moves 

from being Turner's ·'area of free land" to the west to something completely different, yet reliant 

on many of the same characteristics. To put it simply: the Pynchonian frontier consists of a 

character's communion with their surroundings and the others around them. Yet, Pynchon hardly 

is ever that simple. Therefore it seems necessary that at this point I provide another catalogue of 

frontier characteristics, this time those ofthe Pynchonian frontier. 

1. The Wasteland 

Influenced heavily by modernists such a..:; Joyce and T. S. Eliot, Pynchon's area where 

frontiers occur is not only in an imagined and (mis)perceived wilderness that is a pure and 

innocent natural world. Instead Pynchon's frontiers are often found in wastelands. On tbe one 

hand the wasteland is the modemist conception of the modemized cityscape. It is this type of 

wasteland that provides the space for frontiers in Pynchon 's novels, particularly V and Gravity 's 

Rainbow. On the other hand the wasteland is a wildemess, but a wildemess quite different than 

the wildemess of the classic frontier myth. Instead Pynchon' s wasteland wilderness is stripped of 

all its Edenic qualities and is much more similar to the modernist cityscape in character. In 

Pynchon's later novels, especially Mason & Dixon, it is this type of wasteland where frontiers 

occur. Indeed, Pynchon' s wastelands act in a very similar manner as land does in Annette 

Kolodny ' s conception of frontiers. In her piece, "Letting Go Our Grand Obsessions" she defines 

frontiers "as a locus of first cultural contact, circumscribed by a particular physical terrain in the 

process of change" ( 43). In the Pynchonian frontier the wasteland acts as this type of physical 

terrain, and like Kolodny ' s definition, it "encompass[ es] all frontiers-' wilderness,' agricultmal, 
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urban, and industrial alike" (50). In a way the wasteland acts like a fertile compost where the 

Pynchonian frontier can take root. 

2. Regeneration 

This element oftbe Pynchonian frontier probably the one that is most closely aligned and 

inf1uenced by the classic frontier myth. The characters that enter (and become part of) the 

Pynchonian frontier experience a type of regeneration that is spiritual, physical, and emotionaL 

Yet, unlike the classic frontier regeneration, in the Pynchonian frontier the restorative powers of 

the (waste)land are not the sole cause of regeneration. Jostead part of the regeneration is due to 

interaction and communion between persons. Unlike the regeneration through nature 

experienced by the individual in the classical frontier myth, in the Pynchonian frontier 

regeneration often involves and demands human interaction. Yet, in most of Pynchon ' s novels 

the setting-the wasteland-is a prerequisite and grounding for this style ofregeneration. This 

"Pynchonian" regeneration will be hinted at in more depth once I get to another aspect of the 

Pynchonian frontier. 

3. Absence of Control 

This aspect is prevalent in Pynchon's first two novels and becomes less important (and 

more confusing) in his later novels. Yet it is still a central characteristic to the Pynchonian 

frontier. Control , both of the wasteland and of humanity is one obstacle that often needs to be 

sunnounted before a "true" or Pynchonian frontier can emerge. Robert P. Marzec notes that the 

(waste)land must first escape the ideological and imperial codings placed upon it. Like the 

enclosure movement which is one ofthe bases of Marzec's analysis, in Pynchon the wasteland 

must move from being (in Marzec's terms) territory in the Roman sense of territorium to "earth," 

or "the land on its own terms" (6). This means, essentially, that in Pynchon the wasteland must 
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move from being a resource (territory) that can be exploited and capitalized-controlled-to 

simply a place that is inJ1abited by humanity. Ukewise humanity must also become, to return to 

Marzec, inhabitants of the wasteland instead of controllers or shepherds of a territory or property. 

In V this absence of control is hinted at and in Gravity's Rainbow it is fully realized. In the later 

novels Mason & Dixon and Against the Day the presence of control does not always mean the 

absence of a Pynchonian frontier. Yet in those novels the characters' relationship to the land 

often must evolve into one of inhabitant instead of cultivator (controller) for the Pynchonian 

frontier to flourish. 

4. Human Communion/Love 

One of the central characteristics that is unique to the Pynchonian frontier (and strange to 

those familiar with the classical frontier description) is a communion (community) between 

characters (with the above mentioned communion with the wasteland as a precondition, of 

course). This communion becomes more and more central to Pynchon 's frontiers as his career 

has progressed. As "inhabitants" of the (decoded) wasteland the characters that meet become 

small communities practicing a love that stands outside Lhe discoLLrses of domination. This 

love/communion closely resembles the Love bell hooks discusses in her essay "Love as the 

Practice ofF reed om" : 

Without an ethic of love shaping the direction of our political vision and our radical 

aspirations, we are often seduced, in one way or the other, into continued allegiance to 

systems of domination-imperialism, sexism, racism, classism. (73 8) 

This "love ethic" that hooks describes becomes practiced by characters occupying the 

Pynchonian frontier. From Roger and Jessica's lovers ' nest in Gravity's Rainbow to the familial 

Jove of the Traverses in Against the Day, the Pynchonian frontier produces a love (and thereby 
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community) that is in opposition to controls-or as Pynchon himself puts it dramatically in 

Gravity's Rainbow: "They're in Love. Fuck the War" ( 42). 

5. Afovemenl 

Like love, movement is also another characteristic of the Pyncbonian frontier that 

gradually evolves over the author's career. Though obviously present in all ofPynchon's 

novels, 7 it is only in ltdason & Dixon and primarily in Against the Day where movement becomes 

essential to the Pynchonian frontier. Within those novels movement-as in the classical 

frontier--provides the characters with the means with which to decode themselves and the 

wastelands they travel through. In a way, through movement, characters such as the Traverses 

loose themselves from control and at the same time perceive tbe wasteland as an area of 

inhabitance, not a tenitory for cultivation and dominance. 

6. Possibility 

This aspect ofthe Pynchonian frontier is yet another that is reminiscent of the classical 

frontier myth in fiction. In Pynchon's frontiers, as the wasteland, characters, and otber elements 

drop into place, possibility opens up. Often this possibility is often the space where communion 

and love occur. 

Framework 

The following analysis aims to look at four of Pynchon' s largest works, V., Gravity's 

Rainbow, lvfason & Dixon, and Against the Day and how Pynchon is influenced by the frontier 

myth, but more importantly, how he creates his own unique version. Therefore each chapter 

5 
[ must note what the reader may have already deduced. The latter half of Pynchon' s career (spa11ning the two 

novels Mason & Dixon and Against the Day) is not so much a divergence from his earlier novels' conception of 
frontiers as much as evolutions. Many of rhe characteristics that become essential in those later novels are seen tn an 
incubatory stage in the previous ones. 
7 Benny Profane's yo-yoing in V.; Oedipa Maas's "Errand" into San Narciso; Slothrop's "Progress" through the 
Zone in Graviry 's Rainbow; Prairie Wheeler's search for her mother in Vineland. 
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covers one novel and its unique rendering of the Pynchonian frontier as it has progressed over 

the author's career. This approach, at times, may make the continuity of the study seem weak 

and disjointed . Yet continuity or narrative tlow are not my primary concerns. Instead my central 

concern is the texts at hand. It seems unfair to my reader and to the author to lump together his 

works in a neatly defmed thematic framework that has its own interests in mind and ignores the 

individuality and uniqueness of each text. In other words, the Pynchonian frontier "rubric" 

outlined above did not come about in an attempt to impose or extract the elements of the frontier 

upon or out of each novel; instead these are the attributes that stood out as the study progressed. 

Each chapter is reliant primarily on the novel analyzed, and therefore each chapter is, in many 

ways, its own separate entity. Each chapter acts as a planet in a solar system with my frontier 

inquiry acting as the center-or sun-around which they revolve and get illuminated. There is 

something on the average of 10 years between each Pynchon novel, likewise, the reader ofthis 

study will find that there is a slight distance between each chapter ' s thesis . However, the study is 

the same throughout, and in many ways, each chapter acts to supplement the one preceding it and 

to prepare for the one following it. In a way, to return to the solar system analogy above, the 

" planets" ofthis study may be separated by space, but they are all undeniably united by gravity. 

For the purpose of clarity, however, I will here lay out loosely what "Pynchonian 

Frontier" aspects each chapter "revolves" around (although it must be noted that each chapter 

also includes elucidation on other aspects-for instance the attributes of Regeneration. Human 

Communion/Love and Possibility are present in each chapter to a certain extent8) : 

Chapter 1: The Wasteland 

Chapter li : Absence of Control 

8 Possibility is vin:ually treated the same in all chapters, but perhaps has its most concrete definition in Mason & 
Dixon. Regeneration is also present in all chapters but is more dominant in the Gr{IVity 's Rainbow chapter. Human 
Communion/Love are more solidly defined in the author's latter two novels as well. 
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Before continuing on I must make a note about terminology. The term frontier, as I noted 

at the outset of this introduction, has multiple meanings. The same holds true in this study where 

frontier, frontier proper, classic frontier, wasteland frontier, true frontier, and Pynchonian frontier 

all are used. In the sake of clatity I will here define them concretely. Frontier proper and classic 

frontier refer to the commonly accepted frontier of the American imagination-i.e., the frontier 

that was first catalogued in this introduction. Wasteland frontier and tn1e frontier are 

synonymous with Pynchonian fmntier (in that it is true to the author's conception). 
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Chapter I 
Between the Wasteland and the Street: Pynchon's Frontiers in V. 

As part of the Levi'sjean company's new "Go Forth" marketing campaign, the company 

created a commercial which depicts Braddock, Permsyl vania, an area of America' s so-called 

"Rust Belt" that, over the past 20 years or so, has been hit hard by the loss of industry and 

plagued with economic decline . Statting with a dawn image of a man and his dog beside a fire in 

a field (representative of hobos and destitution), watching a train glide by slowly at the edge of 

the horizon, the commercial moves on to show scene after scene of dilapidated houses, 

seemingly abandoned. Yet as the images continue we see that there are people living in these 

rotting structures: a man and a woman spooning in a cot-like bed roused by the effulgence of the 

dawn, an African-American woman sipping coffee (or tea) looking out her window forlornly, 

then a man entering an empty street, presumably heading out to what work he can find. It is here 

that the naJ.Tator (a young girl) begins speaking along with the, until now, wordless images. She 

starts: "When you were taught how the pioneers \vent into the west, they opened their eyes and 

made up what things could be." This pioneer, and/or frontier language, continues amid the 

backdrop of the small Pennsylvania town, showing people walking around the refuse of once-

bustling areas of industry, decrepit churches, and fields polluted by rusting cars and twisted 

cable. The narrator continues on: "A long time ago, things got broken here. People got sad and 

left. Maybe the world breaks on purpose ... so we can have work to do. People think there aren't 

frontiers anymore. They can't see how frontiers are all around us." The commercial ends with 

the camera zooming down the (presumably) main street of Braddock, passing, yet again, the 

broken and ramshackle houses. 

Thomas Pynchon couldn't have known in the first half of the 1960s that fifty years later 

the world of his character, Benny Profane, the "schlemiel"-ever-wearing his "black Levi ' s" (V. 
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1)-would be eerily echoed by the same jean company. Profane's "Street," which commands a 

high place among the hierarchy of the novel's sym bois, is highly similar to the image of 

Braddock that Levi's seems to wish to convey: a wasteland. As the camera races down the PA 

street at a 30-40mph clip, we feel like Benny Profane running up the "Gut" (462) with Brenda in 

Valletta, the last time we see him in the novel. When we see the couple in the tumbledown bed 

we are reminded of various members of the The Whole Sick Crew passed out on various beds 

throughout New York City (which in itself becomes another recurring trope). When we see the 

man and his dog in a field, we picture Profane yo-yoing like a Depression-era hobo from 

Norfolk, Virginia to "Nuevo York." And when we see the landscape of Braddock, one is 

reminded ofPynchon's bleak and barren descriptions of the "Street," whether that street be in 

New York, Norfolk, Vall eta, Florence, Sildwestafrika, Vhessiu, or any other the place these 

wastelands appear. 

This Levi's commercial-besides the obvious genius of its marketing for the current 

economic climate-also reflects something that has been noted (and quoted above) by Patricia 

Nelson Limerick. To quote her again: "The lesson ofthese references is this: the whole package 

of frontier and pioneer imagery has ended up as widely dispersed intellectual property" 

(Something in the Soi/90). The frontier of Fredrick Jackson Turner (noted in the introduction to 

this study)-"[t]he existence of an area of free land" to the west, which pioneers pressed into, 

combating savagery (the wilderness and Native Americans) and setting up rudimentary 

civilizations-has now been blasted into a plethora of different meanings. With the rise of 

consumer culture and mass advertising this trend has been exponentially accelerated. All around 

us, whether we realize it or not, frontiers are assigned to the most diverse volwne of materials. 

From computers, cell-phones, robotics, genetics and astronomy, to novels, film, television, 
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sports, politics and \veaponry, frontiers abound. The tenn, with its own capacious maelstrom of 

buzz-words (pioneer for one), has come to signify an area of the unknown, a place of wonder, 

danger, fascination, and the opportunity for success, innovation, and human advancement. 

For the Levi's commercial, the streets of Braddock, PA, though barren wastelands, are a 

frontier-a fallow place waiting like a latent opulent field to be sown by America's 21st century 

pioneers. For Pynchon's Benny Profane, Stencil, The Whole Sick Crew, and all the other 

characters that populate the pages of V, the Street and other wastelands (such as Baedeker land) 

do not seem to be so positively reinforced with Levi's frontier rhetoric. Benny Profane may be 

wearing Levi's jeans, but as he moves from place to place, couch to couch, party to party, he 

certainly finds no pioneer spirit or hope within himself or the other members of the Crew. 

Likewise, the literal "Streets" in the novel (New York, Valleta, etc.) reflect the same 

purposelessness, pointlessness, and horror ofthe other more historically-defmed (Tumerian) 

"frontiers" in the novel, Si.idwestafrika being the starkest example. Yet, is this, as the novel 

quotes Wit1genstein, "all that the case is" (V. 302)? Does V contest the Levi's commercial's 

attempt to reinforce the "frontier possibilities" of the Street? Was the young Pynchon simply 

saying that wastelands are completely void of any such reclamation? Is the Street a nihilistic 

abstraction ofthe hopeless reality of the actual streets of the world of the late Fifties and earty 

Sixties? It is these questions that will be tackled as I move through V 's Streets. 

But first a word about the style of this chapter should be stated. In tandem with V 's 

definitive postmodem mode which has been duly noted by critics, this analysis will, like 

Pynchon's narrative, move in diverse areas in what often will seem to be a haphazard fashion. 

Yet, after all, it may be a large mistake to try, like Herbert Stencil, analyzing V in a linear and 

chronological way. But like the chapter divisions of the novel. a study must also be organized in 
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some quasi-logical maru1er. Therefore this investigation will be broken up into three sections: the 

Street as concretely defined by the novel, the "actual" and traditionally-defined frontiers in the 

novel, such as Si.idwestafrika and Vhessiu, and the enigmatic and polymorphous "character" V. 

Kerouac, Pyocbon and the Great Depression: The Road and the Street 

In his introduction to his short story collection, Slow Learner, Pynchon states: 

We were encouraged from many directions-Kerouac and the Beat writers[ ... ] we were 

attracted by such centrifugal lures as Nonnan Mailer' s essay 'The White Negro,' the 

wide availability ofrecordedjazz, and a book I still believe is one ofthe great American 

novels, On the Road, by Jack Kerouac. (6-7) 

Ibis passage has been commented upon at length by many Pyncbon scholars (such as Alex 

McAulay) 9 and it has now become a given that Pynchoo--especially the early Pynchon-was 

heavily influenced by the Beats (Kerouac in particular) and reworked and played with their styles 

and themes in his short stories and novels, chiefly V. 

In comparing the Street of V. to the "Road" of On the Road, Daniel Grassian, states that 

Pynchon's Street is a "direct inversion ofKerouac's thematics"; a thematics that holds the Road 

as "life" and the "lifeblood of the new American romantic" ( 13 3 ). Grassi an insists, that V 's 

Street "is ultimately an attempt to denigrate his [Kerouac 's] romantic idealism as unfeasible in 

and not pertinent to the world of the late 1950s and early 1 960s" (133). Indeed it seems that 

Pynchon's Street is much different than Kerouac's Road; even though their characters discover 

these sprawls of pavement and movement at roughly the same time (On the Road being 

published first in 1955, the year V 's narrative begins), their versions are more contrasting than 

? McAulay, besides no(ing the Beat influence in V. also interestingly notes the author's indebtedness to literary 
Surrealism. 
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complementing. Even the characters respective names, Profane and Paradise, set the Beat and 

postmodem author's versions of Street and Road against each other. 

The first Street we see in V is East Main Street in Norfolk, Virginia when Bermy Profane 

"happen[s J to pass through" on Christmas Eve, 1955 (l ). It is here that the reader is educated 

about Profane's apprehensiveness towards Streets : 

Since his discharge from the Navy, Profane had been road-laboring and when there 

wasn't work just traveling, up and down the east coast like a yo-yo; and tbis bad been 

going on for maybe a year and a half. After that long of more named pavements that he'd 

care to count, Profane had grown a little leery of streets, especially streets like this. They 

had in fact fused into a single abstracted Street, which come the f11ll moon he would have 

nightmares about. (2) 

Pynchon goes on to desCiibe this nightmare; one of drunken revelers puking, fighting and 

damaging property under the ghostly "mercury-vapor lamps"-a spectacle that brings on 

feelings of danger and unca;miness: "Dog into wolf, light into twilight, emptiness into waiting 

presence" (2) .10 Here Profane's Street-an amalgamation of numerous streets along the east 

coast-is not only a Mardi Gras of decadence, but takes on the aspects of "a gaudy dream" 

(221). 11 This image of nightmare is supplemented a page later when we are informed ofthe 

engineman Ploy's story. After the Navy removes Ploy's teeth he is "presented with a gleaming, 

regulation set of upper and lower plates" which he is found one night sharpening "with a bastard 

file"; from then on Ploy moves about biting people with his newly-made teeth ( 4 ). Though this 

story is told with a high degree of comedy, one cannot read over it without noticing the 

10 This description is also a foreshadowing of another Street described in the novel: the stTeets of Munich during 
Fasching, later narrated by Mondaugen via Stencil. 
11 This quote is spoken by Old Godolphin in reference to Vheissu, which 1 will retum to later in my analysis. 
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nightmarish aspect of the scene. Ploy, in essence becomes "Dog into wolf," a goofy sailor off the 

decks of the USS Scaffold turned into a lurking, razor-teethed "presence" haunting the Street. ~ 2 

In contrast, one of Sal Paradise's first contacts with the Road is, while not perfect, clearly 

free from any nightmarish forebodings. Before he heads out to meet his fiiend Dean, Paradise 

"pour[s] over maps of the United States[ ... ] reading books about pioneers and savoring names 

like Platte and Cimarron" (On the Road 10). Here we see that Paradise, unlike Profane, has a 

wistful and affitmative outlook towards the Road he will be setting out on, suppotted by frontier 

myths he scavenges from books and dreams. Even after he begins to head west and finds out, 

after multiple troubles, that he has been going north and has chosen the incorrect highway, the 

scenery-the Road-is still vastly different from Profane's. Instead of a populated, decadent 

Street full of ghoulish characters like Ploy, Paradise is on Route 6 which is virtually empty and 

surrounded by wilderness: "High up over my head the great hairy Bear Mountain sent down 

thunderclaps that put the fear of God in me. All I could see were smoky trees and dismal 

wilderness rising to the skies" (10). This description's negativity, unlike Profane's outlook, is 

only pessimistic because Sal is going the -wTong way-"1 cursed, I cried for Chicago" (lO)Y 

Once on the right path, all the "dismal" language disappears: "I went into the West. It was a 

warm and beautiful day for hitchhiking" (12). Paradise's Road is inherently a "warm and 

beautif"Ul" place which leads to a mythologized "West"; a Road that Rachel Owlglass thinks 

Profane has known: "How the road is. Your boy's road that I' 11 never see, with its Diesels and 

dust, roadhouses, crossroads saloons. That's all" (V 20). Yet the reader knows Profane has found 

no such Road but only the Street. As Grassian states: 

12 One must also note the obvious allusion here to cannibalism and the historical depictions of "savages," both in 
early American and European colonial literature. 
1
:; It must also be mentioned that Paradise's "fear of God" also changes the aspect of the passage m contrast to 

Profane's Street where there certainly isn't any "God-fearing," 1fany God at all. 
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Consequently, he [Paradise] and Dean look [to the Road] for an alternative form of 

healthy life untainted by civilization, somewhere in America and beyond its borders. This 

possibility is noticeably lacking in Pynchon's cold, technologically advanced world, 

which offers little or no hope for personal redemption. ( 13 0-1) 

In essence, Kerouac's Road follows more closely the myth of the frontier and the "American 

romance narrative and the quest for meaning" mentioned by Emerson in his essay, "Nature" 

(Madsen 27). Yet while the Street does seem to be a conupted fmm of Kerouac's Road (and the 

American quest tradition he builds on), the two symbols do hold some things in common. 

David P. Peeler states, writing about Woody Guthrie's Depression-era songs: 

Guthrie missed part of the Depression experience when he set his "Private Property" sign 

beside a "lonesome highway." Rather than deserted places, the nation's roadways were 

virtually teeming with dispossessed people. Millions of foreclosed farmers, evicted 

renters and unemployed workers crowded the thoroughfares, desperately searching for 

new lives. ("Unlonesome Highw·ays" 185) 

These highways "teeming with dispossessed people" bred a new kind of American story-the 

Depression travel story-famously embodied in Steinbeck's The Grapes of Wrath. As Jason 

Spangler states in his analysis of On the Road and Steinbeck's novel: "[Kerouac's novel] is 

informed by Depression-era anxieties of what America represents as opposed to what it might 

and should represent" (308). For Kerouac the Road is much like the road the "Okies" take in 

Steinbeck's novel--one that holds the promise for a better day, opportunity, and longed-for 

rebirth and prosperity. As Spangler notes, the Road in Kerouac takes on the same Depression 

significance as it does for the Joads-a "symbol of possibility" (319). Likewise, in Pynchon's 

Street (with its representative, Benny Profane) Depression references abound. 
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Rachel describes Profane as "the Depression Kid, that lump that wasn't aborted, that 

became an awareness on the floor of one old 1-Ioovervil\e shack in '32"; Depression-era songs, 

such as "Wanderin" (preformed by Dewey Gland) populate the novel; and Profane's own 

uprootedness all attest to the Depression influences that inform Pynchon's Street (397, 29). 14 

Also, like Kerouac's novel, where "hoboes and Okies are found throughout," (Spangler 313) 

Pynchon 's Street is also populated by these wandering urchins and families: 

nobody in fact but a family who might have stepped through time's hanging arras directly 

out of the Great Depression; journeyed to this city in an old Plymouth pickup from their 

land of dust; husband, wife and one mother-in-law, all yelling at each other, none but the 

old lady really caring about a job, so that she stood, legs braced, in the middle of the 

waiting area, telling them both how to make out their applications, a cigarette dangling 

from and about to bum her lipstick. (23 t -2) 

Yet for Profane and Pynchon it seems these allusions to the Depression serve only to uphold the 

"Hooverville" of the Street, not as a path, like Kerouac's Road, away from such depressive 

hopelessness. Where Kerouac follows the tradition of The Grapes of Wrath seeing the Road as a 

place where possibility and freedom hold fast, for Pynchon the Depression has infiltrated the 

Street. We see this when Bermy Profane returns to his dream, analyzing it: 

Was it home, the mercury-lit street? Was he returning like the elephant to his graveyard, 

to lie down and soon become ivory in whose bulk slept, latent, exquisite shapes of 

chessmen, backscratchers, hollow open-work Chinese spheres nested one inside the 

other? This was all there was to the dream; aLl there ever was: tbe Street. (35) 

14 The influence of the Depression on Pynchon's writings is still a study which has yet to be done lt seems it would 
be a profitable one seeing as. much like Benny Profane, Pynchon himself was a "Depression Kid," being born in 
1937. 
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For Profane the Hooverville he was born in has spread out everyv.'here becoming the Street of 

the mid-Twentieth Century. While it seems that Kerouac's Road is still "the terra firma upon 

which the spiritual component ofthe quest gets played out," (Spangler 319) it seems that for 

Profane (and Pynchon) the Depression-imbued Street is a "blatant contrast to the Garden of early 

America" and the quest it accorded (Safer 86). Yet it seems there is sti 11 space for a quest in V, 

but this too is subverted. As Pynchon distances himself more from Kerouac, he moves the 

narrative, through the mediwn of Father Fairing's Parish, "under the Street" (V 38). 

With an interesting play on both Kerouac's Road and the Depression road-quest, Profane, 

whose Street is a Depression, looks to the underworld for his hopeful highway. There, like Sal 

Paradise, Profane is sent on a "quest." Kenneth A Thigpen states that "Pynchon's literary 

treatment of the New York sewer legend in V transforms the belief legend into a narrative which 

has characteristics of hero legend and Akirchen," i.e., "folktale characterized by elements of 

magic or the supernatural, such as the endowment of a mortal character with magical powers or 

special knowledge; variations expose the hero to supernatural beings or objects'' (Thigpen 99; 

Britannica Online Encyclopedia). Elaine B. Safer also notes the quest-like nature of Profane's 

"errand" into the sewers, calling it a version of the American tall tale (80) . Pynchon 's prose 

backs this up, when, after relating the story of Father Fairing, the Depression-era priest wbo 

started convetiing the rats of New York City to Roman Catholicism, he states: 

The stories, by the time Profane had heard them, were pretty much apocryphal and more 

fantasy than the record itself warranted. At no point in the twenty or so years the legend 

had been handed on did it occur to anyone to question the old priest' s sanity. It is this 

way with sewer stories. They just are. Truth and falsity don't apply . ( 125) 
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Likewise, Profane's move into this new "Street," which he thinks may be different than the 

aboveground Street 15 ("But a shotgun under the street, under the Street, might be all right") takes 

on the aspects of a quest (38). As Thigpen shows, Profane's journeys to huni albino alligators 

take on elements of the folk tale trope ofthe Dragon fighter (102) . Yet, Thigpen himself and 

others have pointed out, Profane's quest-and likewise this new "frontier" 16 he enters-is 

unheroic and takes on the dimensions of parody (or more rightly, pastiche). Profane, the 

schlemiel, is hardly a hero, the "dragons" he fights are eiiher "lazy, or old or stupid" or "tired of 

living" ( 115), and the sewers, which seemed more hopeful aboveground, tum out to be yet 

another embodiment of the Street. Profane, in Fairing's Parish, stands, "waiting for something to 

happen. Something otherworldly, of course" (128) . But nothing otherworldly happens. Instead he 

unwillingly kills the alligator he is half-heartedly hunting and finds little difference between the 

sewers and the Street above. Before he "returns to street level" Profane realizes that for the 

alligators and himself, "the soul's passage down the toilet and into the underworld was only a 

temporary peace-in-tension" (155); a brief moment where he thought he had escaped the Street, 

only to find "under the Street" is not an escape but a continuation. 

Yet one must not overlook a very important point that Pynchon seems to be making in 

equating (equalizing) the aboveground Street with the sewers. It seems that not only is Profane's 

quest a parody of all heroic quests (such as Sal Paradise's) and the sewer a further distortion of 

the Road, but also that this aspect of the narrative is a symbol of what the Street is to Profane, 

and by extension Pynchon. By presenting the sewer as reflective of and as hopeless as the Street, 

Pynchon shows that the Street is now a wasteland-literally, in its underground incarnation, a 

15 It is interesting that, following in line with Kerouac and the Depression travel stoJY, Pynchon 's sewer's are 
initially tinged with the hopefulness of I he Road; an example being the fact that Profane heads into the sewers in 
pursuit of a job. 
16 "Profane had moved across the frontier, the alligator still in front of him" ( 125) . 
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highway of feces . And it seems, for all their similarities, this is where Pynchon's Street and 

Kerouac's Road ultimately contrast: the Street seems to have become more like T.S. Eliot's "The 

Waste Land"-the harbor to which the Great Depression's hopelessness is docked, a nightmare 

full of sharp-teethed Ploys, drunken chaos, and pointlessness from which Profane cannot escape. 

Eliot, the Wasteland, and the Expansion of the Street 

Returning to the Introduction of Slow Learner, we see that Pynchon, ptior to V , had 

dabbled with Eliot's poem before: "Apparently I felt I had to put on a whole extra overlay of rain 

images and references to 'The Waste Land' and A Fare..,vell to Arms," he states, speaking of his 

story "The Small Rain" ( 4 ). As has been noted by scholars, during his undergraduate time at 

Cornell Pynchon was heavily exposed to the Modernists (what Pynchon refers to as "traditional" 

literature) tlu·ough the lens of New Criticism, "the most influential school of criticism at [the] 

time" (SL 7; Van Delden, 117). It seems this education in modernism had an obvious impact on 

the conception ofthe Street in V. 

As is evidenced by the analysis above, the Street in V is representative of, what Peter 

O'Conner says is typical of modernism and of"The Waste Land" in particular: "the loss of 

confidence and direction, the spiritual uncertainty, the social decay" (50). When Eliot speaks of 

the "Unreal City/Under the brown fog of a winter dawn," we can see the parallels to both the 

Street ofNorfolk and New York City where "overhead, turning everybody's face green and ugly, 

shone mercury-vapor lamps" (Eliot lines 61-2 ; V 2). As in Eliot's poem, where the wasteland 

spread from London "Under brown fog" to the "Falling towers/Jerusalem Athens 

Alexandria/Vienna London/Unreal," the wasteland of the Street is spread out everywhere in the 

novel (Eliot lines 374-377). It isn't only Profane's "aimless quality of existence" on the Street 

proper that testifies to the wasteland-like quality of V. 's world. We can see this in New York 
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City \vhen Esther goes to get her nose job: "The bus entered the sudden waste country of Central 

Park. Out there, Esther knew, up and downtown, they would be going at it under the bushes; 

mugging, raping, killing" (98, italics added). The entire city, through the lens of Central Park, is 

condemned as a wasteland that is dark, disjointed, dangerous and menacing. 

Yet the wasteland extends even farther out than the Street of the 1950s American city to 

the entirety of the world through the modemist character Stencil. As Maarten Van Del den states: 

Stencil's role in V. clearly draws on elements in the modernist tradition. The modernists 

depicted a world of fragmentation and uncertainty, but sought to contain and transcend 

their visions of disjointedness. [ ... J It is against this background of ideas of this kind that 

we must understand Pynchon's invention ofthe Stencil character. (119) 

Stencil finds himself in the same wasteland as Benny Profane, yet unlike Profane, Stencil 

fashions a quest for V. to try and establish some "overarcbing mythical order"; something to 

pursue instead of aimless(ly) yo-yoing (Delden 119). Yet as Stencil "Stencilizes" his stories 

through his impersonations-"grouping the world's random caries into cabals"-we see the 

wasteland of the Street spread out across the world and time to Baedeker land and SU.dwestafrika, 

as well as other destinations nanatcd by characters within Stencil's story, such as Godolphin's 

eerie Vhei.ssu (V 162). 17 

In Stencil's first round of stories ("In which Stencil, a quick -change artist, does eight 

impersonations") we see that the world of Karl Baedeker is also infected wi.th the same 

wasteland-sickness as Profane's Street. Through the faceted prism ofPynchon-Stencil-Aieul we 

get the first explication of Baedeker's world that reminds us of Eliot and the Street 

17 I must state that I am purposefully setting aside discussing Stencll 's actual attempt at a myth-making search for V. 
until the third section of this analysis. For my purposes thus far, the simple connection between Stencil and 
modernism is sufficient. 
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How wrong to expect any romance of sudden love from Alexandria. [ ... ] Let them be 

deceived into thinking the city something more than what their Baedeker's said it was: a 

Pharos long gone to earthquake and the sea; picturesque but faceless Arabs; monuments, 

tombs, modem hotels . A false and bastard city ; inert-for "them"-as Aieul himself. (62) 

Here we see, not only the "perfectly ananged tourist-state" created by Western imperialism, but 

also the echo of the Street (70). As Eva C. Karpinski notes: "the extended trope of tourism in V. 

links representation and power [ ... ] Tourism invades and reifies the other into pure object, 

voiding in the natives of Baedeker land any traces of humanity" (36-7). The effects of 

"supranational" imperialism and its subsequent tourism turns Ai"eul's Alexandria, not only into a 

coded and controlled Oriental Other, but also into a land full of decayed and meaningless 

monuments that are now mere projections of the imperialist ' s imagination as are all the 

"faceless" people. The similarities between the Street "proper" (the Street of Profane) seem 

obvious. Here we see another city that seems to have faded into a wasteland. Another Stencilized 

account seems appropriate here to reinforce this point: "The desert creeps in on a man's land. 

[ ... J The desert moves in. It happens, nothing else. No djinn in the boy, no treachery in the wall, 

no hostility in the desert. Nothing" (83) . Like the desert creeping onto the man ' s land tuming it 

into "Nothing," the wasteland has also crept in along with western imperialism making Baedeker 

world a land of streets, monuments, and people testifying nothing. 

This tie between imperialism and the wasteland, besides being indicative of what may 

have happened to Kerouac 's Road to tum it into Pynchon's Street, is also shown in the story of 

Vbeissu and, later, by Mondaugen ' s story. In another "Stencilized" chapter ("She hangs on the 

western wall" ) we get the story of the old explorer Hugh Godolphin and his experience \vith the 

mysterious land of Vheissu. It is in old Godolphin ' s haunted explication of Vheissu that we first 
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receive a glance at imperialism proper. Yet it seems in Godolphin-via-Stencil's rendering of 

Vheissu that Karpinski's idea of imperialism breeding the wasteland-while certainly an element 

of the cause-falls short. For Godolphin Vheissu was already a wasteland before he ever stepped 

foot in it. Safer maintains that Godolphin's Vheissu was once "an Edenic wilderness" and that 

Pynchon's treatment of it-the evil he inherently places in the area-shows "the estrangement of 

man from nature" (92 ). On a superficial level, this could be true. In fact the account of Vheissu 

does seem Jeminiscent of early accounts of the American "wilderness" that the pilgrims found 

upon their arrival: a land of overwhelming opportunity and plenty, yet also a land of devastating 

savagery. But there seems to be something else going on in the old man's tale. 

After describing his classically difficult journey "on camel-back over vast tLmdra, past the 

dolmens and temples of dead cities" 18 then a trip over a river "which never sees the sun", to a 

"treacherous swampland to a green lake" then finally to the mountains surrounding Vheissu-

Godolphin finally begins describing to Victoria Wren his experience there (179). l-Ie first makes 

certain to rnake clear that the land was not "unusual in any supernatural way" but instead was 

"hardly a restful place. There's barbarity, insurrection, internecine feud. It's no different from 

any other godforsaken\ y remote region" ( 180). Vhei ssu is like all of the other areas of the globe 

where imperialism has infiltrated and conquered. But this small description, if put in perspective 

of the entire chapter, shows that it is not only the "godforsakenly remote region s "of the world 

that breed "barbarity,'' instead it is everywhere evident through the international politics, 

"insurrections," and "cabals" in Baedeker land. While Godo\phin relates his story we have the 

Gaucho striving for Venezuelan revolution in Florence and the British "feuding" with other 

imperial nations. After describing the mutability of Vheissu's landscape ("As if you lived in a 

18 It must be noted that this descnption, besides being what Safer tenns a "tall tale," is also heavily reminiscent of 
the journey of the main character in Borges' "The fmmortal"' as well as the account of Alexandria by Aieul. 
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madman's kelidoscope''), Godolphin states: "Somehow, there--[ ... ] dreams are not, not closer 

to the waking world. but somehow, I think, they do seem more real," he eventually concludes "It 

was bad country. [ ... ] It was Nothing I saw [ ... ] a dream of annihilation" ( 183, 219-20). Like 

AYeul's conclusion on Baedeker land, Godolphin finds that Vheissu, like "a dark woman tattooed 

from head to toes" when delved into-"To flay that tattooing to a heap ofread, purple and green 

debris, leave the veins and ligaments raw and quivering and open at last to your eyes and your 

touch"-is essentially Nothing, yet another wasteland covered in numinous color (182). 19 Instead 

of an Eden that has been tainted, "a symbol of entropic decline," Vheissu was already a "gaudy" 

wasteland when Godolphin entered, no different than the falseness of Baedeker land, but instead 

like Profane's Street (Safer 93). The Gaucho's last words in the chapter seem to sum up 

Godolphin's Vheissu, Baedeker land, and thereby the Street: 

"But don't they look like apes, now, fighting over a female? Even ifthe female is named 

Liberty." He drew a long pistol, checked the action. "There are nights," he mused, 

"nights alone, when I think we are apes in a circus, mocking the ways of men. Perhaps it 

is all a mockery, and the only condition we can ever bring to men a mockery ofliberty, of 

dignity. But that cannot be. Or else I have lived ... " (226-7, ellipsis Pynchon's) 

The Gaucho, who throughout the chapter is painted as a man of"principle" with beliefs in the 

positive benefits of the "lion," and/or war, here questions himself and his beliefs, quite like a 

modernist. l-Ie overlooks his men fighting and dying and sees that, like Vheissu and the Street, 

perhaps it is all a wasteland-a mockery. 

When the narrative moves back into "Stencilization" the reader is confronted with the 

story of Kurt Mondaugen-yet another imperialist-frontier story, like Godolphin's Vheissu. 

19 Samuel Thomas notes, as others have, that Godolphin's experience with Vheissu mirrors that ofKw1z in Conrad's 
Heart of Darkness: '"The horror! The horror!., 
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Mondaugen's story involves the events occurring in the Sudwestafrika during 1922 with frequent 

flashbacks to the campaign of Von Trotha against the natives in 1904. There has been much said 

by critics concerning this chapter of Pynchon's novel,20 therefore, instead of going into a detailed 

account of the events related and how they relate to the wasteland of the Street, it seems only 

proper that I go through some ofthese critics and combine an analysis of their work with the text 

ofthe chapter. Mark Sanders, while analyzing the historical sources behind the Mondaugen 

chapter, states that the siege party at Foppl 's provides "a space in which the European Zeitgeist 

can be visited[ ... ] a place for Europeans to perform acts that they wish nobody back home to 

hear about, a place where the cries of shame are muted and life can, in accordance with the 

pleasure principle, proceed" (82). As the old[er] (and clearly mentally unstable) Godolphin 

notes: '"Vheissu was a luxury, an indulgence"' the wasteland dream which as been replaced at 

Foppl 's by" 'The real thing. Unfortunately'" (268). Indeed the entire chapter, besides being 

surrow1ded \vith "the Kalahari, that vast death" is also haunted and informed by Mondaugen's 

Depression experience of Fasching in Munich, "a city dying of abandon, venality, a mark 

swollen with fiscal cancer" (247, 255). The Fasching, yet another rerum to Pynchon's 

Depression references and another vision of Profane's Street, is mapped by Mondaugen onto the 

decadent party at Foppl's. The events that occur in Sudwestafrika, from the grotesque 

extravagances of the siege party to the horrid events of 1904 related by a fevered Mondaugen, all 

build on what Pynchon had setup with Vheissu. In this "frontier proper" the Fasching of the 

wasteland and the Street continue, magnified. Stefan Mattessich seems .incorrect when he 

maintains that "Nature is the African woman Foppl rapes and drives to suicide," instead it seems 

that the Kalahari was never some idealized form of "Nature," but instead, like Baedeker land, 

20 It must be noted that this section of the novel was one that Pynchon paid close atlention to during his revision 
process and "had the tTIOSt trouble" with (Hennan and Kraft 13). 

' 
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another "frontier" that combines with the Fasching of the Europeans to create the wasteland that 

haunts the Street in which Benny Profane and Stencil live (300). As Karpinski had noted; it is 

imperialism-Mondaugen's Fasching-that helps create a wasteland of the Other; yet 

Sudwestafrika, and its natives, the Hottentots and I-Iereros, while clearly a subjected and 

enslaved people (to the point of extermination) are also pan of this wasteland, this Street. Like 

Vheissu, Sudwestafrika is a place where "it was almost an affront for hwnans to be living there 

at all" (289). This combination of the Vheissu-hke frontier and its natives and U1e immoral 

European decadence which seems to mutually reinforce the wasteland is most evident in the 

killing of a native by "Firelily's rider." As Van Delden notes, in the scene "life and death 

become intem.vined [ ... 1 the link between sexual pleasure [life] and death is experienced not only 

by the protagonist, but also by his victim" (126-7). Delden seems right; what makes this scene 

and the enti.re chapter of the novel so uncanny, revolting, and sinister in not only the inhuman 

acts committed, but the way that the land, natives, and Europeans all seem to collude to create 

this wasteland- this Street-that is SUdwestafrika. 

Yet, as one goes th•ough and analyzes these wastelands-Baedeker land, Vheissu, 

Siidwestafrika-one must remember that all of these accounts are passing through the mind of 

Stencil, the modernist. Fol lowing in line with Takashi Aso, who contends thal the whole of V is 

told through Stencil, with the exception of "The Confession of Fausto MaUstral"; I wish to argue 

that while I don't believe all of V is "Stencilized," it is vastly important to remember that the 

Baedeker and Sudwestafrika chapters certainly are. It is this filtration that may explain why 

these historical locals and frontiers are rendered as unening wastelands, various extensions and 

chronological explications of the Street' s existence. Stencil, searching for V ., admits that the 

lands she inhabits in hjs mind are "a country of coincidence, ruled by a ministry of myth, whose 
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emissaries haunt this century ' s streets" (500) . Stencil, like Profane, sees the world around him as 

a wasteland Street, and his search for V. , in many ways, is a vain attempt to try and pinpoint 

some reasoning behind the creation of the Street. Therefore, as we move through his various 

worlds of Baedeker, Vheissu, and Stidwestafrika-all places where Stencil places V.-it is no 

wonder that these areas become imbued with the same hopeless decadence and meaninglessness 

he sees on the modem Street he inhabits with the Whole Sick Crew. Yet there must be some 

reasoning behind Pynchon 's move here. l-Ie very well could have narrated these events and 

places through firsthand accounts, but instead he chooses to have them focalized through Stencil. 

Van Delden, as well as others, hold that Pynchon uses Stencil-an emblem of modernism-so 

that he can refute and complicate the myth-making operations of modernist style (119). This 

seems a fair assessment; but even though Pynchon seems to use Stencil's frivolous quest for V. 

as a way to show the shortcomings and (what may be seen as) the inherent falsity of the 

modernist attempt to "[establish] forms of coherence" through "the manipulation of mythic 

allusions' ' it does not take away from the wasteland images of the worldwide Street, instead, if 

anything, the absolute chaos, without a mythical backing, only serves to strengthen the Street 's 

wasteland qualities . This is suppotied by the fact that the only so-called historical account ofV. 

that is left "UnStencil ized," Fausto's story, is also tainted by the wasteland. 

As Aso states in his analysis: "The 'Confessions' are addressed not to God but to 

[Fausto's daughter) Paola and through Paola, to Stencil and, through Stencil without being 

Stencilized, to the readers of V." (17). Fausto divides his "self' into four different incarnations 

(much like Stencil' s "forcible dislocation of personality'' [ 60]) the first, is undoubtedly of a 

modernist persuasion: ''T.S . Eliot ruined us all [ ... j We were most fond, I believe, of 'The 

Hollow Men' " ( 337-8). Yet, unlike Stencil, Fausto moves slowly past this modernist influence 
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to inherit "a physically and spiritually broken world [ ... ]with no further need for God" (336, 

383). Indeed it seems the bomb-ridden Valletta that surrounds Fausto almost his entire adult life 

eventually takes its toll on him. We see that the mythical has been struck from Fausto and 

Vallelia in the scene when there is a break in the raid and he and his wife walk about the city as 

if there had never been a war. The passage starts out rather hopeful-there seems to be some 

kind of hope, as in the Levi's commercial, to the Street of Valletta: "We did trace om own about 

the city's grid, aimless, in fugue: a fugue of love or memory" yet, he is quick to point out, the 

cause ofthis positivity is "some abstract sentiment which always comes after the fact and had 

nothing to do that afiernoon with the quality of the light or the pressure of the five fingers on my 

arm which awoke my five senses" (370-l). What this "abstract sentiment" is may be simple: 

"Sad is a foolish word. Light is not sad: or should not be." But Fausto finds that this sentiment 

"had been nothing [ ... ] there are no epiphanies on Malta this season, no moments of truth" (3 7 5). 

Here it seems that there is a definitive divide between a Fausto whose Street of Valletta holds 

something of a mythical and uniting quality (even though it be wasteland) to a Fausto who sees 

no underlying structure, but instead only the dismal bombed-out Street. As Van Delden states: 

"In this passage, the inversion of the modernist motif is straightforward and uncomplicated" 

(123 ). It is this Fausto that comes upon V. in her incarnation as the Bad Priest; which leads to the 

next subject in this tripartite analysis-

V. and the (wasteland) Street: Redemption or Apocalypse? 

The "character" ofV. has classically been seen to represent, what Samuel Thomas ca!Js 

"technocratic violence" (69). Through ber various embodiments that appear throughout the novel 

she has been seen as a symbol of the continual degradation of society into the wasteland that 

becomes Benny Profane's Street. In line with this same type of analysis, scholars such as 
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Rosamond Rosenmeier and Joseph Fahy see V. as the incarnation of Robert Graves "White 

Goddess" (mentioned directly within the text on page 59, the first chapter in Stencil's "history"). 

As Fahy states: "If V. bestows any legacy, produces any offspring at all, it is only the barren, 

inanimate condition ofthe postwar world" (10). Instead of going through the novel and looking 

at each individual appearance ofV., as both Roseruneier and Fahy do, suffice it to say that, in the 

text of the novel, the lady V. continually shows up in Pyncbon's wasteland Streets, each time a 

little more inanimate (such as Vera Meroving ' s clockwork-eye [255]) until we see her in the 

final Street of Valletta in her guise of the Bad Priest (found by Fausto, as related above). 

Rosenmeier contends that V . as representative of Graves's White Goddess shows 

Pynchon's affiliation with "the matriarchal society whose language and culture embraced 

mystery and thus accepted the very paradoxical, ambiguous, indeterminate notions of truth and 

language that refuse transcendence and metaphysics" (2). She insists that the decay ofV. 

throughout the 20 1
h century shows the rise and dominance ofthe patriarchical society 

(represented by that society's products : Profane and Stencil) which led to two world wars, a 

Holocaust, Hiroshima (a character within the novel), and Cold War nuclear proliferation. 

Leaving out the mythological references to Graves's White Goddess, this analysis seems to be 

correct. V. in fact seems to minor civilization, being a young girl-animate, "a balloon-girl," a 

child (65)-when we first see her as Victoria Wren, and an old hermaphrodite priest, virtually all 

inanimate and dying in Valletta dming World War II (interestingly being dismantled by children 

close to the age Profane and Stencil would have been at the time). Yet ifthis is all that is the case 

in regards to Lady V., why would Pynchon bother putting her in? Does the novel and the woman 

it's named after represent nothing else but Pynchon's lament? Are the wastelands-the Street-
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enumerated upon above, negative, sad and unredemptive? Only shown and elaborated upon by 

Pynchon as an altar to mourn at? I don't think it is this simple. 

In her excellent essay: "Traces of Blood and the Mal1er of a Paraclete's Coming: The 

Menstrual Economy ofPynchon's V.," Dana Medora seems to agree with the general assessment 

ofRosenmeier and Fahy-namely> that V. is symbolic in regards to the wastelands which 

surround her. Yet for Medora, V. and V: are not a lament for the White Goddess, nor a symbol of 

the earth (as woman) ravaged by patriarchy, instead she sees the text has a "self-conscious 

position on the construction ofwomen-as-truth'' and that the novel "is primarily about the ways 

the so-called enigma of femininity is a masculine discourse, a discourse which constitutes a 

culture of violence" (19). This may seem very similar to Graves's White Goddess, yet it is not; 

the White Goddess, af1er all, is anotl1er attempt at masculinity to define "the so-called enigma of 

femininity." Medora says further tbat the equating of Lady V. with the wasteland Street by 

critics also acts as "A kind ofscapegoating [ ... ] align[ing] her with Pynchon's scenes of 

degeneration and violence" (20). She insists that critics have fallen into the same interpretive trap 

as Stencil does--essentially a modernist interpretation that seeks to find a definitive 

mythological (the White Goddess) or unifying order. 

Medora holds that, while the destructive "patriarchicallegacies in V." abound, tJ1is does 

not necessarily mean (as it does for Rosenmeier, Fahy, and others) that Pynchon is upholding a 

matriarchical society (which Fausto Maijstral may be holding up [3551). Instead, citing the 

references in the novel to menstruation and Chris Knight's interesting study, Blood Relations: 

Menstruation and the Origins of Culture, Medora sees V. not as an either-or between "maternity 

or death" but instead "she embraces each" (24). It seems apt to quote her analysis at length: 
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Perhaps, however, in its menstrual economy of images, the text gestw:es toward a 

different cultural organization of male and female, represented in part by goddess 

iconography. The blood spilled by twentieth-century hostilities, the blood which appears 

to usher in V ., potentially signifies its opposing tenns: renewal , synchrony, even a refusal 

to reproduce the systems of violence.[ ... ] Viewed from this perspective, V 's nostalgia is 

not so much for a goddess of sexual love as it is for a way back to , or a vision of, 

resistance to systems of domination. (24-5) 

By using Knight's analysis of menstrual taboos, which he says strengthened women's power in 

primitive societies, Medoro finds that the common analysis of V. as symbol of the wasteland or 

lament for maternal goddess seem too narrow. V. instead moves fTOm being a monster signaling 

the linear evolution of society into the decadent and barren Street, to something suggesting a 

"cyclical dimension oftime" which, like the blood of menstruation, includes both death and 

creation (Medora 30). This analysis of Lady V. changes the aspects of the wasteland Street 

completely. lndeed by looking at V.' s last incarnation as the Bad Priest we can see this positive, 

cyclical nature of the wasteland. 

We see this duplicitous nature when Fausto I (presumably) relates his wife's interaction 

v .. ith the Bad Priest: "A sinister figure , she said , but with the mouth of a Christ" (344). Here V. is 

likened to an eerie personage that may be a "confederate with the Dark One" yet is like Christ 

(the savior who restored humanity tlu·ough his own destruction and blood) in speech. It could be 

argued that in this scene V. is a further representation of the barrermess of the Street because she 

tries to convince Elena (Fausto's future wife and Paola's mother) not to have her child and to 

abstain from marriage: "Only Christ was mighty enough, loving enough, forgiving enough" to be 

her husband (345). Yet it must also be noted that the Bad Priest is giving Elena power-a choice 
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that she had never thought of before. As Medoro states, as the counseling Bad Priest "V. inheres 

in the endless reverberation of questions without answers. She undermines entrenched orders" 

(23). Though it would be faulty to overlook the anti-life force within this scene; V. directly 

suggests extinguishing the life of the unborn child: "'The Bad Priest,' finally, 'told me not to 

have the child. Told me he knew of a way'" which is preswnab\y an abortion (3 79). The context 

of the scene however, paints the Bad Priest differently. Fausto drives this confession from his 

wife shaking her until she speaks "I would have ki I led her, I think"; then after the confession is 

out, Elena "let the old habits reassert themselves" then only a paragraph later, Elena is killed in a 

Luftwaffe raid (379). This anti-life force is not only the provenance ofthe Bad Priest, instead it 

is all around, within Fausto and in the skies over Valletta-part of the wasteland Street. Yet this 

destructive force ofV. does not necessarily negate Medora's thesis. If we look towards the Bad 

Priest's end we see that here, amongst the destmction ofthe V.'s body, there seems to be hints at 

a pending rejuvenation. After the children21 dismantle her and take out the navel-sapphire that 

brings about her death, Fausto climbs down to V. and performs the last rites for the dead : "At the 

time I only knew that a dying human must be prepared. I had no oil to anoint her organs of 

sense-so mutilated now-and so used her own blood, dipping it from the navel as from a 

chalice" (382). This sacrament, which is not only used for the remission of sins but also "to 

restore bodily health" is preformed with V.'s own blood (Catholic Encyclopedia) . This use of 

blood brings us back to Medora's analysis. As V. dies her own blood is used by Fausto as a holy 

fluid, something (as is obvious by her dying) that symbolizes destruction, but in the same exact 

motion becomes symbolic ofV.'s regeneration (whether it be spiritual , I will not comment 

upon). Essentially V.'s blood becomes destruction and cleansing, death and rebirth. 

21 It seems imponant that it is children-a sign of life-which take apart V. 
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The Street as Wasteland and Frontier 

This association between V ., destruction and rebirth changes the way we look at 

Pynchon's Street. As Medoro concludes her essay she analyzes the ending of V. where we see 

Stencil the elder destroyed in a mid-sea waterspout. Comparing this ending to Melville's Moby

Dick, Medora states that Pynchon's novel "positions itselfwithin its American literary heritage, 

lamenting an increasingly technological world hell-bent on destroying itself The Virgin Land

Henry Nash Smith's 'master symbol' of America-is God's promise; but it is lost on an overly 

ambitious, decadent people" (31 ). With this conclusion we see that perhaps lady V. is indeed a 

symbol of the Street, but we also see the possibility that this wasteland of contemporary society 

is yet another fertile frontier-a land that has undergone destruction in a cyclical fashion so that 

something new can be formed within this Street. This conclusion relays us back to the Levi's 

commercial which opened this chapter. Perhaps, like Braddock, PA, Pynchon' s Street in V is a 

wasteland-a barren field le.ft fallow-that provides that opportunity for something new and 

different to be built upon it. Yet in V. we don't see any new growth springing fmth from the 

~Teckage ofthe 201
h century Street. Instead we are left (chronologically) with Benny Profane, 

who hasn't "learned a goddarnn thing," and Brenda (the writer of semi-apocalyptic poems) as 

they run in the dark streets of Valletta (506) . There doesn't seem to be any change in the order of 

the Street-Profane (as well as Stencil who continues his search) is not the character to build 

something new out of this wasteland, he isn't even equipped to notice that something can be 

made. It seems we have to wait until Pynchon magnum opus, Gravity's Rainbow, and its own 

respective wasteland/Street-The Zone of postwar Europe-before we see the "frontier" 

possibilities laid out in the wasteland of V begin to be imagined. 
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Chapter II 
Gravity's Rainbow: Into the Zone 

"-but I have no fear. Hardly knowing the meaning of the word. God will carry us 
through. God loves fools, finds a need for us, how otherwise could we survive? Through 
all the perilous millennia? Fools, little children, drunks, and concupiscent scriveners play 
a useful function, its precise nature not yet determined, in the intricate operations of 
evolution." -Edward Abbey (Down !he River, 232) 

I. Corpus Continuum? 

In his 1973 review of Gravity's Rainbow, Richard Poirier stated: "In Pynchon we 'return' 

to ourselves, come back to the remembered earth of our primal being" (168). This rather positive 

assumption about Pyncbon 's works seems to rely heavily on Poirier's reading of, at the time, the 

author's latest novel. Certainly V and, to a certain extent, The Crying ofLol 49, do not seem to 

clearly call us back to our "remembered earth." On the contrary, as shown earlier in V., 

Pynchon's positive atiitude ofthe Street is the possibility of rebirth and rejuvenation from out of 

the wasteland-not so much a return to earth, as a growth from the ashes and debris blanketing 

the contemporary world. 

When the wasteland becomes W.A.S.T.E. in the world ofOedipa Maas, it seems that 

even this positivity has waned. Oedipa's California is one of paved-over cemeteries, Formica 

lagoons, hypodermic highways, and, in all, a land tumed to the mechanizations of a printed 

circuit-board. Though similar to Beru1y Profane, Fausto Majistral, and Herbert Stencil's 

respective worlds, there seem to be no redeeming features to Oedipa's world . Yet it could be 

argued, as some critics have, that this negativity is not inherent in the land but comes through 

Oedipa's perception of it. After all, she is continually on the threshold of a revelation but is 

(consciously?) kept from crossing over "the edge of its voluptuous field" (95). And though she 
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sees the wasteland, she doesn't ever seem to grasp the possibilities intrinsic in her California 

Street. Though perhaps, for a brief moment at the end of the novel she does: 

San Narciso at that moment lost (the loss pure, instant, spherical, the sound of stainless 

orchestral chime held among the stars and struck lightly), gave up its residue or 

uniqueness for her; became a name again, was assumed back into the American 

continuity of crust and mantle. (147). 

Here it seems San Narciso as a singular, named entity fades away, leaving only the wasteland 

which Oedipa senses spreads the breadth of America. Yet she doesn't seem to grasp "all the 

possibilities of'' this wasteland which has been revealed to her, instead focusing on the seemingly 

barren reality of this incomplete revelation ( 148). Like BeiiDy Profane before her, she doesn't 

perceive the possibilities for rejuvenation in the Street around her. In both novels this 

"revelation"-embodied by Lady V. and (perhaps) the Tristero, respectively-is never fully 

captured by the characters populating the novels. 

Either way it seems Poirier's naturalistic positivity towards Pynchon's novels, heavily 

influenced by his reading Gravity's Rainbow (which I agree with) begs the question: What 

happened to the Street? Are the positive forms of frontier steeped in the natural only an 

evolution-a progression-from what Pynchon does in V. and Lot 49? Does Pynchon, in 

Gravity's Rainbow, move towards a more classical definition of frontiers and the frontier myth? 

Does he follow suite v..ith Thoreau and find that there is an "indescribable innocence and 

beneficence [in J Nature" that provides "such health, such cheer" and regeneration (YValden !4 7-

8)? 

The answer seems more complicated than a simple "yes." Instead, like the twin-headed 

Street in V., which looks one "'vay with the pocked face of destruction and the other with Lady 
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V.'s creative blood, the answer over this question is split. On the one hand it seems that 

Gravity's Rainbow is a progression on themes that span his two previous novels; but on the other 

hand, the novel, when analyzed, is vastly different from the other two. 

Though it is obvious there is a conjunction between the obsession over SOdwestafrika in 

V that becomes more pointed in Gravity's Rainbow (noted by Pynchon in his letter to a young 

history student)22
, it seems that, unlike V and Lot 49, Gravity's Rainbow follows a different tack 

entirely. What becomes apparent, besides the perceived naturalistic emphasis noted above, is the 

one thing that sets Gravity's Rainbow apart (hinted at in Lot 49)-the aspect of control:" 'It's 

control. All these things arise from one difficulty: control'" (Gravity's Rainbow 31).23 Unlike 

the two previous novels, G R shows the forces which have contributed to the construction of the 

wasteland and the Street. As Joseph W. Slade states, referring to Tyrone Slothrop's Christian 

heritage: "What Protestant history has produced is a massive structure of discipline, the 

equivalent of a gigantic closed thennodynamic system, a world, in fact, that overlays the world 

ofnature" (159). Though this focus on Protestantism as the singular source of control is dubious, 

Slade's conunents illuminate my own point: control has overlaid a wasteland ("a world, in fact") 

over nature. Like Robison Crusoe's "coding" of his island from "earth" (a thing to be inhabited) 

to "territory" (a thing to be dominated) that Robert P. Marzec analyzes in study (mentioned in 

the introduction), in GR it seems that the land has also been codified and brought under control. 

As Enzian muses later in the novel, "the Rocket," an ambiguous symbol of control, "was an 

entire system won, away from the feminine darkness, held against the entropies of loveable but 

scatterbrained Mother Nature" (329). This patriarchical, sexist, and technology-lauding comment 

(spoken by the narrator, but focalized through Enzian) does well to explain the aspects of the 

22
" 'I'm afraid I went at the whole thing in a kind of haphazard fashion,' Pynchon wrote Thomas E. Hirsch, a 

graduare history' student interested in the Bondelzwarts uprising" (Sanders 81 ). 
23 From here on our 1 will refer to Cravtty 's Rainbow as GR 
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"system won" which has contributed and constructed the Street of the two previous novels. 

Thomas S. Smith in his analysis of the novel describes this system well: 

Faustian man perches on a tlu·one cons1mcted from the bones and skulls of dodo birds 

and 1-Iereros, Sioux Indians and zootsuit-clad Chicanos. Pynchon presents a fonn of 

reverse Hegelianism: "History" represents not a slow progress toward freedom but 

irrational violence, exploitation, and bondage. (24 7) 

While this control aspect of GR has been noted innumerable times, it seems that in Pynchon's 

cataloging, deconstruction, and analysis of the controls which have led to the wasteland, he also 

is explicating on something else. While GR is indeed a novel concerned with "the real nature of 

control," it seems that at one in the same time it is largely concerned with the real nature of 

Narure (170). In a way, it seems that while analyzing systems of control, Pynchon 

simultaneously explores the characteristics of openness, possibility, freedom, and the "true·' 

frontiers. 

Whether it is a pocket of love in war-tom and V -2-riddled London, the Pynchonian 

frontier possibilities of the dismantled Zone, the overgrown rocket stands of Peenemtinde, or the 

simplistic acts of kindness epitomized by Pokier's gift of his wedding ring to a Dora victim, it 

seems Pynchon is analyzing thoroughly the regenerative possibilities of the Street. Through GR 

we see frontiers pop up continually in the wreckage of the wasteland and through these, we 

receive a glimpse at the workings of these potentialities. Unlike V. and Lot 49, in GR wasteland 

frontiers are not just hinted at but are fully revealed. We no longer simply see Lady V.'s blood in 

destroyed Valletta or San Narciso's printed-circuit streets-waste promising rebirth but not 

showing it-instead we see flowers, life and possibility growing up between the cracks ofthe 

wasteland. Though Pynchon may not follow in line with Thoreau's ideas ofnatme's innocence 
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and uniqueness, he does seem to find regeneration inherent in the earth-whether that earth is the 

stereotypical "nature" of Thoreau, or the bumed and scarred wasteland. 

This analysis ~iII go through these unique characteristics of GR and find these pockets of 

Pynchonian frontier and their "nature." Following the nove l's trajectory, this study will first 

analyze the wasteland centers of control proper: London and Pointsman' s "Riviera laboratory." 

From there we will move into the multiplicitous Zone-the place, it seems, where Pynchon fully 

shows the possibilities of a wasteland for a moment freed from control-the "true" frontier 

hinted at within his two previous novels. Then the analysis will conclude with the novel and, 

looking at the whole, will answer the question that seems to be at the heart of GR: what are the 

frontier possibilities of the Street and do they fail? 

II. Contro1led Possibility: "in bed, at rest, in Iove"24 

Moving past the famous opening line of GR: "A screaming comes across the sky," we 

move directly into the wasteland of wartime London: "They have begun to move. They pass in 

line, out of the main station, out of downtown, and begin pushing into older and more desolate 

parts of the city. It this the way out? [ ... ] No, this is not a disentanglement from, but a 

progressive knotting into-" (3-4). This "progressive knotting into" the wasteland inside of 

Pirate Prentice's dream continues on throughout the London portions of part one. Yet what sets 

these descriptions apart from earlier ones in V and Lot 49 is the auspice of control hovering over 

the land. In one description in particular we receive the hint that control has created this 

wasteland: 

It was one ofthose great iron aftemoons in London: the yellow sun being teased apart by 

a thousand chimneys breathing, fawning upward without shame. This smoke is more than 

' 4 - From page 38 
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the day's breath, more than dark strength-it is an imperial presence that lives and 

moves. (26) 

Here we see that the descriptions London that illuminate the novel are charged with the 

dominance of control. The smoke, dominating the land, is imperial, strong and controlling every 

possible vision of the landscape; it rends apart the natural-the sun-and only the distorted 

remnant of sunset "is wine to you, wine and comfort" (27). 

If we return back to Pirate at the opening ofthe novel we get a similar feeling during the 

Banana Breakfast. After his dream, which "knots" us into a dark, dank, and dead London,25 we 

get a direct bridge from V. and Lot 49 to what GR will come to grow around. It is a direct image 

of a wasteland becoming something fertile and full of amazing potential: 

Corydon Throsp [ ... ] liked to cultivate phmmaceuti cal plants on the roof [ ... ] a few of 

them hardy enough to survive fogs and frosts, but most returning, as fragments of 

peculiar alkaloids, to rooftop earth, along with manure from a trio of prize Wessex 

Saddleback sows quartered here by Throsp's successor, and dead leaves off many 

decorative trees transplanted to the roof by later tenants, and the odd unstomachable meal 

thrown or vomited there by this or that sensitive epicurean-all got scum bled together, 

eventually, by the knives of the seasons, to an impasto, feet thick, of unbelievable black 

topsoil in which anything could grow, not the least being bananas. (5-6). 

This rather long section deserves to be quoted in full because it contains, in microcosm, the 

whole ofPynchon 's idea of true frontier which lies underneath the entirety of the novel. Here we 

see that, in the midst ofrocket-pocked London, a bastion of possibility and thriving fertility-a 

small section ofthe landscape divided from the wasteland around. Yet more importantly, this 

21 I would also like to note that, during the entirety of this dream sequence, Pirate, as well as those surrounding him 
are being controlled-flocked, and in fact are tenm:d "second sheep"(\). This seems key in Pynchon's connection 
between the wasteland and control. 
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small pocket ofripe frontier is, in fact , a wasteland made from refuse, death, and feces. Like V.'s 

blood, the waste-caused by chemical destruction-is the source of possibility and life. 

It is also important to note in this description the fact that, unlike surrounding London 

(whose controlled status is symbolized by the approaching V -2), this spot of fertile frontier is 

beyond anyone's control. The banana hothouse acts as an island, free from the War's rationing, 

conditioning, and exploitation-effectively telling the ultimate control, Death, "to fuck off' (10). 

Yet one must not overlook the V-2 hanging in the sky, which, as Pirate senses, has the 

ability to "hjt exactly" on the rooftop and penetrate the fragment of wasteland frontier that has 

seeded there (8). Joseph W. Slade contends that for the characters of the book the Rocket 

becomes a symbol for the disintegration of control, "an annunciation that human control is not 

secure [ ... J nothing can defend against the Rocket" ( 166). Though this seems true and indeed has 

plenty of reinforcement in the text, it seems that Slade's analysis applies to the Rocket's stature 

in the Zone. While we are still in wartime London-or more rightly, while the rockets are still 

falling under a control (Nazi Gem1any)-the rocket seems to be a symbol for control. It is not 

until later, in the Zone, when the rocket attacks have stopped-have been separated (like Europe) 

from control-that the Rocket embodies Godel's theorem, an uncertainty (possibility?) that 

opens up after the systems of control have weakened their grasp on its reins . 

But while the nanative stays in London, the Rocket keeps its malevolent incarnation as a 

further fonn of control-a phallic expression for the indeterminate "War" and inhuman "They." 

To elucidate on this point it seems necessary to focus upon Pynchon's most strongly rendered 

".frontier" within London: Roger Mexico and Jessica Swanlake's wasteland home. 

As the nanator states: "If they [Roger and Jessica] have not quite seceded from war's 

state, at least they've found the begi1mings of gentle withdrawal" ( 42). This secession from the 
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War takes place "in the stay-away zone," a devastated area that has been evacuated due to the V-

2 attacks. This is an area where, for the brief moment while it lasts, Roger and Jessica act out the 

most obvious and enduring symbol of possibility and freedom-love. As Edward Mendelson 

states in his sprawling analysis of the novel, "Gravity's Encyclopedia" : "In a positive, or 

affirming, illegality Roger Mexico and Jessica Swanlake [ .. . ] enjoy their love only during the 

chaotic disorder ofthe war. They come together in forbidden territory, an evacuated village 

under barrage balloons" ( 174). Tndeed, in the midst of the dead land which control (in the form 

of "the Ministry") tries to regulate, Jessica and Roger regenerate a small capsule of "defiance 

they can never measure" against the controls of the War (GR 42). As the narrator aptly concludes 

of their small lovers' frontier: "They are in love. Fuck the war" (Ibid.) . 

But like the Rocket hanging over the frontier of the banana hothouse, the Rocket and War 

also thrust their tendrils into this small wasteland frontier. We see this when Roger, whose 

"mother is the war," has a paranoiac episode and believes that the War (through its White 

Visitation representatives) is controlling him outside and within the small wartime lovers' 

fi·ontier they've painstakingly marked out for themselves: 

what's all this, who are these people ... . Freaks! Freeeeaks! He's sunounded! they've 

been out there night and day all the war long tapping his brain, telepaths, witches, Satanic 

operators of all descriptions tuning in on everything-even when he and Jessica are in 

bed fucking- ( 12 7) 

Yet Roger's paranoid worries are not completely unfounded. Once again, the Rocket-as-control 

also threatens this frail pocket of positive regeneration. In one scene vve see the two lovers in 

their wasteland frontier playing around, Roger tickling Jessica so "she' s tickl ish all over, he can 

grab an ankle, elbow," when suddenly a rocket falls : "A tenific blast quite close beyond tbe 
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village: the entire fabric of the air, the time, is changed'' (61). Here, as with the banana hothouse, 

the control of the Rocket threatens this small piece offrontier that has been made from the 

wasteland; the two lovers are shocked back into their wartime selves, unable to continue their 

frolic, "silent, oddly unable to touch" (Ibid. 61 ). 

The Pyncbonian frontier possibilities, epitomized by Jessica and Roger's abode and 

beautifuJJy rendered in the "War's Evensong" portion of the novel, are continually threatened to 

fall back under the control symbolized by the Rocket. Yet before going on it seems only right to 

Jock at the Evensong episode that, in many ways, sums up, not only Roger and Jessica's small 

frontier, but what positivity this frontier and others (banana hothouse included) entail. 

The scene, fittingly witnessed by the weary lovers Roger and Jessica, takes place in a 

small church where a "scratch choir" of men sing to an underfed, overworked group of soldiers 

who gather a moment outside of the War to worship ( 130). After a long passage that describes 

the War in all its postmodem sublimity ("The War needs coal." "The War needs electricity"), 

Pynchon goes on to show how this small gathering in its infinitesimal act of devotion is an open 

affront to the War and its controls. To quote at length: 

There must have been evensong here long before the news of Christ. Surely for as long as 

there have been nights bad as this one-something to raise the possibility of another night 

that could actually, with love and cockcrows, light the path home, banish the Adversary, 

destroy the boundaries between our lands, our bodies, our stories, all false, about who we 

are: for the one night, leaving only the clear way home and the memory of the infant you 

saw .. . (137-8 eJiipsis added) 

Like Jessica and Roger's small wasteland frontier, the evensong acts as an uncontrolled 

possibility that attempts to "banish tJ1e Adversary" of control and break down the barriers that it 
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has constructed with a simple song. As LeClair states, "for Pynchon the oraJ perfonnance, not 

the song's content, is what momentarily banishes the kinds of alienations [sterruning from 

control) he so thoroughly describes in the rest of the book" (66). As the episode concludes, the 

narrator sums up this premise: "only, damn us, our scruffy obligatory little cry, our maximum 

reach outward" a small bit of regeneration in the War's night, something "for you to take back to 

your war-address, your war-identity" (1 38-9). ln this magnificent passage, Pynchon shows, as he 

does with Roger and Jessica, a small act of possibility and freedom-an audio frontier if you 

will-which takes place, and in fact grows out ofthe debris of the War and its various controls. It 

does not seem accidental that Pynchon chooses to describe in exhaustive detail the myriad and 

all-inclusive controls of the War right before he shows this small release, which, inadvertently 

comes from the wasteland (and "wasted" women and men) the War has created with those very 

controls. 

Yet, as the novel prepares to move from London to Slothrop' s highly controlled 

envirorunent on the Riviera, we see that the possibilities of the wasteland frontier, ever 

threatened by control in the fonn of the Rocket, are fleeting . Roger fittingly has this revelation 

on the last page of part one: "Roger will be forgotten [by Jessica], an amusing maniac, but with 

no place in the rationalized power-ritual that will be the coming peace'' (180). The control which 

has been ramped-up during the War will continue on stronger in the "peace" which follows the 

actual fighting (which later in the book is represented by the Raketen-Stadt). The owner wi ll 

come to Jessica and Roger's lovers' nest and reclaim it; control will come back into what was, 

for a brief moment, freedom and possibility, and, as the reader finds, Jessica's love for Roger 

will fall apart in favor of the security promised by control. As Roger says of Jessica in the last 
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line of part one: "You're catching the War. It's infec6ng you and I don't lmow how to keep it 

away. Oh, Jess. Jessica. Don't leave me . ... '' (180 ellipsis Pynchon's). 

III. SLothrop, Katje & Pointsman's Riviera 

The one character-the main character-that is conspicuously absent from the study 

above is T)'(one Sloth.rop. This dearth is do to the fact that, unlike Roger and Jessica, Slothrop 

never seems to find any form of positive growth within the wasteland-he finds and creates no 

fertile frontiers from the destruction and devastation around him while in London. This is not to 

say that Slothrop does not experience a few fleeting moments of this positivity and possibility. 

For example : when investigating the ruins of a recem V -2 blast he finds a small girl within the 

mbble: 

Waiting for the stretcher, Slothrop held her small hand, gone purple with the cold. When 

she opened her eyes and saw him her first words were, "Any gum, chum?" Trapped there 

for two days, gumless-aJJ he had for her was a Thayer's Slippery Elm. 1-le felt like an 

ass. Before they took her off she brought his hand over to kiss anyway, her mouth and 

cheek in the flare lamps cold as frost, the city around them at once a big desolate icebox, 

stale-smelling and no surprises inside ever again. (25) 

Here in the midst oftbe destruction of the V-2 SlothJop finds this living girl , yet, he doesn't 

seem to realize the positivity she represents. When she smiles a Shirley Temple smile at him, "as 

ifthis exactly canceled all they'd found her down in the middle of," he doesn't seem to 

appreciate it-the fact that the girl's smile is a kind of canceling-out, a recognition of the 

possibility for regeneration, hope and love \-Vi thin the wasteland (Ibid 25). Instead he thinks, as 

Benny Profane or Oedipa Maas might, "What a damn fool thing'' (Ibid). It seems Slothrop can ' t 
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get beyond the destruction created by the deathly control of the V -2 to see this brief instant of 

telling death "to fuck off' (10). 

Slothrop's initial inability to think beyond the confines of the negativity of the wasteland 

is reilective of his overall confinement to control. As James W. Earl states, Slotlvop "is the 

totally conditioned man, programmed, manipulated, and monitored since infancy by conspiracies 

within conspiracies" (229). Besides the obvious allusions Earl makes to Laszlo Jamfs 

experiments with ·'The Penis I-le Thought Was His Own," this also refers to Slothrop ' s religion 

which, in an odd paranoiac instant, he co!U1.ects with the Rocket. In fact, it is Slothrop, more than 

any other character in London, who recognizes the control which the Rocket represents: "He has 

become obsessed with the idea of a rocket with his name written on it-it they're really set on 

getting h.im ('They' embracing possibilities far far beyond Nazi Germany)" (25 ). On the outside 

of it this fear over the Rocket is pure and simple paranoia created by Slothrop's mind. Yet it 

seems that Slothrop's fear is reflective ofthe control which tlveatens to overcome the wastelcmd 

frontiers within the first part of the novel. This Puritan realization of control extends over, and in 

many ways, prepares Slothrop for the non-Rocket controls in Pointsman's Riviera. 

As Steven C. Weisenburger says in his Companion to the novel, the Casino Heimann 

Goering on the Riviera "is one ofthe most stagy in the narrative" (123). The reason for this 

staginess is quickly evident. The Casino, a malign parody of Roger and Jessica's love nest, is a 

highly constructed and controlled area created by Pointsman to experiment on and observe 

Slothrop. Though the Rocket is conspicuously absent from the seaside resort (except in the form 

of the manuals and blueprints Slothrop is fed to analyze), there are other indicators that this 

seemingly positive reclamation of wasteland, is far from being a realm of possibility and 

Pynchonian frontier. 
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The name of the Casino, in fact, is the first indicator we receive of the control-the 

They- that is attempting to manage every aspect of the setting. 1-fennarm Goering, as 

Weisenburger notes in the Companion, was the Nazi Luftwaffe (air force) chief (124). But 

Goering was much more than this?6 Goering was, for most of the Third Reich ' s existence, 

Hitler ' s right-hand man and second in power. He eventually was accused of war crimes at 

Nuremburg (replacing Hitler in many ways) and sentenced to hang; however (ever in control) 

Goering committed suicide before the Allies had a chance to execute him. It seems that Pynchon 

deliberately chooses this high Nazi official's name to christen the Casino to reflect its highly 

structured and controlled nature. 

But the name of the Casino is quickly overshadowed by the obviousness of the control 

hanging over the place. S lothrop, ever the paranoiac, notices Their control almost immediately 

when a little voice in his head states: "Welcome Mister Slothrop Welcome To Our Structure We 

Hope You Will Enjoy Your Visit Here" (GR 196). Though he never completely grasps what the 

intentions are of the Control They've pJaced over him, he tries his utmost to begin fighting it:" 

'Fuck you,' whispers Slothrop. It's the only spell he knows, and a pretty good all-purpose one at 

that" (206). This "spell," though a humorous schlemiel reaction, is also important in Slothrop ' s 

groVt.rt:h. ln London Slothrop does not notice the possibilities of the wasteland which surrounds 

him, whereas here, aware of the controls of the wasteland he now inhab1ts, he at least begins to 

try and take flight from under it, summoning a "spell" which mirrors the functions of the 

previous wasteland frontiers. Before where he thought, "What a damn fool thing," when 

confronted with the control of the Rocket, now be attempts to grasp at possibility, echoing the 

26 lt is odd that this is all Weisenburger says on Pynchon's use of Goering for the name of the Casino. It seems to me 
that the name, indicative of the nature of the Casino, is not simply a parodic joke, or dark humor. After all, Pynchon 
names an entire section after it. Besides this, it seems Weisenburger leaves out a lot of the history surrounding the 
Nazt leader. 
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same language of the banana hothouse and Roger and Jessica's lovers den, primarily telling 

control to "fuck off."27 And, as we will see, it seems this spell does begin to work for Slothrop. 

But first we must analyze the primary tool of Their control over Slothrop in the Riviera. 

Katje Borgesius, who is supposed to act as a human beaker for Slothrop's Rocket-induced 

ejaculations, is no stranger to control. During her time with Blicero and Gonfried sl1e 

experienced directly the mechanisms of control in the fom1 of the "oven-game": 

At the images in the mirror Katje also feels a cameraman's pleasure, but knows what he 

cannot: that inside herself, enclosed in the soignee surface of dear fabric and dead cells, 

she is corruption and ashes, she belongs in a way none of them can guess cruelly to the 

Oven ... (96) 

Katje's soul acts like a microcosm of Pynchon 's Street. Like the land, her insides have become 

"corruption and ashes"-a wasteland--due to the controls of Captain .Blicero. She realizes the 

control which is outside: "summary executions, the roustings, beatings, subterfuge, paranoia, 

shame'' and decides to enter into the oven-game with Blicero, a "rationalized version" of the War 

that keeps her sheltered from the external wasteland (98). Instead, however, the "rationalized 

version" of Blicero 's control turns her soul into a wasteland. Katje, being an embodiment of the 

wasteland, seems to let herself continue in Control's service once she has escaped from Blicero. 

She decides to join the White Visitation in its designs over Sloth.rop: '' 'The White Visitation is 

fine,' she said, and stepped into the void .... " (I 08). Like Slothrop earlier in London, Katje seems 

to see no redemption within the wasteland of the War or within herself. Yet unlike Slothrop, 

instead of uttering a spell-in essence, hoping for some escape and frontier of possibility-she 

molds to whatever forms of control will keep her relatively safe and which she can grasp. 

27 It seems that an interesting analysis of the word fuck could be undertaken as it relates to positivity within the 
novel. Often, as has been shown, it is used in defiance against the controls breeding and manipulating the wasteland. 
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Yet Pynchon does not make it that easy for Katje because he pairs her with Slothrop who 

has uttered his spell which will bloom in the wasteland. Pynchon shows in a beautiful passage 

that both Katje and Slothrop are under the same conditions of control: 

But it is a curve each of them feels, unmistakably. It is the parabola. They must have 

guessed, once or twice-guessed and refused to believe-that everything, always, 

collectively, had been moving toward that purified shape latent in the sky, that shape of 

no surprise, no second chances, no retum. Yet they do move forever under it, reserved for 

its ovm black-and-white bad news certainly as if it were the Rainbow, and they its 

children ... (212) 

Yet, though they are both children under the same rainbow of control, Slothrop wriggles out with 

his own fool's techniques. 

One such technique is the drinking game Prince which he swindles Steven Dodson-Truck 

into playing. Prince is a game, much like Theirs, that '"One doesn't win'" (215), which allows 

Slothrop to loosen the chains of control from himself through knowledge, albeit very little. As 

Will McConnell states in his Foucaultian analysis of the novel, "self-consciousness [is] an 

activity of resistance" (163). This seems especially true of Slothrop whose release into possibility 

begins only after he gains some knowledge about himself The frame which Pynchon puts the 

scene also evokes the kind of "break out" that Slothrop experiences, moving Slothrop 's vision of 

the world from Marzec's "territory" to inhabited "earth": 

"Holy shit." This is the kind of sunset you hardly see any more, a 19th -century wilderness 

sunset[ ... ] when the land was still free and tbe eye innocent, and the presence of the 

Creator much more direct. 

Pynchon goes on, inserting what may or may not be a drunken hallucination: 
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But out at the horizon, out near the burnished edge of the world, who are these visitors 

standing ... these robed figures-perhaps, at this distance, Jmndreds of miles tall-their 

faces, serene, unatiached, like the Buddha's [ .. . ] What have the watclunen ofworld' s 

edge come tonight to look for? deepening now, monumental beings, stoical, on toward 

slag, toward ash the color of night will stabilize at, tonight ... what is there grandiose 

enough to witness? (217-8) 

What is "grandiose enough to witness," of course, is Slothiop's small act ofknowledge-gaining 

resistance-his small step towards his mvn search for frontier possibilities in the wasteland. 

It seems that this small glimpse of possibility infects Katje too. Against Their wishes, 

Slothrop and Katje's highly controlled and monitored love-nest has indeed becomes more like 

Jessica and Roger's doomed frontier back in London. 

After Katje finds out that Slothrop has "Princed·' his way around Dodson-Truck, she 

becomes angry with him:" 'How much do you know, Slothrop?' "yet this brief moment of 

anger on her part (and fear on Slothrop's?) ends in sex (224). Slothrop tries to reach past her 

"wasteland" to make her open up, but Katje resists: "She's running. Wl1y? Has he come too close 

again?" (226).28 But it seems that Katje, while not opening up to possibili ty like Slothrop, does 

let down her rigid guard that she puts up in service of Them. 

Then. Something like pity comes into her face and goes again. But her whisper is lethal 

and bright as sudden wire: "Maybe you'll find out. Maybe in one of their bombed-out 

cities, beside one of their rivers or forests, even one day in the rain, it will come to you. 

You'll remember the Himmler-Spielsaal, and the skirt I was weruing ... memory will 

dance for you, and you can even make it my voice saying what l couldn't then. Or now." 

28 It must be stated that the nan·ative is ambiguous whether Slotllrop is trying to only receive information about the 
conspiracy against him, or if he is, like Roger, trying to save Katje (or in this case, bring her back) fi"om Their 
controls. Evidence of Slothrop's love for Katje later in the novel suggests that he is trying for t·he latter result. 
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Oh what is it she smiles here to him, only for that second? already gone. Back to the 

mask of no luck, no future-her face's rest state, preferred, easiest.. .. (227) 

Here it seems that Katje lets her guard, tempered by Their control, down for a moment. She sees 

Slothrop's chances at possibility that will open up for him as he leaves the Casino and goes into 

the Zone, "their bombed-out cities". Though not quite the frontier of Roger and Jessica's love, it 

seems that Katje and Slothrop move from being a highly structured "stage" of Their control to 

something closer to a wasteland frontier. Indeed, if it weren't for Katje's continual withdrawals, 

once could imagine the two finding the solace that she prophesies for Slothrop. But instead, she 

returns to the service of Their control which is "easiest." Yet her prophesy, her brief hope, for 

Slothrop does seem to play out within the Zone, '<Vhich is indeed a wasteland of destroyed cities 

latticed with war-scorched rivers and forests. As James W. Earl states: "Siothrop's odyssey into 

the Zone[ .. . ] becomes the gradual realization of his disengagement from the forces of control, 

and also his growing ability to love" (231 ). It is in this Zone where possibilities proliferate, 

where freedom unJolds, and where Slothrop will become the only character in the novel to fully 

penetrate the heart ofthe wasteland and its enigmatic fertili ty. 

III. The Zone 

The nature of the Zone has been discussed by many critics. Some see it as a place of 

openness and freedom; others see it as the breeding ground of the Raketen-Stadt, the symbolic 

city of ultimate control that eva I ves after the war. As David Cruz Acevedo states: "The Zone is 

certainly an overwritten place. [ ... J In fact, it is a place full of texts, codes, stories, and histories'' 

( 125). lndeed, this multiplicitous nature of the Zone seems to be reflected in the criticism 

surrounding it As Acevedo continues, "the Zone comes to exclude analysis and differentiation 

being indeed a place ofperpetual ambiguity" (1 25). This " perpetual ambiguity," which has 
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allowed scholars to interpret the Zone in manifold ways, seems also to be a simple hint towards 

what the nature of the Zone actually constitutes. As another critic notes: 

In this respect the destroyed landscape of Germany serves as a metaphor for a state of 

disorder. It is a landscape stripped of meanings, a purely material surface; the utopia of a 

tabula rasa, a free, tmhierarchical, anarchic space without cultural-symbolic and 

imaginary-inscriptions (Berressem Pynchon 's Poetics 126) 

Certainly, it seems, from this analysis, that the nature ofthe Zone is, overall, a positive one. The 

Zone, in essence, is a giant incarnation of the wasteland frontier- a place where possibility 

unfolds in a dizzying array of opportunities for fertility and regeneration. It seems that the main 

reason the Zone becomes a wasteland opened up to possibility is because of the lack of control 

over it. This is not to say there are no controls. On the contrary, the Zone is also an area of rabid 

power-grabbing by the entities ofthe Allied powers (America, England, Russia, and some other 

powers that remain unnamed). But the quintessence of the Zone, as explained by Benessem 

above, is that these pow·ers do not have control over this wasteland yet, and therefore possibility 

(one being, obviously, the possjble return of Control) holds sovereignty. 

We see this before Slothrop even enters the Zone proper in his encounter in Zurich with 

the expatriate Argentine Squalidozzi. After explaining to Slothrop his lament over the loss of 

"that anarchic oneness of pampas and sky" that was fenced in and put under the subjugation of 

the city of Buenos Aires, he states that he and his compatriots wish to make a new home in the 

Zone (268). As he explains: 

" ... this War-this incredible War-just for the moment has wiped out the proliferation of 

little states that's prevailed in Gennany for a thousand years. Wiped it clean. Opened it." 
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[ ... ]'"We want to leave it open. We want to grow, to change. In the opetmess of the 

Gennan Zone, our hope is limitless." (268) 

In Squalidozzi's description ofthe Zone we see that, like the microcosm of the banana hothouse 

or Roger and Jessica's love nest, possibility holds supremacy and with it a limitless hope for a 

different type of world without the contra Is of Them. 

Slothrop, moving into the Zone for other reasons (primarily to find more self-knowledge, 

embodied by the Schwarzgerat) does not heed Squalidozzi's summation ofthe Zone. Yet once 

we get to part 3 ("In the Zone") the first description we get bolsters Squalidozzi's hopes: 

They found the countryside, this year, at peace by a scant few days. Already vines are 

beginning to grow back over dragon ' s teeth, fallen Stukas, burned tanks. The sun wanns 

the hillsides, the rivers fall bright as wine. The [ice] saints have refrained. Nights have 

been mild. The frost didn't come. It is the spring of peace. The vintage, God granting at 

least a hundred days of sun, will be fine. (285) 

This first description of the Zone, told through the language of grape fields, embodies, Jjke the 

banana hothouse, the fertility that blooms throughout the rest of Slothrop's j ourney through the 

Zone. AJl over the wasteland of Germany life regenerates out of the destruction of the War; vines 

grow out of the scorched carcasses of war machines promising fine wines once more.29 This 

imagery is supplemented by the song that Slothrop hears "often around the Zone," a section of 

which I will quote here: 

Railway stations stand deserted, 
Rights-of-way lie clear and cold:30 

What we left them, trains inert, 
Trains go on, and we grow old. 

29 Tt is interesting to note that at this exact moment in the naiTIItive Slothrop is reminded of Katje· "He has taken it 
for a sign. A rem.inder of Katje" (285). 
30 This could be a foreshadowing ofSlothrop's conversion into a crossroads. 



Let them cry like cheated lovers, 
Let their cries find only wind. 
Trains are meant for night and ruin. 
We are meant for song, and sin. (288) 
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In this song the insistence on the life of humanity over the inanimateness of trains is yet another 

example of the fertility swelling up in the wasteland of the Zone. Also, one must note that the 

trains of "night and ruin" immediately remind the reader of the evil Control of the Nazis that 

took millions of people do\-vn the train's straight and structured tracks towards their mechanical 

and rationalized deaths. 

It is fitting that shortly af1er this introduction to the Zone Slothrop is told by Emian: 

'"But you are free. We all are. You'll see. Before long'" (293). Slothrop, unsure how to take this 

statement (thinking his fool's thought: "Black rocket troops? What bizarre shit?"), will soon see 

that, not only is Enzian correct, but he will also find his own small wasteland frontier with Geli 

Tripping for the short time that it lasts (293). 

Slothrop and the reader are first introduced to Geli with her song, which-like the Zone 

song-sums up the possibility for regeneration in the bombed-out wasteland: "Love never reaJly 

goes away,/Not if it's really true,llt can return, by night, by day,/Tender and green and new" 

(294). Unlike Katje, Geli is not corrupted by control. As Slothrop notes: "Nowhere in her eyes is 

there any sign of corrosion-she might have spent all her War roofed and secure, tranquil, 

playing with small forest animals in a rear area somewhere" (295). Their love-affair (which we 

can see it in fact is: "Slothrop feels his heart, out of control, inflate with love and rise quick as a 

balloon'' [338]) closely resembles Jessica and Roger's small niche in wartime London. Geli, who 

first tells Slothrop, "'Forget frontiers now. Forget subdivisions. There aren't any, '" takes 
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Slothrop into her own small witch's cove of wasteland frontier31 that consists of nothing more 

than «an old four-poster bed facing a dark pier of glass" (298, 295). Once again, as with Roger 

and Jessica, love blossoms out of the surrounding destruction; as George Levine says of the 

entire novel: "we ignore too what I regard as [Pynchon's] most astonishing and overwhelming 

power, to imagine love out of the wastes of a world full of people helpless to love" (118). 

Indeed, it is these moments of love that bud throughout the novel' s wastelands that often 

constitute a frontier of possibi I ity. 

Nicholas Spencer, in his work Ajier Utopia, analyzes these small pockets of, what he 

terms (using the thinker Henri Lefebvre's terms), "lived situations" or "lived spaces" which 

stand out in contrast to the highly controlled forms of "abstract space" that is dominated by 

Them. He states: "The sanctuaries of"love-in-idleness" that characters such as Slothrop and 

Roger Mexico experience exemplify the lived spaces that lie beyond the formants of abstract 

space" (155). Spencer notes other instances of these "lived spaces" within the novel. As he says 

of Emil Bununer's drug haven: 

"Der Platz," a tenement occupied by friends of Saure Bummer, illustrates the symbolic 

creativity of lived space. Der Platz is described as "an ingenious system" that includes "a 

system of rivers and waterfalls" and "an anti-po lice moat" [ ... ] Der Platz is a site of 

refuge for "isolates, fetishists, lost stumb lers-in," and others whose difference drives 

them from the normati vity of abstract space. ( 156) 

Saure's Der Platz, like the lovers' fron tiers of Slothrop/Geli and Jessica/Roger, is a place cut 

from control, what the narrative at one point terms, "buoyed inner space" (377). These spaces are 

instances of a frontier-like regeneration within the Zone from the crumbles of shanered Nazi 

31 l must state that my use of frontier-an open territory of possibility-differs from Pynchon ' s in the previous lines. 
Pynchon's use leans more towards the concept of frontiers as edges, borders-indeed the more classical Tumerian 
concept. 
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Germany. Like "the entropies of loveable but scat1erbrained Mother Nature," these spaces seem 

to organically sprout in the Zone (329).32 (Oddly, Slothrop always seems to manage to find them 

as he rambles around) These are the lovers' bowers, dopers' dens, expanses of actual Nature 

(such as Geli and Slothrop's moment on the Bracken on page 335), brief selfl ess arrangements, 

and perhaps even Enzian and the Schwarzkommando's Erdschweinhohle. 

As Tiina KakeHi-Puumala states : "The Schwarzkommando [ ... ],who may or may not 

really exist in the Zone, occupy the culturally and physically impossible place of the dead" (199). 

For Kakela-Puumala, the Schwarzkommando's striving for a "weird death" is also another form 

of resistance to control since "The question of death is an ideological question, essentially linked 

to power" (206). [n essence, the Schwarzkommando' s symbolic (and literal?) occupation of the 

realm of death is a further frontier outside of the power and control of Them. Li ke the other 

wasteland possibilities of the Zone, the Erdschweinhohle is an organic growth of the Zone in 

opposition, through its very existence, to the forms of control that have constructed the 

surrounding devastation and, in fact, have constructed the Schwarzkonunando themselves. 

Through their appropriation of death, they tum it from the Blicker of the system and insert a 

positive possibility into it ("The dead are as real as the living" for the Hereros 156), proving that 

for the darkest and most subjectified areas/peoples of the Zone, "There are things to hold 

onto .. . . " (GR 676). 

In a way, these frontiers of the wasteland Zone are only the resurrection, in the midst of 

control' s momentary dismantlement, of the Ouroboros, "The Serpent that atmounces, 'The 

World is a closed thing, cyclical, resonant, eternally-returning' " (4 19). Like the Nature that is 

32 One may here reference the space of the Anubis's decks as a contradiction to this trend Within the novel. However, 
I would contend that the Anubis is a small1sland of control on the Baltic Sea. Indeed, the ·'Lublin regime" is 
representative, like the Americans, of the control which will once more dominate the Zone. Hence the reason later 
on Slothrop sees " Poles fleeing the Lublin regime" (558-9) . 
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retuming-overgrowing- the left-over refuse of war mach.inery in the Zone, which we see at a 

rocket fiting site that is "becoming green with new weeds[ ... ) Forget-me-nets" and populated by 

"SwaJlows [who} have built a nest inside the control car" (569), these wasteland opportunities 

which are growing are a return to something which control has usually, well, controlled. This 

something is what control has always tried to fight against and is modeled nicely in Godel' s 

Theorem: "when everything has been taken care of when nothing can go wrong, or surprise 

us ... something wilf' (279, italics Pynchon's). These "frontiers" are the "something that wi ll 

happen" and in the openness of the wasteland Zone they proliferate without Control. 

Yet these moments of love and escape within the wasteland, though perhaps the most 

powerful, are not the only instances of frontiers that are shov.n. One frontier that opens slowly as 

the reader pages through the Zone is the narrative itself. As LeClair states: "Assumptions about 

principles of selection and unity are destroyed as Pynchon extends to extremities various axes of 

selection-the concrete and the abstract, serious and comic, sacred and profane" (54). Indeed, 

the way in which Pynchon constructs the narrative in parts 3 and 4 becomes analogous to the 

proliferation of possibility in the Zone. Th.is "loneness" of the nanative is reflected, as Edward 

Mendelson has pointed out, within the languages within the novel (of which there is around 9), 33 

but especially within the Kirghiz Light episode that is remembered by Tchilcherine. 

As Mendelson notes: 

For the Kirghiz people, before the arrival of Tchi tcherine and his bureaucracy, language 

"was purely speech, gesture, touch . .. not even an Arabic script could replace" (338). With 

the introduction of the New Turkic Alphabet, or NTA, whole systems of committees, 

'
3 David Blumberg also notes how possibiliry and meaning proliferates wilh Py nchon ' s umlaut placements in his 

Interesting essay: "Umlauts and Oz: Signifiers Within the Textual Zone of Pynchon ' s Gravity 's Ra111bow." 
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subcorrunittees, various divisions of labor and authority now organize and reticulate 

themselves over the buried strata of the local folk culture. (168) 

Tchitcherine himself realizes the control writing puts over the Kirghiz language: "soon someone 

will come out and begin to ·write some of these [traditional Kirghiz songs] down in the New 

Turkic Alphabet he helped [Tame .. . and this is how they will be lost" (362). The Kirghiz oral 

language is akin to the Zone in that it hasn't been "redeemed" by the crisp lines and controls of 

the written 'Yvords but keeps "the mortal streaming of human speech" (360). Yet, since this is 

merely reminiscence, the reader knows that the Kirghiz language has been caged by the NT A. 

But its mirroring of the Zone is carried on because it is twinned, in essence, with the Kirghiz 

Light. The Light's magic, which is related in song by a Kirghiz singer, has taken over his eyes 

and allows him to "sense all Earth like a baby" (364). Like the frontiers of the Zone discussed 

above, the Kirghiz Light, like the Kirghiz language, is full of redemptive possibilities and a 

strange type oftranscendence ("They [Kirghiz singers] are out ofthemselves, playing it al l for 

the listeners to enjoy" 362). Tchitcherine, who encounters the Light but fails to have the same 

experience as the Kirghiz singer does, finds in the Zone an inkling of possibility in, strangely 

enough, the Rocket. As the narrator states: " But in the Zone, hidden inside the summer Zone, the 

Rocket is waiting. He will be drawn the same way again ... " (365). This connection between the 

Light and the Rocket brings up another transfonnation that occurs in the Zone, one that also 

opens up more possibilities- the transformation of the Rocket from the symbol of control it was 

in London, to a sort of talisman of uncertainty within the Zone. 

As Joseph W. Slade notes, the Rocket, for characters such as Enzian and Tcbitcherine, is 

"an annunciation that human control is not secure" ( 166). The Rocket, even in London, does 

seem to be the ultimate control cancellation. In London the Rocket comes from the sky, goes 
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"pure ballistic" and brings destruction, no matter how hard Roger Mexico or any others try to 

contain it (GR 7). In a way, it is the ultimate uncertainty in London; !ike "the hand of God 

emerg[ing] from a cloud" (27), the Rocket can come fi:om any point, at any time, and commit 

another Sodom or Gomonah in the streets. The uncertainty ofthe Rocket breeds paranoia in 

virtually all of the characters in London, but especially Roger, Pirate, and Slothrop. Yet in the 

wastes of wartime London the Rocket , while holding this profound death-bringing uncertainty, is 

ultimately a metaphor and incontrovertible example of Their control. This may be, as l 

mentioned above briefly, because the Rocket is under the controls of Nazi Gennany. Though the 

ballistic dropping of the Rocket is uncertain, its affiliation, purpose, and point of origin are well 

known. HO\.vever, once the nanative becomes more fragmentary-enters the Zone-the Rocket 

is loosed from these controls for a brief moment just as the land is . Here it becomes yet another 

aspect ofPynchonian frontier, a place of possibility (an optimistic synonym for Wlcertainty)-a 

fertile openness that, like America before it took the direction of Jesus instead of Judas (565), 

can be used for something positive (such as flying man to the moon) or something negative 

(carrying atom bombs) . As Reuben J. Ellis states in his analysis of the mystical in GR, through 

the Rocket Pynchon tests "the extent to which the horrible can be holy" (71 ). 

Tchitcherine, though an instrument of the USSR, is enchanted by the Rocket, as if it were 

some kind of second chance with the Kirghiz Light. Likewise with his half-brother Enzian. As 

the narrator says: "Every scavenger out here [in the Zone] is in IG Rake ten's employ. All except 

for himself, and Enzian. His brother, Enzian" (576). Most that look for the Rocket in the Zone 

are instruments of control (whether American, Russian, or Theirs) and unwittingly are trying to 

make the Rocket an instrument of control once again.34 These are the promoters of the Raketen

Stadt, the "City of the Future" that is the uJtimate fonn of contro l (687). Nicholas Spencer, 

3
" Major Marvy seems like an obvious example here. 
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quoting Lefebvre, says that the Raketen-Stadt is an image of '"the world-wide, homogeneous and 

monotonous architecture of the state" ( 150). Indeed the Raketen-Stadt is the direct inverse of the 

Zone, " a giant factory-state' ' which none can escape ( 687). Yet for the two brothers, Enzian 

especially, the R.aketen-Stadt is not inherent in the Rocket. As the Erdschwein.hohlers await the 

final assembly of their Rocket 00001, the narrator states, focalizing Enzian's thoughts: "Whether 

you believed or not, Empty or Green, cunt-crazy or politically celibate, power-playing or neutral, 

you had a feeling-a suspicion, a latent wish , some hidden tithe out of your soul, something-for 

the Rocket" (686). For Enzian the Rocket is an opportunity to complete a form of detacJ1ment 

from control (which may indeed be a move into the frontiers of death, as mentioned by Kakela

Puumala). Enzian hopes that the Rocket is the key "among the wastes of the WorJd" that will 

"bring us back, restore us to Earth and to our freedom" (534). 

Yet, as the reader comes to find out, Enzian's more positive vision of the Rocket is the 

exception. The Raketen-Stadt is the future. This brings us to the next and fina l part of this 

analysis: 

IV. The Counterforce and the Dismantling of Rocketrnan 

"Dialectically, sooner or later," the narrator states, "some counterforce would have to 

arise" (545) . This counterforce which, like other possibilities, arises from the wastelands (though 

notably, outside of the frontier of the Zone), wi !I become the Counterforce; the brief attempt to 

oppose Them and Their system. This defiant group, composed of Katje, Pirate, the disiJiusioned 

and heart-broken Roger, and others who have been scorned and used by Them (also called the 

Finn), attempts to go into the Zone and counteract the rising of the Raketen-Stadt. Yet, as w ith 

Enzian's alternative Rocket, the Counterforce also fails. 

As Reuben J. Ellis states: 
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For Pynchon's narrator, the Counterforce is merely a step in the right direction. While it 

appears to oppose the Plot, it does so only in a strictly Hegelian sense, as a complement 

necessary to flesh out yet another ofthe novel's numerous dualisms. The Counterforce 

never breaks away, nor is it intended to break away, from its binary co-orbit with the 

Firm. (77) 

Indeed, at points in the narrative it seems as ifthe Counterforce-at the best of times-is nothing 

more than a farcical and weak etiort at rebellion. At the worst of times it seems like nothing 

more than another instrument of the Finn in Their consolidation of control. Jeffery S. Baker in 

his cultural/historical analysis of the novel sees the Counterforce as Pynchon's depiction of the 

1960s era counterculture and the attempts at political action. I-le says that the reason both the 

Counterforce and the counterculture fail is because of "their inabi I ity to conceive of an 

organizational alternative to the binary pair of Their rationalized systems'' (109). In essence, the 

reason for the Counterforce's failure against the Finn is because they use the same systems of 

rationalized control as the Firm to try and achieve their ends. As Roger Mexico notes: "you're 

playing Their game" (651).35 The Counterforce will fail because, in a way, they are trying to 

fight Their control by creating more control. 

This negative aspect of the Counterforce is symbolically represented in the "I-Iell"' 

episode ofthe novel. Weisenburger in his Companion seems incorrect in maintaining that his 

scene is "certainly not frightening" and that it concludes with "Pjrate and Katje [breaking] into 

[a] joyous dance" (281-2). Instead it seems that this episode is tinged with a nihilistic 

hopelessness and fear. Pirate is certainly frightened as he winds around the corridors ofthe 

Counterforce's 1-lell: '" It's a shadow,' cries Pirate, 'it's working under a shadow, forever'" (552). 

35 Mexico's overwhelming sadness at losing Jessica ("he's losing a full range of life, of being for the first time at 
ease in the Creation" 642) is also an effective indicator of the doomed end which the Counter force will meet. 
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At the end he goes into Katje's arms not injoy-"It isn ' t for comfot1"-but in an act of 

desperation (556). Though they dance, they never really dance "the bad dream a-way ... . " (558). 

Pirate feels hopelessly in Their control and the Counterforce created is, unlike the other brief 

wasteland frontiers in the novel, inadequate and only a continuation of the same controls. This is 

not to say that the Counterforce springs from the ruins aiming at control; this is not so. The 

Counterforce does begin with the same instinctual urge for regeneration that the other frontiers of 

possibility do. But in "playing Their game'' the Countetforce falls drastical ly short of even 

becoming a "frontier'' in any proper sense. Where the Zone is a place of dismantlement-a 

furrowing away of control-the Counterforce (while aiming for such a type of end) is control, is, 

after all, a force. As the narrator concludes of the Counterforce: "The will use us [the 

Counterforce). We will help legitimize Them, though They don't really need it really, it's 

another dividend for Them, nice but not critical. . . " (727). 

With the Counterforce failing , the Rocket going the way of Blicero instead ofEnzian, 

Jessica Swanlake marrying Beaver, and all of the other "let-downs" and points of failure with the 

wasteland frontiers, one must ask: do They always win? Is GR essentially a novel about the 

futility of trying to create something positive and life-affirming within the wasteland Street? Will 

control always win out over possibility and freedom? It doesn't seem so simple. 

Baker may be right in affirming the connections between such fa ilures and the l960s that 

saw the dismantling of many alternate possibilities. As HunterS. Thompson would write lwo 

years before the publication of GR: 

You could strike sparks anywhere. There was a fantastic universal sense that whatever we 

were doing was right, that we were winning . ... And that, I think, was the handle--that 

sense of inevitable victory over the forces of Old and Evil. ( ... ] We had all the 
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momentum; we riding the crest of a high and beautiful wave .... So now, less than five 

years later, you can go up on a steep hill in Las Vegas and look West, and with the right 

kind of eyes you can almost see the high-water mark-that place where the wave finally 

broke and rolled back. (68) 

This sense of lost possibi lity Thompson writes about is indeed thick in GR, as Baker notes. Yet, 

when we look at the "central" character, Slothrop, it may be that it is not all lost frontiers and 

quashed possibility. 

SJotlu-op, \.vho becomes the Zone' s hero (and in fact the "flag" of the Counterforce), 

seems to effectively meld into the wasteland and loose himself completely from any form of 

Their control. As he slips out oftbe controls, be comes to resemble Orpheus, sitting by babbli ng 

brooks playing his mouth-harp: "Slothrop, just suckin ' on his harp, is closer to being a spiritual 

medium than he's been yet, and he doesn't even know it" (634). As this episode continues on be 

becomes seems to lose evennore controls: "letting hair and beard grow" spending "whole days 

naked, ants crawling up his legs, bunerflies lighting on his shoulders, watching life on the 

mountain" (635). The last thing he lets go is America which, "Poor asshole, he can't let her go" 

(Ibid 635). But this too (a reminder of the " false stories" of the Evensong episode) passes to, 

until one day he becomes fully separated from Them: 

and now, in the Zone, later in the day he became a crossroad, af1er a heavy rain he 

doesn't recall, SJotlu-op sees a very thick rainbow here, a stout rainbow cock driven down 

out of pubic clouds into Earth, green wet valleyed Earth, and his chest fills and he stands 

crying, not a thing in his head, just feeling natural .. .. (638) 

This passage, which is ripe with fertili ty imagery, seems to be Pynchon showing at least one 

character who finally is released from all control and becomes, in essence, the perfect ·' rebirth" 
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within the wasteland fTontier of the Zone. As James W. Earl states, Slothrop is "proof that 

freedom is at least possible" (238). Joseph W. Slade takes this idea one step further, saying that, 

it is in this episode that Slothrop becomes "the redeemer oftbe wasteland" (169). This may be a 

bit of a stretch, but SlothJ·op does become a Christ-like figure within the Zone, especially once 

the Counterforce begins using him as an emblem.36 But it seems that Reuben J. Elli s hi ts on 

exactly what it is that makes Slothrop become this "savior": "What we lose when we lose 

Slothrop is the caused self, the determinate self, the self as an element of the quest's 

subject/object dialectic, the self accessible to Pavlovians, psychologists, and Puritans" (73). 1t 

may be that tbe Counterforce is representative of the failed possibi lities of the 1960s, but 

Slothrop's regenerative moment in the Zone seems to hold out hope for the future. As the Fool of 

the Tarot, Slothrop eludes all assignments in the deck. l-Ie becomes the uncontrolled frontier that 

Geli Tripping casts her witch 's spells to create, "1he World just before men" (734). 

At the end of the novel we are taken to 1970s Los Angeles. Here, in the world that now 

lives decidedly under the "first star" of the Raketen-Stadt, we get the same glimmer of the 

wasteland frontier that Slothrop has become. As the Rocket comes to obliterate the Orpheus 

Theatre, the crowd has a brief moment "to touch the person next to you" and, as in the Evensong 

episode, they begin singing William Slothrop's hymn.37 Here Pynchon leaves the narrative with 

hope. Like Slothrop, the people in the theatre, though under the Rocket's mandala, can love one 

another and sing a bit of wasteland frontier into the world, breeding the hope that, like Slothrop, 

they will find "All through our crippl'd Zone" "a face on ev'ry mountainside,/ And a Soul in 

ev'ry stone .. .. !Now everybody-" (776) . 

36 This appropriation ofSlothrop seems to be yet another of the Counterforce's failings, By using Slothrop in such a 
way, they mstitutionalize him, much like Christ was institutional ized by Christianity. 
37 1 must note that since Slorhrop ' s last known photograph was on " the only record album ever put out by The Fool , 
an English rock group" (757), the reader can guess what band the theatre crowd is singing along with at the end. 



Chapter III 
Mason & Dixon: Subjunctive/Declarative Frontiers 

"Take me back to the Cross-Roads, 
Let me choose, once again ... " 

Rev'd Wicks Cherrycoke 

"I dwe ll in Possibility" 
Emily Dickinson 

I. " ... gather for another Tale" 
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Thomas Pynchon dedicated his fifth novel, lv/ason & Dixon, to his wife and young son. 

This seemingly minor detail does not seem to have been commented upon extensively within the 

copious amounts of criticism that have built around the novel. The simple dedication, "For 

Melanie, and for Jackson"-a basic five words preceding a novel that is just shy of 800 pages-

does seem a small and insignificant focus of analysis in relation to the bulk of the novel. Yet it 

seems that this dedication-the third dedication to preface one of his novels38
- embraces a 

major aspect ofthe adventures of Mason and Dixon. After all , we learn on the second page of the 

narrative that the raconteur of the tale, the Reverend Wicks Chen·ycoke, is telling this story to 

fulfill what may or may not be an earnest obligation. Cberrycoke is allowed to stay within the 

home of his sister Elizabeth " for as long as he can keep the children amus'd" if he fails in this 

task " 'twill be Out the Door with him, where waits the Winter's Block and Blade" (6-7). 

Cherrycoke goes on to tell this "children's story" to (initial ly) the twins Pitt and Pliny who, 

wonder (as some ofPynchon' s readers may have by the time of the novel's publication): "'Why 

haven't we heard a Tale about America?"' (7). Many critics have commented on the 

consequences of this style of narrative framing on the themes and issues within the novel. 

Primarily, critics have noted that Pynchon, by narrating the story directly through Cherrycoke, 

38 Craviry 's Rainbow was dedicated to the author's late friend Richard Farina, and Vineland to the author's mother 
and father. 
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continues on in the postmodem tradition of "problemitiz[ing] the lines supposedly differentiating 

history and fiction" (Cowart, 356). Indeed, this problem surrounding "the Historian's duty to 

seek the Truth" is played out in full within the novel (Jvlason & Dixon 349). Cherrycoke 

exemplifies, as Brian Edwards notes, " the artificer within the oral historian" (27). As in 

Pynchon's earlier novels39
, Cherrycoke ' s story with all of its contradictions, embellishments, and 

"what-ifs" shows the fundamentally narrative aspect of official history and the essential 

impossibility of pirming down the truth of historical occurrences, or as the "oral historian" 

himself states: '"Who claims Truth, Truth abandons. Histo1y is hir 'd, or coerc'd, only in Interests 

that must ever prove base'" (350).40 

Yet it seems that tbere is another consequence in Pynchon ' s choice of framing the novel 

in this ambiguous marmer. Cherrycoke's narratives are, essentially, incredibly longwinded 

bedtime stories; stories told to keep the children from "Juveni le Rampage" and selected 

especially " for their moral usefulness" (6-7). But this children ' s story is not confined to the 

world of the noveL It seems that Pynchon's dedication to his wife and son expand the reach and 

scope of this "bedtime story." Pynchon's son, who would have been six years old at the time of 

the novel's publication, seems to take the place of Pitt and Pliny, Melanie Jackson-the author ' s 

wife-the part of the few adults who congregate around the good Reverend' s story. In this way, 

the dedication shows us that Mason & Dixon is not only Cherrycoke's story to his nephews, but 

it is also Pynchon's story to his own young fami ly, and by extension, to all of his adult readers. 

This seems to change the scope through which we analyze the novel. 

39 In virtually all of Pynchon's novels have some fonn of nested narrative. Tn V. we have Herbert Stencil 's 
"impersonations," in The Clying of Lot 49 there is the " Courier' s Tragedy,' ' Gravay 's Rambow is fl11l of first-person 
narrated stories as is Vineland. 
40 It seems that Pynchon would agree with Fredric Jameson: "That history ( .. . ) is fundamentally non-narrative and 
nonrepresentational r ... 1 history is inaccessible to us except in textual fol111 , or in other words, that it can be 
approached only by way of prior (re)texh.Jalization" (Political Unconscious, 67). 
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Mason & Dixon moves from being simply a scathing commentary on tbe proceeds of the 

Age of Enlightenment and its "Reason" on the unmapped frontier of America, to an act of 

community akin to the social-cohesion produced by the Kirghiz singers in Gravity's Rainbow. 

There we see that these theatrical narrators unite the small group of listeners around their 

"singing-duel." Likewise the narrative antics of Cherrycoke and his creator become an act of 

bonding. There is a large irony in Pynchon ' s placement of this communal storytelling in the time 

period of Mason & Dixon because it was that age that also saw the rise of the novel-a rather 

anti-communal form ofstmytelling where one experiences narrative on a solitary basis. Be that 

as it may, the familial and communal nature ofPynchon's "children ' s story" (whether ironic or 

not) is reflective of other uniting instances within the novel, as well as revealing, to use the 

novel's language, the "moral usefulness" at the heart of the novel. 

It is explicit that the central concem of the novel is how the Western rationality of the 

astronomer Mason and the wall-making surveyor Dixon help to subdue and produce a literal 

Line-"a sword-slash, a long, perfect scar''-in the frontier-proper of 1760s America (542). This 

"Scientifick" Line erases the subjtmctive possibilities of the urunapped, debneating the land, 

turning wilderness into property, and magic into mechanical certrunty. As Jeffery Howard notes, 

echoing other critics, "As unknown geographical spaces are explored and demarcated, the 

possibilities of miraculous events in these areas disappear'' (167). Yet the novel is not this 

simple. While Mason and Dixon's drawing of the Line constitutes a rigid defining of the frontier 

of "the American West" which is, according to Brian McHale ' s analysis of the novel, a 

"subjunctive space, the space of wish and desire, of the hypothetical and the counterfactual, of 

speculation and possibility" (44), at the same time this area fertile for child-like fantasy is not an 

Eden . As Pedro Garcia-Caro states , A1ason & Dixon, while holding onto the subjunctive 
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possibilities within the American frontier is at the same time "a tale about the lack of 

exceplionality of America" (116 italics Garcfa-Caro's) . The subjunctive frontier Mason and 

Dixon trek across is not a p1istine Eden awaiting Cherrycoke's imagined "Earthly Paradise, 

Fountain of Youth, Realms ofPrester John, Christ's Kingdom" (345) . In America the 

astronomers find slavery, genocide, and the same controls (though in different hands) that they 

found back home in England and other spaces around the globe. But it is not only the vice and 

systematic ills of the east-coast colonies that makes America unexceptional. The frontier-proper 

is also a "tainted" space where malign giants have already scaned the earth, Native Americans 

war with colonists arid between themselves, carve out their own declarative lines (the mysterious 

and dangerous Warrior Path, for example), and hold many of the same control-seeking attributes 

as the Europeans who try to dream a paradise within their land. As the character Stig comments: 

"'the "new" Continent Europeans found, had been long attended, from its own ancient Days, by 

murder, slavery, and the poor fragments of a Magic irreparably broken"' (612). 

Yet, at the same time the American frontier is still the place of subjunctive possibility. 

There seems to be a contradiction here . On the one hand the American frontier is afrontier 

(specifically Pynchonian), a place of subjtmcti ve hopes, possibility, and freedom, but on the 

other it is just a continuation of the wasteland of Europe-absent of the true frontierness that 

Pynchon has shown elsewhere, such as in the Zone of Gravity's Rainbow. It seems that the 

frontier is laden with the same "legacy [of] America'' that Oedipa Maas confronts in The Crying 

of Lot 49 (147) . But at the same time it is also place where subjw1etive possibility and "pluralism 

is de facto the order ofth.e day" (McHale 46). One conclusion that can be drawn from this 

contradiction is that Pynchon is simply revisiting the contradiction at the heart of the American 

experiment, as David Cowart notes: "At once spiritual and materialistic, idealistic and brutal, 
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America has always displayed the instinct for contradiction and paradox that Fitzgerald, an early 

literary hero of Pynchon, probes with such subtlety and economy in The Great Gats by" (343) 

Another conclusion is that Pynchon is showing, as some think he did in V , that frontiers are 

impossible, and that human society is eternally and unredeemably bound to entropy and waste. 

Yet, as has been seen, there is still the possibili ty for regeneration within the Street of that nove l, 

a possibility that blooms in the Zone of Gravity 's Rainbow. Entropy, after aJJ, precludes order; 

chaos is only definable against orderliness and therefore both are mutuaJ ly reinforcing. So as 

Pynchon takes the reader back to America and back to the classically-defined frontier, it seems 

that his ambiguous and conflicted attitude towards what a frontier is becomes magnified and 

refined. 

As stated above, the frontiers hinted towards in V and actualized in Gravity 's Rainbow 

are frontiers of the wasteland : places ofpossibility and hope in the midst of society 's waste 

where regeneration is possible. But as we also saw in Gravity's Rainbow, these frontiers come 

about in the absence of control. Roger and Jessica's lover' s frontier occurs only when they have 

loosed themselves (for a brief space and time) from the controls of the War, just as Slothrop's 

full frontier-realization only occurs in the Zone where control is peeled "back toward anarchism" 

(268). If we carry this thesis over to Mason & Dixon it would seem that Pynchon is simply 

showing the American frontier as we all know it, absent of control and therefore quite fertile for 

a true frontier of hope, love, freedom and possibility. But then how are we to account for the fact 

that Pynchon also points to the inherent unexceptional properties of this very same " frontier"? It 

seems that it is here, in this contradiction, that we must tum back to the dedication which 

precedes the narrative. 
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The dedication, supplemented by the frame of Cherrycoke's narration, reveals that Mason 

& Dixon, as stated above, is-in a way-a children's story. As such, this contradiction becomes 

illuminated as the space central to Pynchon 's evolved ideas on the concept of fronLier as he has 

employed it during his career. A children's story can be full of contradictions, subjunctive 

possibilities, impossibilities made possible and are essentially narrative frontiers themselves . 

Likewise it seems that Pynchon has fashioned frontiers in Mason & Dixon that care capable 

anywhere, whether that place be the "tainted" frontier-proper of the American West, or such 

highly-controlled spaces as the colonies or Europe. Just as it is not bizarre or impossible for the 

magical to erupt anywhere in a children's story, in the novel Pynchon shows that subjunctive 

spaces-frontiers-are possible where ever humans happen to be, whether the setting be the 

waste of the Street, or the waste of the wildemess. After all, throughout the entirety of the novel, 

the subjunctive spills over into the declarative world just as much as we see how already 

interwoven with the declarative the "Eden" ofthe American West is. 

However, we are still left \\~th the question: what are Pynchon's frontiers in Mason & 

Dixon? It is the task of this chapter to try and answer this question. It seems as we dig into the 

text of Mason & Dixon we find that Pynchon's frontiers are places of human communion 

between a nature/space that is at once both "good" and "evil'' (a "wasteland"), and a communion 

between-more importantly-each other. In essence, it seems, Pynchon's 700-p!us children's 

story, in being an act of familial and communal uniting, is a reflection of what he finds to truly 

be '-'VOrtby of the name "frontier." 

This analysis will first look briefly into the essential unexceptionality of the American 

frontier, and in doing so, show what true frontiers pop up within this non-Eden. From there the 

study will look at the corresponding frontiers that appear elsewhere. After these examples are 
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laid out, I will look into the mechanisms behind these frontiers, such as the subjunctiveness 

inherent even in the declarative of science and "Reason." J will then conclude by summing up 

the findings of the analysis and analyzing what exactly Pynchon 's hontier has become, and, 

possibly, why it has become that way. 

"Would Thou go to America?" 

Probably the most quoted passage of Mason & Dixon is the "Britannia' s Dream" section 

where Che_rrycoke ruminates on the possible in America and the "Despair" of the "old world." 

This passage is often chosen (rightly) to show the power of the subjunctive within the American 

frontier. However, it seems that there is more going on within it; for that reason, 1 follow in the 

steps of many before me, and quote it at length: 

Does Britannia, when she sleeps, dream? Is America her dream?-in which all that 

cannot pass in the metropolitan Wakefulness is allow'd Expression away in the restless 

Slumber ofthese Provinces, and on West-ward, wherever ' tis not yet mapp'd, nor written 

down, nor ever, by the majority of Mankind, seen,- serving as a very Rubbish-Tip for 

Subjunctive Hopes, for all that may yet be true,- Earthly Paradise, Fountain of Youth, 

Realms of Prester John, Christ's Kingdom, ever behind the sunset, safe ti II the next 

Territory to the West be seen and recorded, measur' d and tied in, back into the Net-Work 

of Points already known, that slowly triangulates its Way into the Continent, changing all 

from subjunctive to declarative, reducing Possibilities to Simplicities that serve the ends 

of Governments,- winning a \Vay from the realm of the Sacred, its Borderlands one by 

one, and assuming them unto the bare mortal World that is our home, and our Despair. 

(345) 
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This passage may be one of the largest direct references to America as subjunctive frontier. Yet 

the language of the passage complicates this seemingly straight forward passage. Besides a 

dream, America is, more importantly, related as ''a very Rubbish-Tip," a landfil l o f subjunctive 

hopes. Here the Reverend refers to America as a wasteland of European dreams where there may 

lie the possibility of resurrecting one of those dreams before it becomes " measur' d and tied, back 

into the Net-Work of Points." Yet, when reading this passage, it is easy to forge t that it is, in 

realily, a question. Cherrycoke may seem to be genuinely admonishing the subjunctive 

possibility latent in the unmapped areas of America, but he is also questioning it: "Does 

Britannia, when she sleeps, dream? is America her dream?" (italics added). Chenycoke is not 

necessarily saying America is all of these things, though he may indeed speculate so, instead he 

is actually asking if America really is the great land of subjunctive hope. It seems that many 

seem to overlook the inquisitive nature of the passage, and more impotiantly, they seem to forget 

that there is an answering dream later in the novel which helps to answer Cherrycoke's 

speculations. 

Towards the end of the novel as Mason and Dixon are out in the wi lderness coming 

closer to the completion of their Line, they hear another Native story about an ancient "Nation of 

Giants, who possess'd a magick more powerful even than that of the English and French" (662). 

A short discussion between the Natives and Mason ensues in which both astronomers learn that 

it was not only Britarmia that had been dreaming: 

'Long before any of you came here, we dreamed you . A ll the people, even Nations far to 

the South and the West, dreamt of you before we ever saw you,- we believ' d that you 

came from another World, or the Sky. You had Powers and we respected them. Yet you 

never dream 'd of us, and when at last you saw us, wish 'd only to destroy us.' (663) 
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Like the American dream of B1itannia, the natives also had their own dream of the Europeans. 

Both dreams proved to be primariJy false; the Europeans the Natives dreamed of are not "from 

another World, or the Sky" and the Europeans, as the Native points out, had never dreamed of 

the real America-instead, as Cherrycoke points out, they had dreamed of a new Eden. In the 

end, when these tvvo defunct dreams confi"ont each other, they reveal that the essence of America 

and its frontier is indeed a wasteland of dreams-but more importantly, it is a wasteland of war 

and death: 

'Then the killing started,-some of you, some ofus,-but not nearly as many as we'd 

been expecting. You could not be the Giants of long ago, who would have simply wip 'd 

us a way, and for less. Instead, you sold us your Powers,-your ri t1es,- as i f encouraging 

us to shoot you,-and so we did, tho ' not hitting as many of you, as you were expecting.' 

(663) 

In essence, through the comparison of these two dreams we can see that the pure Tunerian 

frontier pictured by many within the novel never existed outside the realm of dreams. These two 

pictures of America that will clash are nothing more than what the narrative proclaims them to 

be---dreams. As Robert R Hill notes, through such comparisons as this and others (such as 

Mason and Dixon's Line with the Natives' "Line," the Warrior path, which, from its very name, 

is associated with war, murder, and division), the novel, "explodes[ .. . ] Westem civilization' s 

myth of America as an Edenic New World( .. . ] paradise regained" (132). Indeed, it is not only 

the supposed "comtption" of the land by humanity (whether Native or European) that negates 

notions of the Edenic, but the wilderness also is not an innocent dream-world; as Dixon ponders 

ofthe colonists: "Is it something in this Wilderness, something ancient, that waited for them and 

infected their Souls when they came?" (347). Like Ishmael's description of the Ametican West 
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(frontier) in lvfoby Dick where the whale is compared to the "White Steed of the Prairies," in 

Mason & Dixon, America is at once "sweet, and honorable, and sublime" but "t here yet lurks an 

elusive something[ ... ] which strikes more ofpanic to the soul" (199-200). 

But even though the American frontier seems to fall drastically short of any culture ' s 

dreams, it still seems to be, in a contradictory way, the seat of subjunctive possibili ty. After all, it 

is while the two Englishmen are in the wilderness that they experience a myriad of possibilit ies 

that lie outside the confines ofReason and its scientific controls; they, as Cherrycoke narrates, 

while not entering an Eden, still seem to move into "a swell of Possibility" (334). There 1s Zepho 

the "were-beaver," Vauncanson's Duck, ghosts, Golems, and many other strange and wondrous 

occurrences that are packed into the wilderness of America. Instead of-recounting all ofthese 

instances of the subjw1ctive within the wilderness, it seems more important to focus on the one 

possibility that actually seems to become a true frontier. This, oddly, seems to be the Line itself 

Just as contradictory as Pynchon' s stance on the American wi ldemess, the Line seems to 

be all things at once. To the Chinese Captain Zhang the Line is nothing more than a 

'"Boundary! "'-a mark on the earth that betrays the "Dragon or Shan within" the landscape 

(542). He contends that the Line is "an Agent of Darkness" that produces "Bad History" (6 15 ). 

He, of course, is correct if we look at the Civil War that would hang about the Mason and Dixon 

Line a hundred years later. EventuaLly the two surveyors agree with Zhang, concluding that it is 

"a conduit of Evil" (70 l ). But while the Line is considered "A tree-slaughtering Animal" it is 

seen by others to be something to be read (678). Like the "New World" itself, the Line of Mason 

and Dixon is "a Line of Text upon a Page ofthe sacred Torah" of the earth ( 487). Like tbe 

American wilderness the Line is seen as (and is) both a malign "Scar" and a prospect for hidden 

illumination and positive possibi \ity. Yet what marks the Line as a true manifestation of a 
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subjunctive possibility-as a true frontier-is the Line party itself. As Robert R. Hill notes: "the 

Line party enacts ownership and acts of profit, numbering unreachable but mindful lords wi th 

astronomer, surveyor and workers" (152). But while the Line party is a representation of power, 

control, and science, the party is also a community. 

In an anachronism, the Line party is extremely multicultural (like the America of the 

l990s), consisting of cultures ranging on a spectrum as diverse as China to the east, Sweden to 

the north, Natives from the wilderness, colonists both of the backwoods and the metropolis, and 

French and Englishmen from Europe. All ofthese cultures and peoples are thrown together and 

united in the one unsure purpose of drawing the Line. In their w1ion the Line party enacts social-

cohesive rituals such as singing: "The Anthem of the Expedition, as it moves into the Unknown, 

is 'Pepinazos, "'-marching, and rolling, but wishing rather to dance" ( 4 77). The song, like 

Pynchon's own "children's story" unites the Line party. Indeed, it seems that as the Line 

continues its "evil" ever westward, the Line party doesn't soak up any ofthe iniquity.41 In a 

strange and conflicting instance, the Line party at once represents the intrusion of control into the 

wasteland wilderness of America, but at the same time becomes itself a small pocket of 

Pynchonian frontier. After all, the subjunctive possibil ities that weave in and out of the narrative 

in America all traverse the Line--in a way the Line and the patty creating it are the locus of all 

the subjunctive action . As the declarative control spreads, the subj unctive realm hovers over and 

within the Line party, creating a true frontier where community thrives. This seems to be 

indicative of the frontiers Pynchon is expanding upon within the novel. At once a negative 

demarcation limiting possibility and spreading control , the Line also is pervaded and bombarded 

by the subjunctive, and in fact becomes a small moving point o f Pynchonian frontier. 

~• It is not until page 6 72 that there is a death in the expedition, which, may or may not reflect this "innocence" (for 
lack of a better word) of the Line community. 
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The American w ilderness is not an Eden-is far from Cherrycoke's "realm of the 

Sacred"-yet as it ac ts in conjunction with the moving, surveying Line, it seems to produce a 

true [Tontier that involves community, magic, and (misplaced?) hope. Perhaps, as Cherrycoke 

notes, these true front iers are only possible after the wasteland that is the wilderness is 

confronted in reality: "We must either change our notions of the Sacred, or come to terms with 

these Nations,-and sooner rather than later" (386). In the Line party th is confrontation with the 

reality of the Amerjcan non-Eden may reach its fu!l pinnacle, producing a small concentrated 

frontier where, despite the control-oriented nature of the expedition, possibili ty and community 

still reign. 

This Pynchonian frontier and tJ1e conundrum that is its essence are reflected elsewhere in 

the novel as well . In multiple places we see the same blooming of front ier possibi lity and 

community ill places wbere it should not be occurring if we rely sole ly on the interpretive 

strategy that states that true frontiers only exist in places free of control. Instead, in a way that 

seems challenging to Pynchon ' s previous depictions of frontiers in V and Gravity's Rainbow, 

these frontiers occur in the midst of these human-controlled ' ·wastelands" and in fact, as with the 

Line and its pa.Ity, the action of creating divisions that will one clay constitute a metropolitan 

wasteland (like London or Philadelphia) often open up and/or create such frontiers. 

"The Wedge'"' and Declarative Frontiers 

As Brian McHale notes: "Paradox ically, as they map the unknown and score boundaries 

upon it, their surveying not only aboli shes m ystery but also creates it" (54). The notorious 

Delaware "\Vedge" is an apt example of this. L ike the Line and its party, the Wedge seems a 

strange inconsistency in relation to Pynchon's previous take on frontiers, as w ell as many of the 
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subjunctive hopes which are said to reside solely outside ofthe declarative. Instead, the Wedge is 

part of the declarative world and is created by further attempts at mapping and control. 

The Wedge is created because of "the failure of the Tangent Point to be exactly at this 

comer of Maryland, but rather some five miles south, creating a semi-cusp or Thorn of that 

Length, and doubtful ownership'' (469). The Wedge lies exactly at the meeting point of 

Maryland and Pennsylvania in what would become Delaware. This small patch ofland that 

remains unmappable becomes itself a subjunctive area where people "whose Wish [ ... ] is not to 

reside anywhere" can li ve (469). David Seed rightly compares the Wedge to the dump in 

Pynchon's short story "Low-Lands." in his analysis the Wedge, like the dump, "belongs to no 

one but those who use it"; it narrowly escapes "the ordering of1egal and canographic systems" 

which Mason and Dixon's efforts try to place upon it (94). The ambiguity ofthe Wedge seems to 

be what makes it a distinct area that is ripe for a Pynchonian frontier, though, in the text we are 

never really told if any such frontier appears there. As the narrative describes: 

Yet there remains to the Wedge an Unseen World, beyond Resol ution, of transactions 

never recorded [ ... ]Anybody may be in tbere, from clandestine lovers to smugglers of 

weapons, some hawking contraband,- buckles, lockets, tea, laces from France,-some 

marking off"Lots'' for use in some future piece of Land-Jobbery. [ . .. ] 'Tis no one's, for 

the moment. A small geographick Anomaly, a-bustle with Appetites high and low, thei r 

offerings and acceptances. ( 470) 

After the two Englishmen attempt to survey the area and eventual ly abandon it, we are left with 

only Hils narrative speculation into what frontiers might be blooming within the Wedge. Lovers, 

counter-control smugglers-in fact anybody could be experiencing a Pynchonian frontier within 

the gap of strange declarative/subjunctive space that typifies the Wedge. However, more 
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importantly, the Wedge shows us, as did the community of the Line, that frontiers are possible in 

the declarative realm of science. Indeed, like the Line party, the Wedge is actually a creation of a 

faulty attempt at the decJarati ve-in a way it shows how the subjunctive can spring [Tom the 

declarative, how a true frontier can come about, even in the midst of control.'12 

The Wedge is not the only representation of the subjunctive within the declarative. The 

entirety of the novel is full of such examples; from the Learned English Dog (L.E.D.) who 

ironically proclaims to the surveyors: "'Tis the Age of Reason, rrf? There is ever an Explanation 

at band, and no such thing as a Talking Dog", to the strange time Mason spends in the missing 

ll days ofthe calendar (22). Each ofthese instances of the magical and subjunctive occurs, not 

in the wildemess of America as it may be expected to, but in the territory of the declarative--the 

England that seem to be (and is) fully under the clutches of forces as diverse and linked as the 

Royal Society and the East India Company. From these magical experiences in the declarative, 

one can deduce that if subjunctive possibility lies open within the controlled and declarative, 

then, at the same time, true frontiers are also possible wilhin control, not only in its absence. In a 

\vay, the subjl.U1ctive- that which is possible-can be seen as laying over the same parts of the 

world as the declarative does-much like the mapping that creates the Wedge-and in any area 

these two forces of control and freedom, wasteland and frontier, work in conjunction and 

(contradictorily) in cross-purposes to create the small bits of true frontier that expand within the 

novel. It is the exact mechanisms of these changes that lead me to my next analysis. 

The Uncertainty of Science and the Controls of Magic 

42 lt must be noted that this strange declarative frontier is indeed a move away !Tom Robert P. Marzec' s conception 
of "earth" versus "territory." ln Mason & Dixon we do see positivity tlowing from coded areas. Yet perhaps it is the 
personal and individual relationship with the earth that opens up the Pynchonian frontiers. In other words, though 
coding and control can be present-though the land is a territory-it is in the inhabitant's conception of the \and that 
opens up the possibility for a Pynchonian frontier. I.e .: the coded areas become "earth" because ofrhe characters 
perceptions. not only because of the literal absence of control as in Gravity's Rambow. 
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The two forces that have been COJ1lll1ented upon extensively th us far in this analysis are 

the subjunctive and the declarative. These two forces are manifested most specifically by magic 

and science. As we have seen with the Wedge and the Line party, within Mason & Dixon these 

two polarities often become blurred and mutually supporting. As David Cowart notes, the novel 

seems to be a further evolution of Pynchon's ideas about science and magic: "One can argue, I 

think, the mounting evidence ofPyncbon 's spiritual and metaphysical (even religious) 

seriousness, his disinclination to privilege either the scient ific and technological message or the 

endless lesson oftexuality" (361). Indeed, as we have seen, Pynchon's penchant of dividing the 

forces of control (primarily science and technology) from the forces of freedom (magic being the 

overwhelming representation in Mason & Dixon) seems to have become complicated. In V the 

declarative world must be dismantled before a frontier can spring from the "blood-letting"; in 

Gravity's Rainbow the frontier of the Zone (as well as other fro ntiers) are only possible when the 

controls ofpower, science and technology fall apart. In .Mason & Dixon this potent binary 

becomes weak-in fact, the boundary between these two poles becomes porous and uncertain . In 

many ways, where frontiers were only possible in the absence of the declarative in Pynchon' s 

earl ier novels, in Mason & Dixon, Pynchon shows that frontiers can stem not only in the 

subjunctive, open, deconstructed wasteland, but also within and from the supposed rigidness of 

science and technology. 

As alluded to in my analysis of the Wedge and Line, where science ac tually produces a 

space for fi-ontier, within the novel it is often the objects of control which build authentic 

frontiers. Stacey Olster in her analysis contends that Mason and Dixon 's endeavor to survey 

America " is doomed from the start" (11 1). She cites the multiple technical problems that the two 

scientists run into, such as the unreasonable shape of the earth, the inconsistency o f the weather 
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and its distorting effect on the "fixed" stars, and so on. As Martin Saar and Christian Skirke 

state : "the whole of Mason and Dixon's professional journey seems to succumb to a hybrid 

scheme. Nature is to be conquered by measurement[ ... ] But the obvious predicament of the 

surveyors' task is that they are tied to the order of a strictly super-early nature" (140). Indeed, it 

seems the two scholars are correct when they maintain that the novel "can be read entirely as a 

fable that reveals reason to be inextricably interlwined with its magic other" (1 41 ). It is this 

"revelation" that Pynchon portrays so subtly that ties at the heart of his paradoxical attitude 

to\.vards frontiers within the novel. Instances of this new "magical science/' particularly the 

Wedge, abound in the novel, and often constitute the essence for the fou ndation of a frontier. As 

with the Line party that divides and cuts through the wi ldemess in a geometricall y precise angle, 

it is the scientific mission which provides the space in which magic and community flourish. 

This paradoxically-based frontier is reflected even in the map that Dixon draws after the 

last chain is measured in. As Robert L McLaughlin states in hi s wonderful analysis ofthe 

philosophy of mapping as it relates to the novel: " the plat [Dixon ' s initial map] serves the 

interests of those in power; subtly it challenges them by offering, or at least hinting at, stories 

beyond the official story of the survey plat is supposed to tell" ( 190). This subversion of the 

ideological map is represented powerfully by Dixon' s tmique "North-Point": 

A Surveyor's North-Point, Dixon explains, by long Tradition, is his own, which he may 

draw, and embellish, in any vvay he pleases, so it point where North be. It becomes his 

Hall-Mark, personal as a Silver-Smith's, representative of hi s Honesty and Good Name. 

Further, as with many Glyphs, ' tis important ever to keep Faith with it,- for an often 

enonnous Investment of Faith, and Will, lies condens'd within, giving it a Potency in the 

World that the Agents of Reason care little for. (688) 
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Dixon's "Glyph" on the map breaks it away from the purely ideological nature of the map. The 

map goes from serving the interests of power and control to becoming an ambiguous 

representation that-like the Wedge and Une party-becomes a confused declarative space 

fused and interwoven with subjunctive possibil it ies. In a way, the "Fleur-de-Lis," prominently 

positioned on the map, becomes a representation of the frontiers that emerge within the novel. 

Like the Line party and the Wedge discussed above, the North-Point becomes a space where the 

declarative and subjunctive overlap and mingle to create a space for a true front ier.43 After all , 

besides the French interpretation of Dixon's North-Point by Mason, the symbol is also, more 

importantly, a flower-a bloom of frontier regeneration existing alongside the sharp lines of 

scientific surveying and the blank spaces of subjunctivity. 

Yet it is not only science, technology and the powers and controls they represent that get 

a new interpretation in the narrative. Magic, seen in previous no vels as a differentiated narrative 

from science, is not so innocent w1thin the novel. Just as science and technology often are the 

tools of power and control, magic can also be bent to the uses of possibili ty-limiti ng control. 

Though Jeffery Howard may be correct in maintaining that "Mason & Dixon is a literary journey 

toward the magical and miraculous possibilities in America" ( 180), magic does not always 

equate with innocence or unbridled positivity within the novel. Daniel Punday, in his analysis of 

the ghosts which proliferate wi thin the novel , states that "Magic here is defined by the inequali ty 

of force and result, an inequality that can be produced by technology as wel l as by the 

supernatural'' (269). As an example Punday notes that the fen g shui of Zhang, a magical science 

that, in a way, is, at its base, "concerned with the manipulation of flows of energy" and its 

control (262). Likewise other intrusions of magic withi n the novel are ambiguous in their 

43 After all , one must remember that Dixon ' s North-Point is still an act of contTOI. At the same time Dixon opens up 
possibility in the symbol, he also places ownership over rhe map. 
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characteristics. The wilderness of America-surely the most magical place within the novel-is 

seen. as I stated above, as a land with a malign energy pervading it, indeed, inherent within it. As 

a native tells Mason and Dixon: "there is ever a drop in the cup left, another Shot to fir'd, 

another life to be taken off cruelly, in unmediated Hate, ev 'ry clay in this Forest Life, 

somewhere" ( 661 ). The magic within tbe American wasteland manipulates the inhabitants, 

breeding positive and negative characteristics-bluning the very duality between the positive 

and the negative. Elsewhere in the novel we also see magic 's presumed goodness confused and 

changed. The magical giants of the natives and Timothy Tax's Golem-while certainly in the 

realm of the supernatural containing positive aspects-are also imposing and destructive forces. 

Both magic and science become, like the nature of America, and Pynchon's own take on 

the frontier, ambiguous-the distinctions that separate science and magic (declarative and 

subjunctive) fall apart. Science, as Punday notes, can act in a magical and positive way, such as 

in the batteries that populate the novel: 

The image of electricity traveling the circuit of joined hands contrasts sharply with the 

isolation associated with angels or with the abstraction of political representation. The 

battery does not represent but connect; it does not stand in for the group assembled but 

instead links individuals. (270) 

The battery becomes a twinned symbol of both science's progress and rationality and, 

conversely, the magic and possibility inherent in the declarative of science. The bal1ery, like the 

Line, becomes a symbol of the fusion between the subjunctive and declarative-the place where 

true frontiers are realized.'14 This disillusion of the binary between the declarative and 

~~ Pynchon, in his essay, "Is it O.K. to be Ludd!te," also hints at the magic inherent is science. When referring to 
Mary Shelley's Frankenstein, he states that though the creature is created from scientific procedures--" surgery, 
electricity l- .. J chemistry" the thing that emerges is far from mechanical. lnstead Frankenstein becomes more 
supernatural and was in fact created during ''a ghost-story summer in Geneva" ( 4-7) . 
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subjW1ctive that is shown in a myriad of ways throughout the novel, is refl ected in the largest 

"border" that dissolves, creating a Pynchonian frontier : the friendship between Mason and 

Dixon. 

"It's your Mate"- The Frontier of Friendship 

The Reverend Chenycoke comments towards the end ofthe novel: 

''It is possible [ . . . J that for some couples, however close, Love is s imply not in the cards. 

So must they pursue other projects, instead,-sometimes together, sometimes apart. I 

believe now, that their Third Interdiction came when, at the end of the eight-Year 

Traverse, Mason and Dixon could not cross the perilous Boundaries between 

themselves. " ( 689) 

It seems that once we reach the end ofthe novel Cherrycoke's rumination is seen as false (even 

for the best of friends, staying together for 8 years unintenupted is a Herculean task). However, 

the language with which he describes the relationship between Mason and Dixon is important. 

CheJTycoke puts the bond between the two in terms of spatial ity. The two are seen as a Vista in 

themselves where, like the subjunctive and declarative, there are "Boundaries" between them

divisions that are evident at the outset of the novel which become blurred and bypassed. Mason 

and Dixon do indeed seem to traverse the boundaries between themselves, becoming the epitome 

of a strange and illogical friendship. 

Mason and Dixon, as they draw the Line become (along with the Line party) close friends 

and enact a Pynchonian frontier between themselves. Just as the earth is seen as a body by 

Captain Zhang, so too do Mason and Dixon's bodies get transformed into territories where the 

communion of friendship comes forth in an interpersonal frontier. Like Mark Twain' s 

Huckleberry Firm and the slave Jim, or Melville's Ishmael and Queequeg, Mason and Dixon are 
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an "odd couple" who unite in the midst of an ambiguous setting (the Mississippi River for Huck 

and Jim, and the ocean for Ishmael and Queequeg) and surpass the bounds of their respective 

cultures and mores.45 This Pynchonian frontier of bonding is symbolized by the dog that follows 

the two friends home one day while they are visiting together. The dog, who may or may not be 

an incarnation of the L.E.D., whispers to the two men as they are asleep: 

"When ye wake," whispers a youthfl.tl, South English voice, "I'll have long been out 

upon the Darlington Road. I am a British Dog, and belong to no one, if not to the two of 

you. The next time you are together, so sha11I be, with you" (757). 

The pseudo-L.E.D. (whom, like the L. .D. at the opening of the novel represents the 

contradiction ofthe subjunctive and declarative intertwined) comes to be a symbol for the 

friendship between the two men, and is a representative of the frontier that grows between them. 

Like the other Pyncbonian frontiers within the novel (the Line party, the Wedge, etc.) the 

friendship-frontier between Mason and Dixon is properly represented by something that is, at 

once part of the everyday, "metropolitan Wakeful ness" (a stray dog), but at the same time is 

something that is supposedly fantastical and impossjble in the declarative world (345). 

Yet we are left near the close ofthe novel with Dixon's wish to go back to America, for 

"in America is Abundance, impossible to reach the end of in one life time" (754). Dixon never 

makes it back, but after Mason says his goodbyes at the man's grave (one of the most touching 

scenes in the novel), he himself decides to brave the Atlantic again and strike out for America. 

Mason's original reason for retW11ing to America was to try and enact some foolhardy 

reconnection with his first wife Rebekah. Yet, after Dixon' s death Mason is magically in 

45 In a way the relationship between Mason and Dixon challenges Leslie Fiedler's notion of homoerotic friendship 
analyzed in Love and Deafh in the American Novel. For one, both Mason and Dixon are white British men and 
either one can hardly be seen to be rep resentations of the wilderness . However, it does seem that Pynchon is moving 
in the same tradilion where two men, challenged with the wilderness, become closely-bonded ll-lends. 
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America again upon his deathbed, spouting out scientific data and "Figures" to Benjamin 

Franklin (772). Before analyzing 1his last and crucial scene of the novel, I must first look into the 

reasoning behind first Dixon's wish for an American return, and then Mason's. 

Though their initial reasons seem to be diverse-Dixon to find wealth, Mason to find a 

ghost-it seems that the underlying motivators for their wish to relurn to America are similar. 

For Dixon, his decision comes when his body is plagued by gout and his visits with Mason 

become few and far between; this seems crucial. It could be argued that Dixon's real reason in 

wanting to return to America is to try and forge another frontier like the one that had grown 

between him and Mason but had withered because of age, disease, and distance. Likewise, it is 

only after Dixon's death that Mason finalizes his decision to return to America. In a way it seems 

that both men, in their renewed desire for America, are attempting to return to the frontier that 

grew in America between them. But this is never to be. Mason comes to America without Dixon 

by his side (though surely in his mind), but this time, instead, he has his two sons (by Rebekah). 

In a way Mason bringing William and Or. Isaac to America brings us back around to the 

beginning of the story, not only spatially, but thematically as well. Mason, bringing his sons to 

the place where he connected so deeply with another man in a frontier that pushes beyond the 

declarative and the subjunctive may indeed be continuing on in the same famil ial , communal 

spirit that the entire novel is told in. Though Mason dies before he seems to really have a chance 

to build this frontier with his sons, it seems that once in America again, he finds out the 

mechanisms behind the frontiers he had experienced drawing the Line and between Jeremiah 

Dixon and himself. As he tells a bemused Franklin: '"Tis a Construction," Mason weakly, "a 

great single Engine, the size of a continent" (772). Here, on his deathbed, approaching the " final 

frontier" and the final cusp bet-.veen the declarative (life) and the truly subjunctive (death), he 
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finds that all along they had been one-"a great single Engine" that works to produce both 

control and Pynchonian frontiers in a fantastical and contradictory way. This revelation leaves 

Mason to utter (what his friend Dixon had claimed all along) these (what \-ve presume to be) last 

words: "it tum'd out to be simple after all. Didn't it" (772). The punctuation, which Pyncbon 

pays painstaking attention to the entire novel , keeps this sentence decidedly in the declarative

there is no questioning in Mason ' s last statement. Yet the content ofthe statement is full of the 

subjunctive and magical; the complexity of science and calculation are dissolved and Mason 

leaves the world believing in the simplicity ofthe world, its wastelands, and its capabilities for 

regeneration and frontier. He believes, in the end, in the chi ldren's story he has lived and the 

simplicity that breaks the boundaries between the subjunctive and declarative. 

But the novel does not end here. Instead it ends, quite fiLting!y, with an impromptu 

children ' s story told by the now adult sons of Mason: 

"Since [ was ten," said Doc, "I wanted you to take me and Willy to America. 

kept hoping, ev'ry Birthday, lhis would be the year. I knew next time you'd take us." 

"We can get jobs," said William, "save enough to go out where you were,-" 

''Marry and go out where you were," said Doc. 

"The Stars are so close you won ' t need a telescope." 

"The Fish jump into your Anns. The Indians know Magick." 

"We'll go there. We'll live there." 

"We'll fish there. And you too." (773). 
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Chapter IV 
Exile and Home: Wanderings on Planet Frontier in Against the Day 

To the garden of the world anew ascending, 
Potent mates, daughters, sons, preluding, 

The love, the life oftheir bodies, meanjng and being, 
Curious here behold my resurrection after slumber, 

The revolving cycles in their wide sweep having brought me again, 
Amorous, mature, all beautiful to me, all wondrous, 

My limbs and the quivering fire that ever plays through them, for reasons, most wondrous, 
Existing I peer and penetrate sti ll, 

Content with the present, content with the past, 
By my side or back of me Eve foliowing, 

Or in front, and I following her just the same. 
ChiLdren of Adam, Walt Whitman 

I 

Welcome to the World Fair 

Against the Day, Pynchon's longest novel to date, begins in 189346 at the Chicago 

World ' s Fair and ends some time just after the first World War (somewhere in the I 920s). It is 

fitting that the novel, clocking in at 1,085 pages, begins at a World's Fair, seeing as it is, in itself, 

a sort of world circus-or as the jacket blurb the author h imself wrote puts it: "Maybe it's not the 

world, but with a minor adjustment or two it's what the world might be." This statement may 

rightly be said to encompass all ofPynchon's novels. In all of them the fantastical often fuses 

and intermingles whh the mundane and historical. Yet in Against the Day it seems (as numerous 

reviewers and critics have noted) that Pynchon has taken his " usual business" to a new level 

("blurb"). But it is not only these "Contrary-to-fact occurrences" and the novel's size which 

make an analysis of it laborious- if not wholly impossible-it is also the proliferation of 

everything, from characters, settings, plots, them es, to sciences, literary illusions, <md styles-

46 Also the year after Walt Whitman 's death in 1892, something I am sure did not escape Pynchon. 
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which takes the novel into a realm that can only be rightly called more "Pynchonian'' ("blurb")47
. 

With a publication date of 2006, it might be correct to term Against the Day, not only a 

millennia] novel 'WTit1en with a millennia! ambition, but (keeping in mind the domination of the 

internet in the 21 11 century) Pynchon 2.0. 

Sif1ing through the text of the novel the reader comes upon two "main" narrative threads 

that bind the book to some form of classical narrative coherence; the narrative of the Traverse 

family, and that of the balloonists, the Chums of Chance. In some respects (though only 

shallowly) it is tbese two narratives that epitomize the styles in which Pynchon writes the noveL 

On the one hand the Traverses are a "down-to-earth" family whose narratives are--more often 

than not-secured firmly in a historical and recognizable "world"; on the other hand, the Chums 

of Chance are representatives of the extraordinary, a group of loveable boys (that are fiction 

within the novel in the form of dime novels at the same time they are factual characters in the 

narrative) whose adventures take them into discrepant t imes, places, and even worlds. Therefore, 

in an attempt to analyze this spiraling and profuse novel, it is only right to follow the trajectories 

of these two narrative threads-to "single up all lines!" on these two accessible points and thrust 

into an investigation of the novel as a whole (Against the Day 3)'~ 8 . 

Exile and Planet Frontier 

Though there has been extensive criticism on Against the Day considering the novel's 

relatively short lifespan (about four years), there still seems much to be done with the novel. 

Often most critics have taken on the novel en mass; trying to grasp an overarching analysis of the 

tome at the expense of leaving behind nuances and themes that are not readily accessible, or 

impossible to include in anything but a book-length study. [t seems only right that I should, 

47 Similarly, as Sascha Pohlmann states it in his essay, "The Complex Text": "Against the Day exceeds the 
conceplual framework of poscrnodemisrn '' (I l) 
'
18 From here on out when referencing the novel J shall use AtD to save on space and redundancy. 
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before going on, include myself in this list. For what follows is far fTom a concise and complete 

reading ofP:ynchon's novel (ifthis is even possible with any of the author's novels). Instead, as I 

have been doing with the author's other large works, I will analyze what I have tetmed the 

"Pynchonian Frontier." From V. to Mason & Dixon we have seen that this concept has morphed 

and changed dramatically, while at the same time holding onto certain characteristics that have 

grown and flourished in the author's later novels. The same holds true of Against the Day. In all 

of these novels Pynchon challenges the very notions of frontier, either in the American sense, or 

in the European49
. Indeed, each novel includes classically defined frontiers (as famously defined 

by Fredric Jackson Turner), and so too does Against the Day. Within this novel we have the 

American Wild West, the Asiatic wastelands (another term that has been central to my analyses), 

and many other "frontiers proper" that wouJd take too long to catalogue here. Instead it is the aim 

of this analysis to investigate the " true"-oT Pynchonian-frontiers that populate Against the 

Day. As in previous novels, the Pynchonian frontiers in Against the Day are unique to the novel. 

Though, this is not to say one can not look back and see in the earlier works where these frontiers 

first found their spawning. 

The lenses through which this analysis will consider Pynchon's newest innovative 

frontiers are thxough (something that seems to be lacking in other analyses) the concept and 

nanatives of exiJe/diaspora and nomadic-wandeTing wbich propagate the novel, as well as the 

concept of, what I will tenn "Planet Frontier." 

In all of Pynchon's novels to date critics have rightly noticed the "quest" aspect, which, 

in its very essence, includes a type of either willed or unwilled exile. Yet what sets Against lhe 

Day off from The Crying of Lot 49, Gravity 's Rainbow, Vineland, and even jlvfason & Dixon is 

49 l refer here directly to Pynchon 's representations of European frontiers such as Siidwesta6ika in Jl. and Craviry 's 
Rainbow and the American frontier in Mason & Dixon. 
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that the exiles within those novels are often willed. The main characters of each of those novels 

embark on their own exiles by choice. Oedipa willingly searches for the Tristero, Slo throp the 

Schwarz-Grerat, Prairie her mother frenesi, and Mason and Dixon, the American wilderness. fn 

Against the Day, however, the exiles of characters, such as the Traverses (aptly named), seem 

more akin to the yo-yoing of Benny Profane in V. Though the brothers Reef, Frank, and Kit (and 

to a certain extent their sister Lake) all embark upon their various exiles with "plans," these 

quickly fall apart and their exiles become aimless and meandering-in effect, nomadic. As the 

Conradian explorer Fleetwood Vi be states in a conversation with Kit Traverse, these travels and 

exiles are, in their purest essence, searches for "home": 

"there are stories, like maps that agree ... too consistent among too many languages and 

histories to be only wishful think ing .. . It is ahvays a hidden place, the way into it is not 

obvious, the geography is as much spiritual as physical. If you should happen upon it, 

your strongest certainty is not that you have discovered it but returned to it. In a single 

great episode oflight, you remember everything." 

"Home." 

"Oh ... "Following Kit's glance, downhill , toward the invisible "big house," the 

late sun on the trees. "There's home, and there's home, you know." (165) 

This conversation illuminates a central characteristic of the novel. These unwilled exiles (Kit 

more so than tbe errant Fleetwood) speak of a place where their travels will lead them to a 

feeling of"home." However, it seems that (like in Mason & Dixon) this "home" is not a fixed 

and final destination, but instead-as a Tibetan 5° lama might say-in the j ourneys themselves. 

50 According to the Against the Day Wiki website, the seal that is embossed on the cover of the novel is in Tibetan: 
"the word to word translation is: Tibetan Government Commerce Chamber in other words: Tibetan Government 
Chamber of commerce." \V'hcther this is true would involve venfication; it is mteresting nonetheless. 
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Yet, as in Jvfason & Dixon, it is not only the journeys thelnselves that constitute the 

Pynchonian frontier. As in that novel these frontiers are m anifested through a combination, 

and/or unity, of land, individuals, and communities. In Against the Day , however, the wasteland 

(the prerequisite of the true frontiers in the other novels), whether the American Wild West or 

the mathematically-crazed city of Gottington, Germany, or even the skies the Chums travel 

through, seems to permeate throughout the entire planet-becoming, as I mentioned above, 

Planet Frontier. As Kathryn Hume notes in her analysis of the religious and political within the 

novel: "The landscape itself forces sojourners to feel irruptions of the sacred. j .. . ] Pynchon' s 

characters find landscapes or obj ects that seem imbued with the sacred in the arctic, in the 

tundra, and in the desert" ( 175). Though I would steer away from the religious language Hume 

employs, there does seem to be something in the landscape-the wastelands-of the entire planet 

which, as Pynchon 's exiles make there way over and within it, creates the positive and fruitful 

frontiers he has always aimed at showing his readers. Like the Line party in }vfason & Dixon, the 

exiles in Against the Day collide with each other and the waste lands around them, sometimes to 

no consequence (or to a negative one as in Lake and Deuce's case), but often to create 

Pynchonian frontiers where love, the family, and the community thrive.5 1 

Then what, exactly, is unique about the frontiers Pynchon shows in this , his largest 

novel? After all, this does not seem so different from the front iers of .Afason & Dixon, and, for 

that mater, Gravity 's Rainbow. The ditference lies, not only in the scale and accessibility of these 

frontiers, but in the motion. Like the central motif of light within the novel that is at once made 

up of both particles (static) and waves (fluid), the frontiers in Against the Day seem to require a 

lasting motion-a perpetual exile. For the Traverse clan, as wel l as for the Chums of Chance, it 

51 Indeed, these "collisions" remind us of another Pynchon novel: "' You know wha t a m iracle is f ... ] Most of the 
time we coexist peacefully, but when we do touch there 's cataclysm. [ ... ) if any of it should ever really happen that 
perfectly, (would al so have to cry miracle. An anarch1st m iracle"' (The Crying of Lot 49 97) . 
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is constant motion that enables their own unique frontiers. One might say that in Against the 

Day, the Pynchonian frontier has evolved into one that is tru ly global and, perhaps more 

importantly, one that is strictly nomadic. 

II 

"For we're the 
Aces of Altitudes 
Vagabonds of the Void .... " 

-Against the Day, ( 15) 

The Chums of Chance- Exiles in the Global Frontier 

From the outset o.f the novel the themes of exile and the depiction of the Planet Frontier 

are readily evident. From the first page we are sent up into the air with the Chums of Chance as 

they ascend into what is, to all purposes, a truly global frontier. Indeed, the air is, as Fabienne 

Collignon notes of Pynchononian spaces: "a territory removed from the ordinary set of principles 

that govern, and devastate, space and time" (551 ). In the world of 1893 the air is, as of yet, 

relatively free from the forces ofthe "Plutes" and stands throughout the most of the novel52 as a 

type of unhindered frontier. Yet, like Pynchon's frontiers in previous novels, it is not free ofthe 

political and the ideological, as we see with the (though friendly) competition between the 

American Inconvenience and the Russian Bol'shaia lgra. Though, as in Mason & Dixon, these 

forces of (quite limited) control do not immediately exclude a tme frontier. The Chums fly freely 

through the air on their various missions, the sky almost acting as a barrier from their inclusion 

in the "fallen" world below. As the "Trespasser" Thorn notes later in the novel to Miles 

BJundell: "you boys spend too much time up there. You lose sight of what is really going on in 

the world you think you understand" (553 ). Yet this supposed insulation (which may or may not 

really exist, and certainly after WWI, erodes away) reflects an even larger facet of the 

52 Towards the end of the novel, with the advent of World War land the airplane, this "frontiemess" may be 
dampened. 
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Pynchonian frontier within the noveL The sky, whether it is the frontier of W1bridled freedom or 

not (it certainly is seen as such by the Chums), isn't demarcated by shores as the oceans are, nor 

the cwnbersome topographic features as the land is. In a way, unlike the land and sea, which 

prevent easy global passage-as is seen in Ree.f Traverse ' s time trying to bunow a turmel 1mder 

the alpine mountain range (652)-the sky is limitless in regard to global maneuverabil ity. It is in 

this that Pynchon begins to hint at the Planet Frontier; the Chums frontier of sky and air is one 

that includes all points of the globe. 

It is also in the opening of the novel that the reader is introduced to theme of exile. While 

at first tbe Churns seem to be nothing more than the adventure-loving boys of a dime-novel, we 

soon seen that they are, in their air-ship, essentially exiles. We see this most vi vidly when the 

Chwns encounter Chick Counterfly in his flight from the Ku Klux Klan. The conunander, 

Randolph St. Cosmo decides that '" this fellow is to be granted asylum[ .. . ) There certainly 

remains to him no future down here"' (8). Chick is indeed saved by the Chums, but at one in the 

same time he becomes an exile, separated from his father (who though a disreputable character, 

the boy does love) and from his home. This state of exile that is reflected through Chick actually 

applies to all of the Chums. A little later in the novel as Chick is learning the ropes of the 

balloon-boy li fe, he has a conversation with Darby Suckling tbat reveals the boys ' exi le state: 

They sat by the fi re for a while, s ilent as a pair of drovers camping out on the 

western prairie. Finally, to Darby ' s surprise, " l sure do miss my Pop," Chick confided, 

abruptly. 

"I guess that must be awful tough for you, Chick. I don ' t th ink I even remember 

mine." (17) 
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Through this brief exchange we can infer that all of the boys aboard the Inconvenience are, in 

some manner, exiles that have taken to the air. Certainly, the name of the airship itself points to 

the state of the boy wanderers. They are all in a state of exile and, therefore, a state of 

inconvenience. 

The Traverses Traversing 

"'and isn' t it the curse of the drifter, this desolation of the heart we feel each evening at 
sundown, with the slow loop of the river out there just for half a minute, catching tbe last 
light, pregnant with the city in all its density and wonder, the possibilities never to be 
counted, much less lived into, by the likes of us, don't you see, for we ' re only passing 
through, we 're already ghosts. '" - Against the Day (373) 

"so vilely punished in the eternal exile." 
~ Inferno, XXIII, 120, Dante 

[n a reflection of the Chums of Chance, whose excursions to the ground often need an 

·'exact degree of fictitiousness to permit the boys access and agency" (36), the Traverse brothers 

move fTee \y over the planet's surface during their various exiles. 

The theme of exile starts with the brothers ' father, Webb Traverse, whose family was "an 

old ridegerunning [sic] clan from southern Pennsylvania, close to the Mason-Dixon" (87). 

TI10ugh the reader never gets the direct details, it is inferred by the author that Webb' s departure 

from the east was a result of a familial exile: 

The Civil War, which ate up a good part of Webb's boyhood, split the family as well, so 

that shortly before it was over, he found himself in the back of a wagon heading west, 

about the same time other Traverse Irreconcilables were choosing to head for Mexico. 

But, hell-same thing. (87) 

Even in his adult life Webb, a husband and a father, must continual ly move about Colorado 

either for work, or to escape suspicions that he is '"none other than that Kieselguhr Kid of Wild 
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West legend"' (382)- the myth that grows out of Webb's own personal Anarchist bombing 

camprugn. 

Before and after Webb's death at the hands of Deuce Kindred and Sloat Fresno-what 

Inger H. Daelsgaard has termed, "Pynchon's American tragedy" (85)-his children begin their 

own various exiles. Kit Traverse-the mathematician ofthe family-decides to take the 

patronage of the evil financier Scarsdale Vibe and study at Yale University. This choice, which 

will haunt Kit the rest of the narrative, is at once a choice of expediency and a result of 

banishment. When Webb learns of the "opportunity" Vibe has offered Kit he explodes in rage 

and all but expels him from the family: "'He's [Kit] old enough and sure big enough to see what 

this is, now. How the deal works''' (105). Likewise Webb's daughter Lake, whom he terms 

"Child of the stonn" (190) is also rejected by Webb. His other two offspring, Reef and Frank, 

begin their exiles-proper only after Webb' s murder; Reef becoming an ineffectual avenger, and 

Frank wandering aimlessly over the southwestern territories. 

Yet, each ofthe Traverse children's exiles, though begun with a purpose and a goal, 

eventually become proper exiles-or true yo-yoings in the manner of Benny Profane. Each, in 

their own way, feel a loss of home; what the narrator says later of the novel about one of the 

Traverses could easily apply to all of them: "Some always had homes to return to, Kit had 

departure gates, piers, turnstiles, institutional doorways" (331 ). Lovorka Grui c Gnnusa states 

that the "homelessness" that becomes the Traverses' blight (which she states is reflective of the 

exiled Uskuk people of the Balkans within the novel) comes about because, through exile, their 

access to "home'' is perverted: 
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The notion of retum is definitely problematic since the exiled try to preserve their roots 

but the experience of exile destabilizes .fixed notions of ancestry and cultural authenticity, 

which makes a simple recovery of origins impossible. (272)53 

This conclusion seems to be supported by the text. Through each of the Traverses travels (with 

the exception of Lake) each picks up elements of the cultures through which they pass which 

destabilizes their original Colorado-based Traverse "roots." Reef is the exemplar of these 

changes. After his defunct attempt to revenge Webb's murder he eventually finds himself touring 

through Europe becoming a different " incarnation'' as he moves along-adapting and 

assimilating into the cultures through which he passes. This leads him to hear voices (that may or 

might not be Webb's departed ghost) which chide him for forgetting his Colorado roots and 

original purpose: 

"'What happened to you? You were a promising young dynamiter, your father's son, 

swom to alter the social terrain, and now you' re hardly much better than the people you 

used to want to blow up. Look at them. Too much money and idle time, too little fucking 

compassion, Reef."' ( 660) 

Indeed, each of the Traverse brothers have the same tenuous bond to their "home" as they move 

in their exiles. Often this anempt to "preserve their roots" leads to guilt as they become 

increasingly adapted into a sort of perpetual exile. Whether or not Grmusa is wholiy correct in 

her analysis, or if the sense of exile and homelessness is generally inherent in the Traverse genes 

(it is their name, after all) does not really matter. What matters is the fact that each Traverse feels 

the pangs of exile throughout the narrative. They are at once the Colorado sons of Anarchist 

53 I must stress that Gnnusa' s analysis focuses primarily on the Uskoks with a brief comparison to other characters 
in the novel, among them the Traverses. 
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bomber Webb, and creatures, like the Chums of Chance, outside the borders of any strict 

ancestry and definable "home" culture. 54 

The Traverses exile also helps to illuminate the aspects of Planet Frontier within the 

novel. Mirroring the Chums sky-bound adventures the Traverses traversing works to extend the 

Pynchonian frontier aspects of the geography within the novel. From the waste lands of deserts, 

tundra.. and mountains, to the wasteland cities that populate the novel, the Traverses global 

travels show that Pynchonian frontiers have now become possible on a planet-wide scale. 

III 

Light/Dark- The Pynchonian Frontier 

'"It is the world, after aJ I."" 
Against the Day (188) 

Many have noted that an overarching theme in Against the Day closely mirrors 

Pynchon's comments in his forward to the reissue of Orwell's 1984: 

... doublethink is a form of mental discipline whose goal[ . .. ] is to be able to believe two 

contradictory truths at the same time. This is nothing new, of course. We all do it. ln 

social psychology it has long been known as "cognitive dissonance." Others call it 

"compartmentalization." Some, famous ly F. Scott Fitzgerald, have considered it evidence 

of genius. For Walt Whitman[ ... ] it was being large and containing multitudes, for 

American aphorist Yogi Berra it was coming to a fork in the road and taking it, for 

Schrodinger' s cat, it was 1.he quantum paradox of being alive and dead at the same time. 

(xii) 

54 [n the interest of completeness, 1 must state that it is nor only the Chums or the Trdverses who exemplify exile 
within the novel. Many other characters, from Yashmeen Halfcourt and Lew Basnight, to Dhalia Rideout and 
Cyprian Lmcwood are also exiles in their own respective ways. It is only in the interest of focus and length that I 
have narrowed down my analysis to the Chums and Traverses . 
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This passage has been referenced by many critics in their analyses of the novel. Most have used 

the quote as further evidence of Pynchon's playing with the factual and the fantastical. As Toon 

Staes states: "this self-contradictory critical faculty [can] be found in such fictional violations of 

the laws of nature in Against the Day as double refraction or bilocation" (I 05). Yet this 

"doublethink" or "self-contradictory" aspect of the novel is not only applicable to the strange and 

counterfactuaJ occurrences within the novel, it is also the essence of the Pynchon.ian frontiers 

within Against the Day. 

As in !v!ason & Dixon where the Pynchonian frontiers emerge amongst the contradictions 

of the subjunctive and the declarative, so too in Against the Day these frontiers bloom in 

contradiction. Hence, under the auspices of control (often capitalistic) which exist in the 

wasteland cities or in the ambiguously evil/enlighten.ing wildemesses55
, these positive and 

regenerative frontiers can become feasible. In a way, the geography of the globe is reflected in 

the light/dark binary that is deconstructed within the novel. As Leyla Haferkamp states in her 

analysis of light within the novel: "The complementarity of night and light suggests neither a 

complete unity of opposites nor their synthesis, but addresses a mutual functionality crucial for 

encoding the world'' (308). This "complementarity" is reveaJed in the epigraph to the novel from 

Thelonious Monlc "It's always night, or we wouldn't need light." In a way, as Haferkamp 

shows, the dark and the light are not rigid binaries that are entities in themselves, but instead 

depend on one another for their existence, functioning, and, ultimately, their power. Many critics 

(Hume for one) have noticed the positive associations affixed to light within the novel, while 

simply over looking the negative-or ignoring the positive light shows. For example: while the 

55 The ''wilderness" frontiers of Again.~L the Day are ambiguous, irnot wholly malign places. It is in these spaces 
that there are "evil" and ancient forces (mirroring capitalism in the cities, in a way) represented by beasts and giants. 
A few that come to mind here are the Tatzelwunn that Reef encounters, and the "dieLy" that the Fleetwood 
Expedition unearths in the polar wastes. 
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light that the Chums tly into towards the end of the nove l is a positive one, the lights they see as 

they head west to California towards the end are negative (also the Tunguska event' s lights do 

not seem to be rendered so positively in the narrative). As Francisco Collado-Rodriguez notes: 

"There are indicators in the novel that ' the ancient darkness' tbat the author parodies from old 

mythologies is also to be understood as a source of evil, but indications may come shortly after 

light has been considered again to be a destroyer of I ife" (329) He also goes on to note that 

"Darkness [ . . . J is the territory oftbe dispossessed, of the margins of social discourse"-rightly a 

territory for exile (329). Ljkewise the frontiers that materialize in the novel are a s trange and 

counterintuitive mesh . As in most of Pynchon's novels where the regeneration of positive 

frontiers come in the midst of (and often from) forces that are hostile to life and freedom, in 

Against the Day these Pynchonian frontiers often come about in places that may not seem so 

positive or nurturing to such growth56
. Therefore we often get strange moments of frontier where 

the land's ambiguous nature combines with individuals' positive intentions (though, it seems, 

positive intentions are hardly a strict prerequisite). We see an anarchist "paradise" can exist 

around a city in Bulgaria, capitalism can thrive in the shamanistic territories of Serbia (at the 

same time as mystical and magical reindeer and shaman), and, most importantly, the truest 

fTontiers exist in motion. 

The Nomadic Frontier 

"'Any who 1i ve outside property-lines of any scale are automatically a threat to the suburban 
order and by extension the State."' 

'"He's a road baby, ain't you Jesse, just a road baby! '" 
- Against the Day (166, 361) 

56 This also·· adds to the breadth of the " Planet Frontier" in that, the ability of frontiers to emerge in a state of 
contradictions and even negativity i.ncrease the actual geographical locations in which they are possible. 
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The two forces of exile and the contradictory-base of the Planet Frontier combine to 

provide a unique Pynchonian frontier within the novel that, although similar to previous 

frontiers, is an extension and evolution of what they were. In Mason & Dixon we saw that a point 

of frontier is constructed in the Line party where the subjunctive and declarative meet and blend. 

This frontier was indeed a nomadic one, yet the reader never seems to get intimations that this 

motion and "unfixed" quality of the Line party is necessarily a prerequisite for the Pynchonian 

frontier. 57 Yet in Against the Day it seems that nomadism and perpetual motion are inherent and 

important to the construction of a regenerative and positive frontier. As Kathryn Hume notes: 

Pynchon may have been reading Bruce Chan.vin and his speculation on nomadism as 

humankind's most natural form of life; Pynchon suggests this with Ljubica's complete 

adaptation to that life[ .. . J Those characters who show any sort of enlightenment 

triggered by religious experience tend to live somewhat nomadically in this novel, and try 

when possible to do some good in the world . (i 80-1) 

Though, as I have stated before, I would do without Hume's religious analysis of the novel (after 

all, is Reef really a religiously enlightened being?), she does pinpoint what seems to be the 

central characteristic ofthe Pynchonian frontier within the novel. 

As the doubly " refracted'', or "bilocated" professor Renfrew/Werfner states: "'history 

emerges from geography or course" (242). This statement, which is amended by the Anarchist 

Flaco ('" the State tends, in the limit, to Death"'), seems to be one reason why it is nomadism 

which constitutes a necessary condition of the Pynchonian frontier. After all, it is nomads-

people continually on the move-who bypass and disintegrate the authority of the State and the 

57 Likewise, in Gravity's Rainbow although Slothrop's frontiers often involve movement, they are often static in 
their existence, hence: "They want to be together, in bed, at rest, in love" (GR 38). 
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mechanisms that keep it propped up (such as global market capitalism, military force , etc./ 8
. In a 

way nomadic wandering limits the controls of the ruling ideology-particularly the property-

based ideology that is the foundation for the modem nation-state. As we have seen, the frontiers 

of Pynchon often are the result of a hole in the a ll but tota!ly-incJusive veil of power. So in 

Gravity 's Rainbow it is the post-WWII Zone with all of its "fences down" which constitutes the 

area ripest for frontier. In Against the Day it seems Pynchon has evolved this idea further. It is no 

longer only in a vacuum of power that the Pynchonian frontier can bloom (as in GR). fn Mason 

& Dixon this becomes evident in the frontiers that come about in the middle of power and 

control. In Against the Day this model is extended out globally and more drastically. In effect, 

the very act of the nomadic turns the land-whether under the auspices of power or not-into a 

frontier. In many ways, this movement weakens the "ideological apparatus[es] [that] overcodes 

the earth" (Marzec 3 ). As the exiled characters move about in the novel the lands they pass 

through lose much of their "State" power, instead returning to a more natural and boundless 

territory-the Planet Frontier-where love, the family, and community can regenerate and 

thrive. 

This resistance to the State and the borders and divisions it demands for its survival is 

shown unabashedly in the numerous instances of anarchist resistance within the novel. Yet, 

Pynchon doesn't seem to be directly championing anarchism (after all, many of the stationary 

anarchists come co grief within the novel), instead it seems that anarchism provides a window-

perhaps a piece of Iceland Spar-through which he can focus and refine his image of fran tier. 59 

'
8 Actually there is a long htsrory of nomadic peoples providing problems for centralized states, sterruning as far 

back as the Israelites in Egypt. 
59 This also applies to the "terrorist" violence within the novel whtch some critics, such as Hume, think Pynchon is 
advocating. I do not see it as such. Instead there seems to be plenty of instances when characters, including the 
bomber Reef(850) condemn violent action in the face of capitalism 's violence and exploitations. 
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Instead of leaning fully on anarchism, it seems Pynchon is more subtle in his characters' 

relations to ideology and power. 

The Chums of Chance who open the book with a clear affiliation with the United States 

("its gondola draped with patriotic bunting[ ... ] the boys, each dressed neatly in the summer 

uniform of red-and-white-striped blazer and trousers of sky blue" ) eventually decide to 

disaffiliate and to become detached from any national ideology (AID 3 ). The decision comes 

because of a general decline in the authority of the "National Office" which, throughout the text, 

is shadowy and (at times) ambiguous in its moral nature; after they disaffil iate from the Chums 

"proper" "The boys were all free to define their own missions and negotiate thei r own fees" 

( l 0 18). 1l1e problem here becomes readily evident. TI1ough the Chums are loosed from the t ies 

of ideology and the State, they continue on in the markets of capitalism (although in a more 

black-market capacity). Yet their first "missions" are to help the similarly disillusioned and 

independent Bol'shaia Igra provide (supposedly free -of-charge) humanitarian assistance to the 

people of the world. But even if the Chums still are involved in the capitalistic economy, it does 

not erase the Pynchonian frontier they experience. In effect, this is one of the instances of 

contradiction through with these frontiers generate. Though nomadic and unaffiliated to any 

ideology (besides, perhaps, "good will towards men"), the Chums are still active in the 

marketplace. This may seem to be a reason for separating them from the Pynchonian frontier, yet 

that seems too hasty. After all, they wo rk for themselves and, as the text is quick to point out, 

"whose entire amount [money] they would now keep, rather than tithing half and even more back 

to the National" (1018). In this way its seems (if we use l-lume ' s somewhat anthropological 

analogy) that the Chums represent more a Bedouin culture where nomadism is the way of life, 

and marketing one's services and goods is the -vvay to sustain it. 
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1l1is nomadic frontier is expanded even further at the close ofthe novel when we see the 

Chums in their "sky city." As Dalsgaard states: "The airship is a closed family community" (94). 

Indeed, the boys and their wives (the futuristic flying ladies) become "supranational," their 

airship gains "an acceptance of sky" and the "Inconvenience, once a vehicle of sky-pilgrimage, 

has transfonned into its own destination, where any wish that can be made is at least addressed, 

if not always granted" (AtD l083-5). Though the capitalist nalure ofthe Chums is left ambiguous 

at the close of the novel (after all, if the ship is a city in itself, then perhaps trade is also a self

contained entity), we do see a final Pynchonian frontier " flying towards grace" in the form of a 

nomadic community that travels and experiences frontiers across the globe. 

But the Chwns air-nomadism is not as direct in the narrative as the Traverses' nomadism. 

After various nomadic journeys (Reef, Yashrneen, and Ljubica's travels through the Balkans; 

Frank, Stray, and Jesse's travels through America) a portion oftbe Traverse family is united . 

Yet, as may be expected of a typical narrative, they do not unite at a "home." [nstead they 

continue on in their own nomadic frontier as they move across the United States: 

They headed west, Reef propelled by his old faith in the westward vector, in 

finding someplace, some deep penultimate town the capitalist/Christer gridwork hadn ' t 

got to quite yet.[ . . . ] "We should start our ovvn little republic," Yash said one day. 

"Secede" 

''Yeah but hell," Stray, who never was much of sigher, would sigh, "em things 

never work out Fine idea while the opium lasts, but sooner or later plain old personal 

meanness gets in the way. Somebody runs dry, somebody rolls her eyes at the wrong 

husband-" (1075-6) 
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Here we see that the "new" Traverse clan creates its own familial community that is based on 

perpetual nomadism. As Stray comments about a proposed secession and establishment of a 

Traverse "republic"-"em things never work out"-instead it is through the nomadic that the 

Traverse family is situated in a state of Pynchonian frontier. If they keep moving, the reader 

infers, the "capitalist/Christer gridwork" cannot close its hooks around them. Not only that, but it 

seems that the care of children is also a primary aspect of the new Pynchonian frontier 

(something that can be seen growing in Pynchon 's novels since Gravity's Rainbow); as Heinz 

Jckstadt states of Reef's nomadic family : "they and their child, Ljubica, become a Holy Family 

of anarchist unsettledness" (231 ). Indeed as we leave this Traverse clan (which will still be seen 

as united in a familial/communal bond in Vineland) we see Yashmeen is pregnant with her and 

Reefs second child and Frank and Stray have t\.vo small children of their own, Ginger and the 

baby Piebecula. As the family (though quite untraditional and hardly "nuclear"-after aU , the 

last we see of them in the narrative is through the lesbian antics of Stray and Yashmeen) moves 

around the US they act out, what Ick.stadt calls, "a practical utopia"---Dr as I have been calling it, 

a Pynchonian frontier- "the unsettled set1ledness of the tribal family, its utopian potential 

centered in the Child" (23 2). 

This "practical utopia," or Pynchonian frontier is rendered even more brightly as we 

contrast it with the one Traverse whose migrations-for what they were-have been limited and 

have finally stalled to a slow and monotonous crawl-Lake. We first see Lake again (after over 

l 00 pages or more) through the narrative of Lew Basnight. She is living in Hollywood, still 

married to the man-Deuce Kindred-who murdered Webb, and, it is pointed out only a little 

later, in a state of childlessness and misery. In the last section of the novel we see Lake is 

continually dreaming of a "subarctic city" where fertility is practiced and bestowed (1055) . But it 
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is only a drearn. Lake wakes up to Deuce coming home "from what he never speaks about"

which ends up being serial murder-and she finds herself essentially alone in her desolation: 

Once she thought they had chosen, together, to resist all penance at the hands of others. 

To reserve to themselves alone what Jay ahead, the dark exceptional fate. [nstead she was 

alone with the sort of recurring dream a long-suffering movie heroine would expect to 

wake from to find herself pregnant at last. (1 05 7) 

Besides Scarsdale Vi be, Lake may end the narrative in the most despicable and lamentable state. 

She was and is nothing more than the wife of a cruel murderer, an unforgiven (to use a movie 

title) daughter, and a true and eternal exile from, not only her home, but her family and her life. 

More important, however, is the way in which the Kindreds live. They are almost the exact 

opposite (a fork in the road) of Reef and Frank's small clan. Childless, and stationary in an 

emerging city (where the only migrations and travels take place on film), Lake is fully removed 

from any s01t of Pynchonian frontier. Whether this is from her immoral actions, or from the 

specific circumstances of her sedentary and grid-bound life is arguable; there is evidence for both 

in the text. Yet perhaps the real answer behind her miserable life is both of these; it is not only 

her immoral actions but also the way of life she leads that leaves her in her predicament. By 

uniting with Deuce-in himself an anti-life force--Lake is condemned to be swept right into the 

heart of the ·'capitalist/Christer gridwork" where Deuce is employed as a thug (yet again) and she 

is left as a nymphomaniac housewife whose only pleasure derives from small and loveless sexual 

encounters with strangers (as we see wjth Lew Basnight). 

ln the middle of the spectrum of Pynchonian frontier we have the youngest Traverse-

Kit. Where Reef and Frank embody the Pynchooian frontier as they move west, and Lake 

becomes the incarnation of a barren wasteland where no regeneration is possible at all, Kit's case 
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seems a bit more ambiguous. Kit is estranged from his wife Dahlia60 (the two have one of the 

most touching scenes of love in the novel [913]) and the reader expects a reunion between the 

two. But this does not happen; instead we are left with an authorial conjecture: 

May we imagine for them a vector, passing through the invisible, the "imaginary," the 

unimaginable, carrying them safely into this postwar Paris where taxis, battered veterans 

of the mythic Marne, now carry only lovers and cheerful drunks, and music which cannot 

be marched to goes on uninterrupted all night, in the bars and blas musettes for the 

dancers who will always be there, and the nights will be dark enough for whatever 

visions must transpire across them, no longer to be broken into by light displaced from 

Hell. And the difficulties they find are no more productive of evil than the opening and 

closing of too many doors, or too few. A vector through the night into a moming of hosed 

pavements, birds heard everywhere but unseen, bakery smelJs, filtered green light, a 

courtyard still in shade ... (1082-3) 

This passage demands to be quoted in full because, primarily, it is the last we "see" of Kit and 

Dahlia, and secondly, because it provides a great synopsis of the Pynchonian frontier. This small 

imagined "vector" in which Kit and Dahlia meet once again and resume their Jove is narrated in , 

what I will call for lack of a better word, a mobile way. We start the passage with movement-

that of merry taxi drives-and the rest of the narrative flows from there as a type of city 

excursion. The admiss.ion that evil can stem from too many closed doors, and too few open ones 

also continues this nomadic theme through the passage. In a way, Pynchon imagines the "vector'' 

where Kit and Dahlia can unite and move in their love for each other, just as the other Traverses 

in the States (besides Lake) do. This passage, through its very speculative nature, also 

60 Ohalia ' s reunion with her father Merle via photographic magic synched with radio transmission stands as one of 
the most moving scenes in the novel and, more importantly, it provides an instance where the argument for 
Pynchon's anti-technology stance falls apan. 
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illuminates the "fork in the road" or "containing multitudes" idea of contradictoriness that 

Pynchon mentions in the 1984 forward, and nan-ates tluoughoutAgainst the Day. The imagined 

"vector"-a Pynchonian frontier-is imaginary and real at one and the same time, or as the 

narrator says, it lies outside the bounds of the "unimaginable." As in Mason & Dixon, th is 

Pynchonian frontier comes about in the middle of a contradiction. Kit and Dahlia are united in 

the imaginary "vector" that is only one of many "rips" in the fabric of Pynchon' s novel where 

real/ imagined and fiction/fact are subsumed under a narrative that finds a "multitude" of space 

within the gaps to create whole other worlds and frontiers . As the jacket blurb states, the "vector" 

of Kit and Dahlia is a frontier, and, without a hint of irony, it is at one and the same time, ' \:vhat 

the world might be." 

IV 

Rue du Depart 

The title of the last section of the novel is important to this analysis. The Rue du Depart is 

a street in Paris. but more importantly, the name is translated from the French as: "Street of 

Departure" (my own translation) . As we have seen departure-movement-is essentiaJ to the 

Pynchonian frontiers within the novel. It is through fue characters ' states of exile and wandering 

that these frontiers are formed and utilized. Indeed the last section of the novel is a narrative of 

deparlure for most ofthe characters (conspicuously, it isn't for Lake Traverse). Yet, this title, 

while important, almost makes the reader forget that the entire novel has been a narrative of 

departures. The Traverses, whose family traces decent from routine departures, continue on in 

that tradition-some of them utilizing it as a nomadic Pynchonian state. The Chums, who are 

also exiles interned in the sky of the globe, also are seen departing on the last page of the 

novel--continuing on in their small frontier city, that itself is nomadic. 
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Yet even though the title of the last section of the novel sums up the entirety of the 

narrative, what of the actual tit le: Against the Day? Some have traced the name to sections of the 

Bible, still others, such as Henry Veggian61
, have traced it to William Faulkner. However, what 

seems more important is the phrase' s usage in the novel. Throughout it is used in the most literal 

of fashions . Characters often fight-literally-"against the day"; against the decline of the sun, 

the force of time, the approach of death, and so on. But it is in the phrase's usage in the novel 

that we can see a "vector" into the reason it graces the title page ofPynchon's largest nove\ to 

date. The fight, and/or struggle, against the day implies, yet again, motion. Whether this is the 

literal motion of taking flight westward to escape the decline of the day and the approach of 

night, or simply the act of trying to live one's hfe against the onslaught of time, the phrase 

always alludes to motion within the novel. Whether from the Bible or an obscure speech of 

Faulkner, the use of the phrase in the novel is clear: to be "against the day" is, like the Traverse 

brothers and the Chums, to be in perpetual motion-in a state of the nomadic Pynchonian 

frontier. 

61 "it derives from the ftnal paragraph of William Faulkner' s 1955 'Address to the Southern Historical 
Association, "' (20 I, footnote). Seeing as Faulkner \vas well versed in the Bible ((he title of Absalom, Absalom! is all 
one needs for evidence of that), 1t seems that Pynchon probably also pulled the phrase from the B1ble, although he 
might have known the Faulkner usage as well. 
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Chapter V 
The Fog Frontier: A Quasi-Conclusion 

In 2009 Thomas Pynchon came out with inherent Vice, a doper' s detective story set in 

the early 70s. The novel, in many ways, seems to have little to do with the Pynchonian fron tiers 

that have been analyzed in this study. Indeed, the novel seems to have little to do with the 

trajectory of the author's previous two novels (A1ason & Dixon and Against the Day). Yet, even 

in the hapless adventures ofthe stoner detective Doc Spordello we do seem to see some 

continuation. At the close of the novel, after all the mysteries are not so much solved by Doc as 

they are resolved by themselves, Doc finds himself driving on the Santa Monica Freeway in a· 

heavy fog: 

He crept along till be finally found another car to settle in behind. After a while in his 

rearview mitTOr he saw somebody else fall in behind him. He was in a convoy of 

unknown size, each car keeping the one ahead in taillight range, like a caravan in a desert 

of perception, gathered awhile for safety in getting across a patch of blindness. It was one 

of the few things he'd ever seen anybody in this town, except for hippies, do for free . 

(368) 

This scene points us back towards the Pynchonian frontier thematics that the author had begun 

creating in his later novels. A thematics that lauds human/fami lial commw1ion in the midst of a 

decoded world that is nor totall y free from control (either state, institutional, or capitalistic), as in 

the Zone of Gravity's Rainbow (essentially Marzec's neutral "earth") . Instead-in the later 

novels-the land becomes more like the Freeway above: a coded area that (often through 

characters ' actions and perceptions) can become suddenly decoded-a highly ordered highway 

(usually a place for road-rage, tolls, and pollution-a wasteland) that can suddenly become a 
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non-capitalistic, sheltering, and communal haven for complete strangers that have WLited around 

one purpose: to make it home. 

Doc continues, in the next paragraph, to think hard about this unique instance of frontier 

(essentially a 20th century wagon-train) on the freeway which seems so strange. He thinks back 

to his friend's machine (computer) which can communicate simultaneously w ith all other 

machines on the network: 

Someday-he ftgured Sparky [the machine] would confirm it-there'd be phones as 

standard equipment in every car, maybe even dashboard computers. People could 

exchange names and addresses and life stories and form alumni associations to gather 

once a year at some bar off a different freeway exit each time, to remember the night they 

set up a temporary commune to help each other home through the fog. (368) 

Here one can almost feel the shift in Pynchon's thematics. Where in earlier novels such as V. and 

Gravity's Rainbow (and Vineland for that matter) the technology as described above would be 

seen as a further tool ofTheir control, here it is perceived as the opposite. Instead the 

technology--essentially the internet and the social network-brings people together; it acts like 

the fog on the bridge, bringing strangers together into a momentary "commune." As in Mason & 

Dixon where the declarative-usually the grounding on which controls are based-can also 

breed magic, possibility and Pynchonian frontiers, so too at the end of Inherent Vice we see that 

in the midst of control-and even through its tools and mechanisms- fron tiers and possibil ity 

can exist. 

Yet the path from "Morality and Mercy in Vienna" to Inherent Vice-which sparmed · 

about 50 years-was not a smooth evolution. Instead, as has been shown, each ofPynchon's 

novels (particularly his large ones) has been their own unique universe-relatable to each other, 
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but hardly fully comparable. After all, as mentioned in the introduction, there is an average often 

years between each novel. That decade gap certainly has the effect of making each novel its own 

entity. Likewise the strand of Pynchonian frontier aspects that tlows throughout the novels has 

also morphed and changed from novel to novel-not so much a line of continuum as much as a 

genetic tree. The first "half'' ofPynchon's career saw two novels that were more analogous in 

their take on frontiers. V, in many ways, seems to lay the groundwork for Gravity's Rainbow. In 

V. we received the layout for Pynchon' s wasteland and the hint of a possibility for regeneration 

within it. In Gravity's Rainbow we saw that regeneration sprout in the absence of ideological 

controls. TI)en we have a large gap (from 1973 to 1997) until we reach Mason & Dixon. In this 

later novel and Against the Day, which came nine years later, we see Pynchon return literally to 

the frontier. But he does more than this; in these novels he provides a more finely developed and 

more complex idea of Pynchonian frontiers . Where it was control that thwarted frontier and 

regeneration in V. and Gravity's Rainbow, in Mason & Dixon and Against the Day even 

ideological controls can not stop regeneration and the Pynchonian frontier (though they certainly 

work against them). 

However, in all of these novels we see Pynchon working within a classical American 

literary tradition. The frontier, which bas held a unique place in the American consciousness, is 

challenged by Pynchon, adapted by him, and, most of all, adopted by him. In all of these novels 

we can see Pynchon working with his nation's history, wrestling 'With the contradiction between 

the American romanticizing oftbe frontier, the reality of bloodshed and ecological destruction, 

and the positive altributes of freedom, possibility, and regeneration which Americans through the 

centuries have stubbornly held onto. And the author himself is no exception. Though in these 

novels he plays the proper postmodem author tearing down the ideological constructions, at the 
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same time we see that he is an American writer st ill enchanted with the possibilit ies the frontier 

myth espouses. Indeed, much of the complexity, contradictoriness, and plain confusedness of the 

Pynchonian frontier may be a result of this battle within the author between the inherent 

ideological constructedness (and horror) oftbe frontier, and the seduction of its promises. 

Like Melville before him who grappled with the frontier in the form of the white whale 

and had his story's artificer survive, looking for the next place to " step fo rth'' (6 15) and as 

Fitzgerald had Nick Caraway return west after watching Gatsby' s downfall, but still has him 

proclaim in the end: " to-morrow we will run faster, stretch out our arms farther . . . And one fi ne 

morning-" (180), Pynchon throughout his career has also seemed to be tom between the 

damning reality of the frontier on the one hand (symbolized by Ahab and Gatsby's death), and 

the elusive and seductive promises of its myth. Unlike these authors and the tradition they 

represent, it seems that Pynchon has seen fully through the fron tier myth, deconstructing many of 

its tenants in his fiction (such as the American-wilderness-as-Eden trope), but he still has not 

loosed himself fully from the myth. Instead, Pynchon has been like American culture at large: 

"beat[ing] on, boats against the cunent, borne back cease lessly into the past" (Gatsby 180). 

Through all his larger works Pynchon has returned to the American past and to the frontier-if 

not in traditional setting and overt theme, then at least in spirit-trying to plumb the depths o f its 

myth, and, it seems, trying to salvage something positive that we, as his readers, can take away, 

just as the listeners he places in a little hovel of a church in England have an Evensong to " take 

back to your war-address, your war-identity" (GR 13 8-9). 

Thomas Pynchon will turn 74 this coming May. Whether or not reti rement is in the cards 

for the writer is unknown, just like virtually everything about him is w1knovvn. Yet, ifwe look at 
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the closing of his most recent work, we can get a glimpse that his reworking of tbe frontier myth 

and his confrontation with its realily and its positive promises, may not be over just yet: 

Doc figured if he missed the Gordita Beach exit he'd take the first one whose sign he 

could read and work his way back on surface streets. He knew thal at Rosencrans the 

freeway began to dogleg east, and at some point, 1-lawthome Boulevard or Artesia, he'd 

lose fog, unless it was spreading tonight, and settled in regionwide. Maybe then it would 

stay this way for days, maybe he'd have to just keep driving, down past Long Beach, 

down through Orange County, and San Diego, and across a border where nobody could 

tell anymore in the fog who was Mexican, who was .Anglo, who was anybody. Then 

again, he might run out of gas before that happened, and have to leave the caravan, and 

pull over on the shoulder, and wait. For whatever would happen. For a forgotten joint to 

materialize in his pocket. For the CHP to come by and choose not to hassle him. For a 

restless blonde in a Stingray to stop and offer him a ride. For the fog to bum av..•ay, and 

for something else this time, somehow, to be there instead. (368-7) 

We leave Doc (and for the time being, Pynchon) in a Pynchonian frontier of fog and, to quote 

Mason & Dixon, "a swell of Possibility" (334) . 
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